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1 Introduction and Review
M-theory is believed to be the fundamental theory from which many known field theories
emerge as certain limits. M5-branes are the most mysterious objects in the theory but
once we assume the existence of 6d (2,0) superconformal theory, which describes them in
the low energy limit, its compactification gives us predictions about many dualities and
correspondences between lower dimensional field theories. Studying these correspondences
will help us understand the 6d (2,0) theory.
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Apart from M-theory, supersymmetric gauge theories are interesting in its own right.
Although they have rich dynamics, we can obtain many exact results about them such as
Nekrasov formulae for instanton partition functions, which are very nontrivial functions.
These exact results enable us to study nontrivial properties of the theories such as S-duality.
Therefore, among the correspondences obtained from M5-branes, I have been especially
interested in correspondences between 4d N = 2 supersymmetic gauge theories and 2d
conformal field theories (CFTs). We call it 4d-2d correspondence.
4d-2d correspondence was inspired by the following idea. Let us put the 6d theory on
M × C, with M a four-manifold and C a Riemann surface. If we compactify it on C or M ,
we obtain the 4d theory or the 2d theory respectively. If we assume that certain quantities
in the 6d theory are independent of the relative size of C and M , the two theories should
share the same quantities. This correspondence is useful because it gives us predictions and
confirmations of exact results of the 4d supersymmetric gauge theories from the dual 2d
theories.
This thesis is based on my two papers [1] and [2]. Both of them are related to this topic.
Section 2 in this thesis is based on the first one [1] and Section 3 is based on the second one
[2]. Before going to these sections, we need to review the past researches that are relevant
for my papers.
The Riemann surfaces related to 4d N = 2 theories first appeared in [3, 4]. The authors
found that the exact mass of BPS states in 4d N = 2 gauge theories can be obtained from
certain period integral over one-cycles on the corresponding Riemann surfaces.
Later this calculation was interpreted in terms of M-theory. The low energy theory for
M5-branes wrapped on the Riemann surface is reduced to the 4d N = 2 gauge theory and
the period integral over the cycles corresponds to the energy of M2-branes that are reduced
to the BPS particles in the 4d theory.
By using this Riemann surface and the information of the integrand in the period integral,
the authors of [5] found the first example of 4d-2d correspondence. They put a certain
CFT called Liouville theory on the Riemann surface corresponding to 4d N = 2 SU(2)
superconformal gauge theories such as the theories with 4 fundamental hypermuletiplets
(denoted by Nf = 4) and with 1 adjoint hypermultiplet (denoted by N = 2∗). Then they
considered the correlation functions of the Vertex operators in the CFT that reflect the
information of the singularities of the integrand in the period integral. When we calculate
the correlation functions in CFT, there are certain parts called conformal blocks that depend
only on the central charge and the conformal dimensions of the operators. I will explain these
quantities in Section 1.4. They found that the instanton partition functions of the SU(2)
superconformal gauge theories on R4 match the corresponding conformal blocks in Liouville
theory up to so called U(1) factor. We will explain the U(1) factor in Section 1.4.2. It is
expected to be the contribution from U(1) part in the gauge theories. On the 2d side, there is
a parameter b in the Liouville theory as I will explain in Section 1.4. In order for the match to
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hold, we need to identify this parameter with the regularization parameters for the instanton
partition functions. Once we do so, the parameter b can take any value with keeping the
correspondence hold. The first row in the table (1.1) indicates this correspondence.
4d 2d
instanton partition functions on R4 conformal blocks
full partition functions on S4 correlation functions for b = 1
the vevs of the loop operators on S4 Verlinde operators for b = 1
(1.1)
In addition, they found that the full partition functions on S4 match the correlation
functions for b = 1. Since S4 is compact, there are no free parameters for regularization
unlike the case of R4. That is why we have to fix b = 1 on the 2d side in order for the
correspondence to hold. The second row in the table (1.1) indicates this correspondence.
While we have restricted to SU(2) gauge theories on the 4d side in the above story, there
is an extension [6] where SU(N) superconformal gauge theories correspond to AN−1 Toda
theory on the Riemann surfaces. In case of SU(N), the gauge theories with 2N fundamental
hypermultiplets (denoted by Nf = 2N) and with 1 adjoint hypermultiplet (still denoted by
N = 2∗) are considered as examples of N = 2 superconformal theories.
A more relevant example of 4d-2d correspondence for my paper [1] is the correspondence
with loop operators. Wilson loop and ’t Hooft loop operators are well known non-local
operators in the 4d gauge theories. There are also loop operators on the 2d CFTs and
they are called Verlinde operators. The correspondence between the Wilson and ’t Hooft
loop operators in SU(2) superconformal gauge theories on S4 and the Verlinde operators
for b = 1 is proposed in [7], [8]. This proposal was based on the exact results of the
Wilson loop operators on S4 obtained in [9] and the calculation of the Verlinde operators in
Liouville theory. Later the exact results of the ’t Hooft loop operators on S4 was obtained
in [10] and the authors checked that the Wilson and the ’t Hooft loop operators in SU(N)
superconformal gague theoris on S4 match the Verlinde operators for b = 1 in the Toda
theories obtained in [11]. The third row in the table (1.1) indicates this correspondence.
In our paper [1], which Section 2 is based on, we proposed a new version of 4d-2d
correspondence. We put 4d N = 2 SU(N) superconformal gauge theories on S1 × R3 and
considered the indices in presence of the loop operators. Indices count the number of the
BPS states weighted by their quantum numbers such as angular momenta, so they are useful
quantities for obtaining the information about the BPS states. We calculated the indices
for 4d N = 2 superconformal gauge theories in the presence of infinitely massive particles
with electric or magnetic charges, which are Wilson loop or ’t Hooft loop operators along
S1. In doing so, we reinterpreted the indices as the partition functions where all fields
have twisted periodicity along S1 related to the above quantum numbers and performed
localization calculation to obtain the exact results. Our results will be a step for studying
the BPS states that reflect interesting non-perturbative dynamics.
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We found that these indices correspond to the Verlinde operators with general b in the
Toda theories. In this correspondence, the fugacity for the angular momentum in the above
indicies is identified with the parameter b in the Toda theories. This is the first example
that corresponds to the Verlinde operators with general b. This correspondence raises an
interesting question about how we can explain it in terms of M5-branes and we will obtain
a hint of interesting properties of M5-branes during answering the question.
Having explained Section 2 based on [1], we will turn to Section 3 based on [2]. To
prepare for Section 3, let us return to the first example of 4d-2d correspondence indicated
in the first row in the table (1.1). After the correspondence in case of 4d N = 2 SU(2)
superconformal gauge theories on the 4d side was found in [5], the correspondence between
4d N = 2 SU(2) non-conformal gauge theoreis and Liouville theory was found in [12]. The
author of [12] considered 4d N = 2 SU(2) gauge theories with Nf = 0, 1, 2, 3 where Nf is the
number of fundamental hypermultiplets. Especially the cases with Nf = 0, 1 is relevant for
Section 3 in this thesis. In these cases, the author of [12] found that the instanton partition
functions match the inner products of certain states in Liouville theory side. These states
are eigenstates of the Virasoro generators L1 and L2 and called Whittaker states. These
correspondences are simpler than the cases with superconformal gauge theories in a sense
that the U(1) factor does not appear in the former. Therefore when we would like to find a
new correspondence with different spacetimes on the 4d side, it is easier to begin with the
case with pure gauge theories, i.e. theories without hypermultiplets, or theories with small
numbers of fundamental hypermultiplets.
From now on, we consider 4d N = 2 gauge theories on R4/Z2. This geometry was
considered in the context of 4d-2d correspondence in [13] for the first time. The authors
proposed that certain instanton partition functions of 4d N = 2 SU(2) pure gauge theory
on R4/Z2 corresponds to the inner products of Whittaker states in super Liouville theory.
In super CFTs, there are Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond sectors where fields are periodic
and anti-periodic along the cycle corresponding to the space direction. In [13], the authors
considered only the instanton partition functions corresponding to the Neveu-Schwarz sector.
The same is true in [14]. In [15, 16], this correspondence was extended to the case with
SU(2) superconformal gauge theories on R4/Z2 but the authors still considered the instanton
partition functions corresponding to the Neveu-Schwarz sector.
I found the instanton partition functions corresponding to the Ramond sector in [2] for
the first time. Let us see the gauge theory side also has sectors. The asymptotic region of
R4/Z2 is S3/Z2 and it has a noncontractible cycle. Since pi1(S3/Z2) = Z2, if we go round
the cycle twice, it is contractible. Therefore the holonomy of the gauge field along the cycle
U = exp(i
∮
A) should satisfy U2 = 1 if we consider flat connections. In case of U(2) gauge
theories, the value of the holonomy can divided into four inequivalent classes U = diag(1, 1),
diag(−1,−1), diag(1,−1) and diag(−1, 1). In [13, 14, 15, 16], the authors considered only the
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instanton partition functions in the sectors with the holonomy U = (1, 1) and (−1,−1) and
that is why their counterparts on the 2d side are all in the Neveu-Schwarz sector. Instead
I considered the sector with the holonomy U = (1,−1) and (−1, 1) and found that the
instanton partition functions match the inner products of Whittaker states in the Ramond
sector. I checked it in case of U(2) gauge theories with Nf = 0, 1.
In the remaining of this section, we will review the important examples of 4d-2d corre-
spondences that were found before ones in Section 2 and 3 and relevant for them. In Section
1.1, we explain how Riemann surfaces are introduced for the analysis of the 4d theories in
[3, 4]. From Section 1.2 we will explain 4d-2d correspondence written in the table (1.1). In
Section 1.2 we review how to obtain instanton partition functions on R4. In Section 1.3 we
write the results of full partition function and loop operators on S4. Having review the 4d
side, we turn to 2d side from Section 1.4. In Section 1.4 we consider correlators in 2d CFT
and define conformal blocks. Then we will see the relation between these 2d quantities and
the 4d quantities mentioned in Section 1.2 and Section 1.3. In Section 1.5 we will define
Verlinde loop operators on the 2d side. We see that it corresponds to the loop operators
on S4 mentioned in Section 1.3 when b = 1. It is relevant for Section 2. In Section 1.6, we
prepare for Section 3 and review the correspondence with non-conformal gauge theories on
R4. We explain the countarpart of the instanton partition functions in Liouville theory.
Section 2 is based on my first paper [1]. We consider 4d N = 2 SU(N) gauge theories
on S1 × R3. The exact results of the loop operators along S1 are obtained and we compare
them with the Verlinde operators for general b in Toda theories.
Section 3 is based on my second paper [2]. We calculate the instanton partition functions
of 4d N = 2 U(2) gauge theories on R4/Z2 and compared them with inner products of
Whittaker states in the Ramond sector.
In Section 4, we discuss future works related to Section 2 and Section 3.
1.1 Seiberg-Witten curve
The discovery of the 4d-2d correspondence came from the fact that for a certain class of
4d N = 2 gauge theories, there are certain complex-one dimensional curves called Seiberg-
Witten curves [3, 4]. It describes the exact mass of BPS states in the 4d N = 2 gauge theory.
It is a double cover of a Riemann surface and when we consider 4d-2d correspondence later,
we will put certain 2d theories on this Riemann surface.
Before explaining the correspondence in Section 1.4, we need to know which Riemann
surface we should introduce for a given 4d N = 2 gauge theory and the information about
the singularities of the Seiberg-Witten curve on the Riemann surface. We will explain about
them in this subsection. In Section 1.1.1 and Section 1.1.2, we will give the Seiberg-Witten
curve for 4d SU(2) gauge theories with Nf = 0 and Nf = 1. They are relevent for Section
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1.6 and Section 3. Next we will give the Seiberg-Witten curve for 4d SU(2) gauge theory
with Nf = 4. It is relevent for Section 1.4 and Section 2. This subsection is mostly based
on [17].
Before giving the expressions of Seiberg-Witten curves, we explain how we can obtain
mass of BPS states from the Seiberg-Witten curves. In 4d N = 2 SU(2) gauge theories,
mass of BPS states with the electric chage ne, the magnetic charge nm and the flavor charges
fi are given as follows
M = |ne a+ nmaD +
∑
i
fiµi| , (1.2)
where a represents the vev of the complex scalar field φ in the vector multiplet so that
〈φ〉 = diag(a,−a). aD is defined to be ∂F/∂a where F is the prepotential for the low energy
effective theory. µi are the mass parameters in Lagrangian. The running coupling constant
is obtained as τ(a) = ∂aD(a)/∂a. For a given theory, we can construct the Seiberg-Witten
curve and a certain 1-form λ called Seiberg-Witten differential. The Seiberg-Witten curve
has two cycles denoted by A and B and the variables a and aD are obtained as follows
a =
1
2pii
∮
A
λ , aD =
1
2pii
∮
B
λ .
1.1.1 Nf = 0
We describe the Seiberg-Witten curve in complex two dimensional space parameterized by
the two complex coordinates x, z. The Seiberg-Witten curve for N = 2 SU(2) pure gauge
theory is given as follows
z +
1
z
=
x2
Λ2
− u
Λ2
(1.3)
where u is a moduli of the vacuum defined as u := 〈Trφ2〉 and Λ is the dynamical scale. Let
us denote the roots of x2(z) by z±, such that u+Λ2(z+ 1z ) =
Λ2
z (z−z+)(z−z−). The branch
points of x(z) are z = 0, z−, z+,∞. Therefore there are two cycles on the Riemann surface
parameterized by z as described in Figure 1.1 If we identify the Seiberg-Witten differential
as λ = xdz/z, a and aD are given as follows
a =
1
2pii
∮
x
dz
z
, aD =
2
2pii
∫ z−
z+
x
dz
z
. (1.4)
Let us check that they give the known expressions in the classical limit. When |u| & Λ2,
z+ ∼ −u/Λ2 and z− ∼ −Λ2/u, so indeed we can obtain the following result
a ∼ √u , aD = − 8a
2pii
log
a
Λ
(1.5)
1Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3 were drawn by the author of [17] and I thank him for permitting me to
use these figures in this thesis.
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Figure 1: The Riemann surface corresponding to SU(2) Nf = 0 theory
Figure 2: The Riemann surface corresponding to SU(2) Nf = 1 theory
as expected in [3]. Let us turn to the singularities in the moduli space. These singularities
are caused by the collision of the branch points z+ and z− on the Seiberg-Witten curve.
We can identify the singularities as u = ±2Λ2. We can check that (1.4) gives the correct
monodromy of a(u) and aD(u) around them. These observations confirm that the curve (1.3)
is correct. We will use (1.3) in Section 1.6.
1.1.2 Nf = 1
The Seiberg-Witten curve for N = 2 SU(2) with the number of fundamental hypermultiplet
Nf = 1 is given as follows
2Λ(x− µ)
z
+ Λ2z = x2 − u (1.6)
where µ is the mass. The branch points of x(z) are z = z1, z2, z3,∞, where z1, z2 and z3
make the square root in the expression
x = Λ/z ±
√
(Λ/z)2 − (2Λµ/z − Λ2z − u) (1.7)
zero. The variables a and aD are given by
a =
1
2pii
∮
A
λ , aD =
1
2pii
∮
B
λ , (1.8)
where λ := xdz/z and the cycles A and B are described in Figure 2. Note also that x has
a residue ±µ at z = 0. Therefore when a closed cycle L on the Seiberg-Witten curve winds
the A cycle ne times, the B cycle nm times and the pole z = 0 f times, the integral of λ is
then
1
2pii
∮
λ = nea+ nmaD + fµ ,
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Figure 3: The Riemann surface corresponding to SU(2) Nf = 4 theory
just as in the BPS mass formula.
In the classical limit where |u|& |Λ|, (1.9) gives the correct result
a ∼ √u , aD ∼ 2
2pii
∫ Λ/√u
u/Λ2
adz/z = − 6
2pii
alog
a
Λ
, (1.9)
where we used z1 ∼ u/Λ2 and z2, z3 ∼ Λ/√u in this limit. In addition, the curve gives the
correct monodromy of a(u), aD(u) around the singular points in the vacuum moduli space.
We can confirm that this is the correct curve by considering them. We will use (1.6) in
Section 1.6.
1.1.3 Nf = 4
The Seiberg-Witten curve for N = 2 SU(2) gauge theory with Nf = 4 is given as follows
(x− µ˜1)(x− µ˜2) + c (x− µ˜3)(x− µ˜4)
z
= x2 − u , (1.10)
where µ˜1,2,3,4 are related to the masses µ1,2,3,4 and c is a certain constant related to the
coupling constant. Let us write the above expression simply as Ax2 − Bx − C = 0 where
A,B,C are independent of x. We denote the solutions of A := 1 − z − c/z = 0 by z = z±.
If we introduce the variable λ = x˜dz/z where x˜ := x−B/(2A),
λ2 =
B2 + 4AC
4A2
dz2
z2
(1.11)
has four poles z = 0, z−, z+,∞. If we write the above expression in terms of z′ := z/z+,
λ2 =
Ddz′2
(z′ − 1)2(z′ − q)2z′2 , (1.12)
where q := z−/z+. The poles are at z′ = 0, 1, q,∞ as indicated by the red points in Figure
3. D is a quartic polynomial of z′ so it means that λ has four branch points. They are
indicated by the black points on the Riemann surface parameterized by z in Figure 3. Next
we will find that λ has the following residues at the singularities
±µ1−µ22 at z =∞
±µ1+µ22 at z = 1
±µ3+µ42 at z = q
±µ3−µ42 at z = 0 ,
(1.13)
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where z means the new z′.
We can find that q is related to the coupling constant in UV as q = e2piiτUV as follows.
From now on, let us write z′ as z simply. When u is large,
a =
1
2pii
∮
A
λ ∼ √u , aD = 1
2pii
∮
B
λ =
2
2pii
∫ z=q
z=1
a
dz
z
=
2a
2pii
logq . (1.14)
Combining it with the relation aD = 2τUV a + · · · , we get q = e2piiτUV . We wil use the
information of the singularities (1.13) in Section 1.4.
1.1.4 N = 2∗
The Seiberg-Witten curve for N = 2∗ SU(2) gauge theory is
λ2 − φ(z) = 0 (1.15)
where z is now a coordinate of the torus, which we take to be the complex plane with the
identification z ∼ z + 1 ∼ z + τ . As the origin of the coordinate is arbitrary, we put the
puncture at the origin. The φ(z) is given by the condition that it has a double pole with a
given strength at z = 0. This uniquely fixes the form of φ(z) to be
φ(z) = (µ2℘(z; τ) + u)dz2 , (1.16)
where ℘ is the Weierstrass function, and u is the Coulomb branch vev u = 〈trφ2〉/2.
1.2 Instanton
The first example of 4d-2d correspondence was discovered in [5]. As indicated in the first
row in the table (1.1), the authors considered the instanton partition functions on the 4d
side. Let us review how to obtain them.
The moduli space of k instantons in U(N) gauge theory can be described by two k × k
matrices B1 and B2, a k×N matrix I and an N×k matrix J . It is the space of the solutions
of the following equation
[B1, B2] + IJ = 0 , (1.17)
where we consider the solutions related by the transformation
(B1, B2, I, J) ∼ (gB1g−1, gB2g−1, gI, Jg−1) g ∈ GL(k,C) , (1.18)
as equivalent elements. We parameterize g by φ so that g = eiφ.
The instanton partition function can be written as certain integral over the moduli space.
To calculate this, we use the localization theorem. M is a manifold with 2n dimension. A
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group action G acts on this manifold and causes the vector field ξ = ξiXi where {ξi} is
a set of the parameters of the group action G and Xi is a basis of the vector fields. We
define equivariant derivative dξ := d− iξ where iξ is the interior product with ξ. Note that
d2ξ = −Lξ where L is a Lie derivative. Then we consider a closed form ω˜ over M
dξ ω˜ = 0 where ω˜ =
2n∑
k=0
ωk (1.19)
where ωk is a certain k-form. If M is compact, the following theorem holds.∫
M
ω˜ = (−2pi)n
∑
p∈F
ω0(p)√
det Lξ(p)
(1.20)
where F is the set of the fixed points of M under the action G. The determinant on the
right-hand side is over the tangent space TpM of M at a fixed point p. Even though it looks
like that the right-hand side depends on the group action parameters ξi, it is independent
in case of compact M . In our problem, we want to consider M as the instanton moduli
spaces and the left-hand side of (1.20) as the instanton partition functions. Since this M
is non-compact, the left-hand side is divergent. So let us define regularized volumes of
instanton moduli spaces by the right-hand side, which depneds on ξ in this case. We take
the action U(1)2 × U(1)N parameterized by ()1, )2, aα) as the group action G. From now
on, we sometimes call this action the equivariant action. The infinitesimal transformation
of B1, B2, I, J under this action is as follows
δU(1)2×U(1)NB1 = −i)1B1
δU(1)2×U(1)NB2 = −i)2B2
δU(1)2×U(1)N I = −iIa
δU(1)2×U(1)NJ = i()1 + )2)J + iaJ ,
where a = diag(a1 · · · aN). At each fixed point, they should be invariant up to the transfor-
mation (1.18). Its infinitesimal one is as follows
δU(k)B1 = i[φ, B1]
δU(k)B2 = i[φ, B2]
δU(k)I = iφI
δU(k)J = −iJφ .
Each fixed point corresponds to a solution to (δU(1)2×U(1)N + δU(k)) (B1,2, I, J) = 0, i.e.,
−)1B1 + [φ, B1] = 0
−)2B2 + [φ, B2] = 0
−Ia+ φI = 0
−()1 + )2)J + aJ − Jφ = 0
(1.21)
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with a certain φ. We label each fixed point by a set of the eigenvalues of the φ.
In order to obtain the eigenvectors of φ, let us decompose I into N vectors Iα with k
components, where α = 1, · · · , N . From the third equation in (1.21), we can read that Iα is
one of the eigenvalues with an eigenvalue aα.
φIα = aαIα (1.22)
where we do not sum over α. The other eigenvectors can be found as follows. If B1Iα is a
nonzero vector, we can find that it is an eigenvector with an eigenvalue aα + )1 by using the
first equation of (1.21)
φ(B1Iα) = (B1φ+ )1B1)Iα = (aα + )1)(B1Iα). (1.23)
Similarly, B2Iα is an eigenvector with an eigenvalue a + )2 if it is nonzero vector. More
generally Bp1B
q
2Iα is an eigenvector with an eigenvalue aα + p)1 + q)2 where p and q are non
negative. From the last equation in (1.21), we get IJ = 0 and the equation (1.17) becomes
[B1, B2] = 0. Therefore if we change the ordering of B1 and B2, the eigenstate B
p
1B
q
2Iα
does not change. It was proven that all the eigenvectors can be written in this form. There
are exactly k eigenvectors so Bp1B
q
2Iα must be zero vector with enough large p and q. The
set of the two integers (p, q) where Bp1B
q
2Iα are nonzero vectors are described by the Young
tableau for each α. Let Yα = {λα,1,λα,2, · · · } (1 ≤ α ≤ N) be a Young tableau where λα,i
is the height of the i-the column. We set λα,i = 0 when i is larger than the width of the
tableau Yα. This Young tableau corresponds to a solution where B
i−1
1 B
j−1
2 Iα is nonzero
vector for j ≤ λα,i and zero vector otherwise. Since each box in the tableau corresponds to
each eigenvector, the N -tuple of Young tableaux ,Y = Y1, · · · , YN contains k boxes. Each
fixed point is labeled by a N -tuple of Young tableaux.
Next we turn to the contribution to the instanton partition functions from each fixed
point labeled by the N -tuple of the Young tableaux ,Y . The det L in (1.20) is the product
of the weights
∏
i ωi where e
iωi are eigenvalues of the action on TpM induced by G =
U(1)2 × U(1)N .Instead of the product, we consider the trace χ := ∑i eiωi here. This trace
can be easily calculated if we consider the ADHM complex in Figure 4. We define the spaces
V := Ck and W := CN . For exmple, φ is a k × k matrix, so it is an element of the space
(V ⊗ V ∗). Similarly I is a k × N matrix, so it is an element of the space (V ⊗W ∗). The
maps σp and τp in Figure 4 are as follows
σp(φ) =

δB1
δB1
δI
δJ
 , τp

δB1
δB1
δI
δJ
 = [B1, δB2] + [δB1, B2] + IδJ + (δI)J . (1.24)
An element (B1, B2, I, J) of the instanton moduli space is a solution to the equation (1.17)
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Figure 4: The ADHM complex
and identified by the transformation (1.18). Therefore tangent vectors of this space can be
written as Ker τp/Imσp. So the trace over this tangent space can be obtained by χ(C1) −
χ(C0)−χ(C2), where χ(X) is a trace of U(1)2×U(1)N ×U(k) over the space X. The spaces
C0, C1 and C2 are denoted in Figure 4.
First let us give expressions of χ(V ) and χ(W ). If we define T1 := e−i'1 , T2 := e−i'2 and
Taα := e
iaα ,
χ(W(a) =
N∑
α=1
Taα . (1.25)
At the fixed point labeled by ,Y , the eigenvalues of the matrix φ are
φs = aα(s) + (is − 1))1 + (js − 1))2 , (1.26)
so
χ(V(a,(Y ) =
∑
α
∑
s∈Yα
Taα T
−is+1
1 T
−js+1
2 .
From now let us consider general case with quiver gauge theory U(M) × U(N) instead
of U(N) gauge theory in preparation for obtaining the contribution from fundamental hy-
permultiplets. We consider the contribution to the instanton partition functions from a
bifundamental hypermultiplet with respect to this quiver gauge theory. When we count the
trace χ(W ),χ(V ), we use (a1, · · · , aN) as the parameters of the action onto W and Young
tableau Y1, · · · , YN . When we count the trace χ(W ∗),χ(V ∗), we use (b1, · · · , bM) as the
parameters of the action onto W and Young tableau X1, · · · , XM . χ(C1) − χ(C0) − χ(C2)
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are as follows.
χ(a,(b = χ(V(a,(Y )χ(V
∗
(b, (X
)(T1 + T2 − T1T2 − 1) + χ(V(a,(Y )χ(W ∗(b ) + T1T2 χ(W(a)χ(V ∗(b, (X)
=
N∑
α=1
N ′∑
β=1
ei(aα−bβ)χ(Yα,Xβ)
where
χ(Yα,Xβ) := −(1− T1)(1− T2)χ(VYα)χ(V ∗Xβ) + χ(VYα) + T1T2 χ(V ∗Xβ)
χ(VYα) :=
∑
s∈Yα
T−is+11 T
−js+1
2 (1.27)
After calculation, we get
χ(Yα,Xβ) =
∑
s∈Yα
T
−LXβ (s)
1 T
AYα (s)+1
2 +
∑
t∈Xβ
T
LYα (t)+1
1 T
−AXβ (t)
2 (1.28)
For a box s in the i-the column and the j-th row, we defined its arm-length AYα(s) and
leg-length LYα(s) with respect to the tableau Ym by
AYα(s) = λα,i − j , LYα(s) = λ′α,j − i . (1.29)
We denoted the height of each column of the transpose of Yα by Y Tα = {λ′α,1,λ′α,2, · · · }. Using
them, we define a function E by
E(a, Ym, Yn, s) = a− )1LYn(s) + )2(AYm(s) + 1) . (1.30)
Changing the trace
∑
i e
iωi into the products of the weights
∏
i ωi, we get the contribuion
zbifund from the bifundamental hypermultiplet with mass µ to the summand in (1.20) at the
fixed point labeled by (,Y , ,X). It is given as
zbifund(,a, ,Y ;,b, ,X;µ)
=
∏
α,β
∏
s∈Yα
(E(aα − bβ, Yα, Xβ, s)− µ)
∏
t∈Xβ
()1 + )2 − E(bβ − aα, Xβ, Yα, t)− µ) . (1.31)
When we got the above expression, we added the flavor symmetry action to the equivariant
action G. This action is parameterized by the mass µ.
The contribution from a vector multiplet and an adjoing hypermultiplet in U(N) gauge
theory is obtained as follows
zvect(,a, ,Y ) = zbifund(,a, ,Y ;,a, ,Y ; 0)
−1
zadj(,a, ,Y , µ) = zbifund(,a, ,Y ;,a, ,Y ;µ) (1.32)
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The contribution from a fundamental hypermultiplet with mass m is written as follows
zfund,i(,a, ,Y , µi) =
N∏
n=1
∏
s∈Yn
(φ(an, s)− µi + )1 + )2) , (1.33)
where
φ(a, s) = a+ )1(i− 1) + )2(j − 1) (1.34)
for the box s in the i-th column and the j-th row. This mass is transformed into Q − m
by Weyl symmetry. An anti-fundamental hypermultiplet with mass m gives the following
contribution
zantifund,i(,a, ,Y , µ) = zfund,i(,a, ,Y , )1 + )2 − µ) (1.35)
The instanton partition function for U(N) gauge theory with Nf fundamental matters and
Na adjoint matters is written as follows
Zinst(a, {µ}, )1, )2, q) =
∑
k
qkZk-inst(a, {µ}, )1, )2) ,
Zk-inst(a, {µ}, )1, )2) =
∑
(Y :|(Y |=k
∏Nf
i=1 zfund,i(,a, ,Y , µi)
∏Na
j=1 zadj,i(,a,
,Y , µj)
zvector(,a, ,Y )
, (1.36)
where q is the 1-instanton factor. In case of asymptotic free gauge theories, q := Λ2N−Nf and
Λ denotes the QCD scale. In case of conformal gauge theories such as Nf = 2N or N = 2∗,
q := e2piiτ where τ is the complexified coupling constant.
1.3 Full partition functions and Loop Operators
In addition to the correspondence where the instantons partition functions are considered on
the 4d side, the authors in [5] found the correspondence between the full partition functions
on S4 and certain 2d quantities. Moreover, the authors of [7],[8] and [11] found that the vevs
of the loop operators on S4 have counterparts on the 2d side. In this subsection let us see
the results of 4d theories that appear in the above correspondences.
The full partition functions of 4d N = 2 gauge theories with the gauge group G on S4
with the radius r were calculated in [9]. The results are as follows
Z fullS4 (a, {m}, q) =
∫
daZnorth(a, {m}, q) · Zsouth(a, {m}, q) (1.37)
where a ∈ t takes values in the Cartan subalgebra of G and
Znorth(a, {m}, q) =Zcl (a, q)Z1-loop,pole(a, {m})Zinst
(
a, {1
r
+m}, 1
r
,
1
r
, q
)
(1.38)
Zsouth(a, {m}, q) =Zcl (a, q)Z1-loop,pole(a, {m})Zinst
(
a, {−1
r
+m},−1
r
,−1
r
, q
)
. (1.39)
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Zcl and Z1-loop,pole are given by
Zcl (a, q) = exp
[
pii r2τ Tr a2
]
,
Z1-loop,pole(a, {m}) ∝
∏
α(α · a)1/2
∏
n≥1(
n
r + α · a)n ,∏
i
∏
ωi∈Ri
∏
n≥1(
n
r + wi · a−mi)n/2(nr − wi · a+mi)n/2
. (1.40)
α are the roots of the Lie algebra g. mi and wi are the mass and the weights of the
representation Ri of G for the i-th hypermultiplet.
Next we insert the half-BPS Wilson loop operator. The half-BPS Wilson loop operators
WR in the representation R along the great S1 on S4 is defined as
WR := TrR exp
(∮
S1
[
Aµ
dxµ
ds
+ i
∣∣∣∣dxµds
∣∣∣∣Φ0] ds) , (1.41)
where Φ0 is defined so that the complex scalar field φ in the vector multiplet is written as
φ = Φ0 + iΦ9. The vev was also calculated in [9] as
〈WR〉 =
∫
daZnorth(a, {m}, q)Zsouth(a, {m}, q) TrR e2piria . (1.42)
Next let us turn to the half-BPS ’t Hooft loop operators along the great S1 on S4. The
’t Hooft loop operators are labeled by coweights B. The coweights B can be seen as weights
in the Langland dual group GL. For G = U(N), GL is also U(N). The vev of the ’t Hooft
loop operator labeled by B is defined as the sum of the sectors associated with weights v
of the representation of GL whose highest weight is B. The sector with w is defined by the
path integral around the following singular configuration whose behavior near the loop is
described as
F =
v
4
)ijk
xi
|,x|3dx
k ∧ dxj ,
Φ9 =
v
2|,x| , (1.43)
where i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 and ,x = (x1, x2, x3). We used the coordinate of R3 above since the
transverse directions to the loop are locally the same as R3. We consider B as the magnetic
charge of the ’t Hooft loop operator. Let us focus on the cases where all the weights are
related to B by the action of Weyl group. In such cases, the vev of the ’t Hooft loop operator
with the magnetic charge B can be written as
〈TB〉 =
∑
v∈Rep(B)
∫
daZnorth(a
(N), {m}, q)Zsouth(a(S), {m}, q)
× Z1-loop,equator(a, {m}, v) , (1.44)
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where a(N) and a(S) in Znorth and Zsouth are a(N) := a − v/(2r) and a(S) := a + v/(2r) and
Z1-loop,equator is the contribution from the equator where the loop operator is inserted.
For example, Z1-loop,equator of the ’t Hooft loop operator with B = (1, 0N−1) in N =
2∗ U(N) theory is given as
Z1-loop,equator(a,m, v)
=
(∏
i<j
sinh
[
pi(ai − aj)− pim+ pi vi−vj2
]
sinh
[
pi(ai − aj) + pim+ pi vi−vj2
]
sinh2
[
pi(ai − aj) + pi vi−vj2
] )|vi−vj |/2 .
(1.45)
v runs over (1, 0N−1), (0, 1, 0N−2), . . . , (0N−1, 1). m denotes the mass of the hypermultiplet.
In case with general B, there is a phenomenon where dynamical monopoles surround the
’t Hooft loop operator in the sectors associated with the weights that are not related to B
by the action of Weyl group. As we will explain in Section 2.4, these sectors give another
contribution to the vev in addition to the right-hand side in (1.44).
1.4 Conformal Blocks and Correlation functions in 2d CFT
Having reviewed the 4d side, we will turn to the 2d side from this subsection. First we review
Liouville theory in Section 1.4.1. When the gauge group is SU(2) on 4d side, we should put
Liouville theory on the Riemann surfaces corresponding to the gauge theories.
Then if we consider certain correlation functions in Liouville theory related to the sin-
gularities of Seiberg-Witten curve, it will give the same quantities as the 4d theory side. In
Section 1.4.2 we will define certain quantities called conformal blocks that appear during
the calculation of the correlation functions. Then we will see the correspondence between
these quantities and the instanton partition functions on R4 explained in Section 1.2. Next
we will consider the correlation functions and see the correspondense between them and the
full partition functions on S4 mentioned in Section 1.4.2. In Section 1.4.4 we will extend the
above correspondence and obtain the correspondence where the gauge group is SU(N) with
general N . In this case, we should put AN−1 Toda theory on the 2d side. We will review
this theory and see the extended correspondence between this and SU(N) gauge theories.
1.4.1 Liouville theory
We consider Liouville theory on the 2d side to obtain quantities corresponding to 4d SU(2)
gauge theories.
The action of Liouville theory is as follows
S =
∫
d2σ
√
g
[ 1
4pi
gxy∂xφ · ∂yφ+ µe2bφ + Q
4pi
Rφ
]
. (1.46)
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Figure 5: The sphere with four punctures and the conformal block related to it
where Q = b+ 1/b. The central charge of this conformal field theory is
c = 1 + 6Q2 . (1.47)
This theory has the conformal symmmetry and the algebra is as follows
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m + c
8
(n3 − n)δn+m . (1.48)
(1.49)
The primary fields can be written as Vα(z) := e2αφ(z) and its conformal dimension is
∆α = α(Q− α) . (1.50)
α is called its momentum.
1.4.2 Sphere with four punctures
Let us consider the quantity in Liouville theory correponding to 4d U(2) gauge theories with
Nf = 4. Based on the singularities and the residues in (1.13), we put the following vertex
operators on the points on a sphere
Vα1(z) at z =∞
Vα2(z) at z = 1
Vα3(z) at z = q
Vα4(z) at z = 0 ,
(1.51)
where
α1 =
µ1 − µ2
2
+
Q
2
, α2 =
µ1 + µ2
2
, α3 =
µ3 + µ4
2
, α4 =
µ3 − µ4
2
+
Q
2
. (1.52)
These points are indicated in (a) in Figure 5. Then we consider the following correlation
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functions on a sphere
〈Vα1(∞)Vα2(1)Vα3(q)Vα4(0)〉sphere . (1.53)
We calculate it by inserting the identity operators made from the complete sets.
(1.53) = 〈Vα1(∞)Vα2(1)
(∫
α∈Q2 +iR
dα
∑
I,J
|α, I〉 (Kα)−1IJ 〈α, J |
)
Vα3(q)Vα4(0)〉
=
∫
dα 〈Vα1(∞)Vα2(1) |α〉〈α|Vα3(q)Vα4(0)〉
×
∑
I,J
〈Vα1(∞)Vα2(1) |α, I〉
〈Vα1(∞)Vα2(1) |α〉
(Kα)
−1
I,J
〈α, J |Vα3(q)Vα4(0)〉
〈α|Vα3(q)Vα4(0)〉
(1.54)
where {|α, I〉}I=1,2,3,··· = {|α〉, L−1|α〉, L−1|α〉, · · · } is the set of basis in the Verma mod-
ule constructed from the primary state |α〉. L0|α〉 = ∆α|α〉. (Kα)−1 is the inverse of the
matrix with the components (Kα)IJ = 〈α, I|α, J〉. We decompose it into chiral half parts.
{|α, I ′〉(c.h.)}I′=1,2,3,··· = {|α〉, L−1|α〉, L−2|α〉, · · · }, which does not include L−n. The super-
script (c.h.) stands for chiral half.
(1.54) =
∫
dα 〈Vα1(∞)Vα2(1) |α〉〈α|Vα3(q)Vα4(0)〉
×
∣∣∣∑
I′,J ′
〈Vα1(∞)Vα2(1) |α, I ′〉(c.h.)
〈Vα1(∞)Vα2(1) |α〉
(K(c.h.)α )
−1
I′,J ′
(c.h.)〈α, J ′|Vα3(q)Vα4(0)〉
〈α|Vα3(q)Vα4(0)〉
∣∣∣2 . (1.55)
The general three-point function The three-point function is given by the DOZZ formula
[18, 19]
〈Vα1(z1)Vα2(z2)Vα3(z3)〉 = |z12|2(∆3−∆1−∆2)|z23|2(∆1−∆2−∆3)|z31|2(∆2−∆3−∆1)C(α1,α2,α3)
(1.56)
where ∆i is the dimension of the operators Vαi = e
2αφ given by
∆i = αi(Q− αi),
and
C(α1,α2,α3)
∝ Υ(2α1)Υ(2α2)Υ(2α3)
Υ(α1 + α2 + α3 −Q)Υ(α1 + α2 − α3)Υ(α1 − α2 + α3)Υ(−α1 + α2 + α3) (1.57)
where
Υ(x) =
1
Γ2(x|b, b−1)Γ2(Q− x|b, b−1) . (1.58)
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One can think of Γ2 as the regularized infinite product
Γ2(x|)1, )2) ∝
∏
m,n≥0
(x+m)1 + n)2)
−1 . (1.59)
The inside of | · | in the last line of (1.55) is the conformal block for the correlation function
(1.53). We denote it by F{α1,α2,α3,α4}(α, q) (,where we sometimes omit q) and it is often
described as (b) in Figure 5. The states |α, I ′〉 are called internal states and Vα1 , · · · , Vα4 are
called external fields. Collecting above, we rewrite (1.55) as
(1.54) =
∫
dα |q|2(∆α−∆α3−∆α4 )C(Q− α1,α2,α)C(Q− α,α3,α4)
∣∣∣F{α1,α2,α3,α4}(α, q)∣∣∣2
(1.60)
Since 〈A|Vα(z)Vβ(0)〉 ∼ z∆A−∆α−∆β , the conformal block can be written as expansion of q
whose power is the level of the internal states.
F{α1,α2,α3,α4}(α, q) =
∞∑
n=0
qnF (n){α1,α2,α3,α4}(α) , (1.61)
F (n){α1,α2,α3,α4}(α) :=
∑
i′,j′
〈Vα1(∞)Vα2(1) |α, i′〉n
〈Vα1(∞)Vα2(1) |α〉
(Kα,n)
−1
i′,j′
n〈α, j′|Vα3(1)Vα4(0)〉
〈α|Vα3(1)Vα4(0)〉
, (1.62)
where { |α, i′〉n }i′=1,2,··· = {L−n1 · · · |α〉 ∈ {|α, I ′〉}I′
∣∣∣n1+ · · · = n} is the set of the basis with
level n in the chiral half part and we omit the superscript (c.h.) in the above expression.
We can calculate the conformal blocks by using the following Ward identity
〈L−nV1|V2(1)V3(0) 〉 = 〈V1|V2(1)(LnV3)(0)〉+
∞∑
*=0
(
n+ 1
/
)
〈V1|L*−1V2(1)V3)(0)〉 . (1.63)
Let us compare the gauge theory side with the corresponding conformal block. On the
gauge theory side, we considered U(2) gauge theory with Nf = 4. More precisely, we
introduce two antifundamental hypermultiplets with the mass µ1, µ2 and two fundamental
hypermultiplets with the mass µ3, µ4. We can obtain the instanton partition functions of the
theory on R4 by using the formulae (1.36). Since the spacetime is noncompact, we have to fix
the boundary condition and that is why the instanton partition function Zinst(,a, {µ}, )1, )2, )
depends on the scalar vev. Even though we are considering U(2) gauge theory, we take the
scalar vev ,a = (a,−a), which is included in SU(2). We set the parameter of the equvariant
action )1,2 as )1 = b, )2 = 1/b where b is the parameter in the Lagrangian of Liouville theory.
The instanton partition function coincides with the corresponding conformal block up to the
factor Z
C0,4
U(1) := (1− q)2α2(Q−α3) as follows
Zinst(,a, {µf}f , b, 1/b, q) = ZC0,4U(1)F{α1,α2,α3,α4}(α, q) , (1.64)
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Figure 6: The torus with one puncture and the conformal block related to it
if we identify α = Q/2 + a. The factor Z
C0,4
U(1) is called U(1) factor and is believed to be
contribution from the U(1) part in the gauge theory. Cg,n denotes a genus g Riemann
surface with n punctures.
Moreover there is a relation between the full partition function of this gauge theory
on S4 with radius r = 1 and the correlation function (1.53) with b = 1. To calculate
the correlation function (1.60), we need to take complex conjugate of F . When we do so,
we use the fact that all the Liouville momenta α take values in Q/2 + iR. Noting that
Zinst(,a, {µ}, )1, )2, q) = Zinst(−,a, {−µ},−)1,−)2, q), we find that F{α1,α2,α3,α4}(α, q) coincides
with Zinst in the right-hand side of (1.39) up to the U(1) factor.
Let us turn to the remaining part. If we compare Z1-loop,pole in U(2) Nf = 4 theory with
the three point functions in (1.60), we find
Z1-loop,pole(a, {mf}f )2 ∝ C(Q− α1,α2,α)C(Q− α,α3,α4) .
Note that the notation of the mass µf in (1.52) and the notation of the mass mf in Section
1.3 are different as µf =
1
r +mf . When we obtained the above relation, we used the formula
Γ2(x+ )1|)1, )2)Γ2(x+ )2|)1, )2) = xΓ2(x|)1, )2)Γ2(x+ )1 + )2|)1, )2) (1.65)
and ignored the factors independent of α. Collecting above, we get
Z fulS4 ({µf}f , q) ∝ 〈Vα1(∞)Vα2(q)Vα3(1)Vα4(0)〉sphere
∣∣
b=1
. (1.66)
1.4.3 Torus with one puncture
Here we consider the Liouville theory quantity correponding to N = 2∗ SU(2) gauge theory.
The mass of the adjoint hypermultiplet is µ. On the Liouville theory side, we put the vertex
operator Vm at the point z = q on a torus indicated in (a) in Figure 6. The correlation
function 〈Vm(q)〉 on the torus can be calculated as follows
〈Vm(q)〉torus =
∫
dα 〈α|Vm(q)|α〉
∣∣∣∑
I′,J ′
〈α, J ′|Vm(q)|α, I ′〉
〈α|Vm(q)|α〉 (Kα)
−1
I′,J ′
∣∣∣2 . (1.67)
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The inside of the | · | is the conformal block for the one-point correlation function and it is
denoted by Fm(α, q) or Fm(α). It is often described as (b) in Figure 6. The author of [5]
found the following relation similar to the previous subsubsection
Zinst(,a, µ, b, 1/b, q) = Z
C1,1
U(1) Fm(α, q) , (1.68)
where we identify α = a+Q/2 and m = µ and
Z
C1,1
U(1) :=
[ ∞∏
i=1
(1− qi)
]−1+2m(Q−m)
. (1.69)
C1,1 denotes a torus with one puncture. Again there is a relation between the full partition
function on S4 with radius r = 1 and the correlation function with b = 1.
Z fullS4 (m, q) ∝ 〈Vm(q)〉torus
∣∣
b=1
. (1.70)
Since the notation of mass in Section 1.2 and Section 1.3 are different, we have to substitute
µ− 1/r into m in (1.40) when we calculate Z fullS4 (m, q).
1.4.4 AN−1 Toda theory
In this subsubsection, we review an extension of the previous subsubsections. We consider
AN−1 Toda theory, which corresponds to 4d N = 2 SU(N) gauge theories. The AN−1 Toda
field theories are defined by the action
S =
∫
d2σ
√
g
[
1
8pi
gad〈∂aφ, ∂dφ〉+ µ
N−1∑
i=1
eb〈ei,φ〉 +R
〈Qρ,φ〉
4pi
]
, (1.71)
where gad (a, d = 1, 2) is the metric on the two-dimensional worldsheet, and R is its associated
curvature. e1, . . . , eN−1 are the simple roots of the AN−1 Lie algebra, i.e. the vectors with
N components
(ei)j =

1 j = i
−1 j = i+ 1
0 otherwise .
(1.72)
The brackets 〈·, ·〉 denotes the scalar product on the root space, and the (N−1)-dimensional
vector of fields φ can be expanded as φ =
∑
i φiei. ρ is the Weyl vector (half the sum of all
positive roots)
ρ = (
N − 1
2
,
N − 3
2
, · · · ,−N − 1
2
) , (1.73)
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and Q := b+1/b. From the above action it is easy to see that the Liouville theory is identical
to the A1 Toda field theory. Toda theories can be defined for any simple Lie algebra by taking
the ei to be the simple roots of the corresponding Lie algebra. The central charge is
c = N − 1 + 12〈Qρ, Qρ〉 = (N − 1)(1 +N(N + 1)(b+ 1
b
)2) . (1.74)
This theory has WN symmetry. Let us focus on the case where N = 3. The W3 algebra can
be written as
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m + c
12
(n3 − n)δn,−m ,
[Ln,W
(3)
m ] = (2n−m)W (3)n+m , (1.75)
[W (3)n ,W
(3)
m ] =
c
3 · 5!(n
2 − 1)(n2 − 4)n δn,−m + 16
22 + 5c
(n−m)Λn+m
+ (n−m)
(
1
15
(n+m+ 2)(n+m+ 3)− 1
6
(n+ 2)(m+ 2)
)
Ln+m ,
where c is the central charge and
Λn =
∞∑
k=−∞
: LkLn−k : +
1
5
xnLn ,
x2l = (1 + l)(1− l) , x2l+1 = (2 + l)(1− l) . (1.76)
In case ofWN algebra wigh general N , there are holomorphic symmetry currents L,W(k)
where k = 3, · · · , N . Primary fields can be defined in analogy with the Virasoro case. A
W-primary field satisfies
W (k)0 V = w
(k)V , W (k)n V = 0 when n > 0 . (1.77)
In the AN−1 Toda theories the primary fields are written as
Vα = e
〈α,φ〉 , (1.78)
and α are called their momentum. In the particular example of the A2 theory the primary
fields satisfy
L0Vα = ∆αVα , W
(3)
0 Vα = w(α)Vα , LnVα = W
(3)
n Vα = 0 when n > 0 , (1.79)
where
∆α =
〈2Qρ− α,α〉
2
, (1.80)
is the conformal dimension and
w(α) = i
√
48
22 + 5c
〈α−Q, h1〉〈α−Q, h2〉〈α−Q, h3〉 , (1.81)
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is the quantum number of the W(3) current. Here the hi are the weights of the fundamental
representation of the A2 Lie algebra. In case of AN−1 with general N , h1, . . . , hN are N -
component vectors
(hi)j =
{
1− 1N j = i
− 1N j .= i .
(1.82)
The author of [6] found the relations between N = 2 SU(N) superconformal gauge
theory and AN−1 Toda theory , which is similar to the relations in Section 1.4.2 and Section
1.4.3. First let us look at the case of SU(N) gauge theory with Nf = 2N . The mass
of the antifundamental and fundamental hypermultiplets are denoted by µ1, · · · , µN and
µN+1, · · · , µ2N respectively. On the AN−1 Toda theory, we consider the four-point correlation
functions 〈Vm1(∞)Vbm2(1)Vbm3(q)Vm4(0)〉 on a sphere, where
m̂2 =
(
Q
2
− m̂2
)
Nω1 , m̂3 =
(
Q
2
+ m̂3
)
NωN−1 ,
m1 = Qρ− m˜1 , m4 = Qρ+ m˜4 , (1.83)
µf =
{
Q/2 + m̂2 + m˜1 · hf for f = 1, . . . , N ,
Q/2 + m̂3 + m˜4 · hf−N for f = N + 1, . . . , 2N.
ω1, . . . ,ωN−1 are N -component vectors where
(ωi)j =
{
1− iN (1 ≤ j ≤ i)
− iN (i+ 1 ≤ j ≤ N) .
(1.84)
Momenta proportional to ω1 or ωN−1 such as m̂2 and m̂3 are called semi-degenerate momen-
tum. a, m˜1 and m˜4 are also traceless N -component vectors. m̂2 and m̂3 are 1-component
numbers. The above correlation function can be written as follows
〈Vm1(∞)Vbm2(1)Vbm3(q)Vm4(0)〉sphere
=
∫
dα 〈Vm1(∞)Vbm2(1)Vα〉〈V2Qρ−α(∞)Vbm3(q)Vm4(0)〉|F{m1,bm2,bm3,m4}(α, q)|2 ,
=
∫
dαC(2Qρ−m1, m̂2,α)C(2Qρ− α, m̂3,m4) |F{m1,bm2,bm3,m4}(α, q)|2 , (1.85)
as in the Liouville theory case (1.55). C(α1,α2,α3) is the coefficient that appears in the
expression of the three-point function of Toda theory
〈Vα1(z1)Vα2(z2)Vα3(z3)〉 = |z12|2(∆3−∆1−∆2)|z23|2(∆1−∆2−∆3)|z31|2(∆2−∆3−∆1)C(α1,α2,α3) .
(1.86)
In case with two generic momenta α1, α2 and one semi-degenerate momentum α3 = κωN−1,
the three-point function was obtained in [20] as
C(α1,α2,α3 = κωN−1) ∝ C(1)(α1,α2,κ) :=
∏
i<j Υ(〈Qρ− α1, hij〉)Υ(〈Qρ− α2, hij〉)∏N
i,j=1Υ(κ/N + 〈α1 −Qρ, hi〉+ 〈α2 −Qρ, hj〉)
.
(1.87)
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When α1, α2 are generic momentum and α3 = κω1, the three-point function was presented
in [21]:
C(α1,α2,α3 = κω1) ∝ C(2)(α1,α2,κ) :=
∏
i<j Υ(〈Qρ− α1, hij〉)Υ(〈Qρ− α2, hij〉)∏N
i,j=1Υ(κ/N − 〈α1 −Qρ, hi〉 − 〈α2 −Qρ, hj〉)
.
(1.88)
F{m1,bm2,bm3,m4}(α, q) in (1.91) is a conformal block, which is a generalization of (1.61) to Toda
theory. The author of [6] found the relation between SU(3) gauge theory and A2 Toda
theory as follows
Zinst(,a, {µf}f , )1 = b, )2 = 1/b,−q) = ZC0,4, A2U(1) F{m1,bm2,bm3,m4}(α, q) ,
Z fullS4 ({mf}f , q) ∝ 〈Vm1(∞)Vbm2(1)Vbm3(q)Vm4(0)〉∣∣b=1 , (1.89)
where ,a and α are related as α = Qρ + ,a. Z
C0,4, A2
U(1) is a generalization of Z
C0,4
U(1) in (1.64) to
SU(3) gauge theory and given as
Z
C0,4, A2
U(1) := (1− q)3(
Q
2 +bm2)(Q2 −bm3) . (1.90)
Next let us look at the case of N = 2∗ SU(N) gauge theory where the mass of the
hypermultiplet is µ. Correspondingly we consider the one-point function 〈Vbm(q)〉 on a torus
in AN−1 Toda theory,
〈Vbm(q)〉torus =
∫
dαC(2Qρ− α, m̂,α) |Fbm(α, q)|2 , (1.91)
where the momentum m̂ is related to the gauge theory mass µ as
m̂ = N
(
Q
2
+m
)
ωN−1 , µ =
Q
2
+m. (1.92)
The conformal block Fbm(α, q) was defined in the same way as (1.67). Then the following
relations hold
Zinst(,a, µ, )1 = b, )2 = 1/b, q) = Z
C1,1, A2
U(1) Fbm(α, q)
Z fullS4 (m, q) ∝ 〈Vbm(q)〉torus∣∣b=1 , (1.93)
where a and α are related as α = Qρ + ,a again. Z
C1,1, AN−1
U(1) is a generalization of Z
C1,1
U(1) in
(1.68) to SU(N) theory and independent of ,a.
Z
C1,1, A2
U(1) :=
[ ∞∏
i=1
(1− qi)
]−1+3(Q2 +m)(Q2 −m)
. (1.94)
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1.5 Verlinde Operators
There are certain loop operators on the 2d side corresponding to Wilson and ’t Hooft loop
operators on the 4d side. These operators are called Verlinde operators. In this subsection we
will review these operators in AN−1 Toda theory and see the correspondence between them
and the loop operators in 4d gauge theories mentioned in Section 1.3. This correspondence
is relevant for Section 2. On the 4d side, we consider N = 2∗ SU(N) gauge theory and
Figure 7: The closed curves on the Riemann surfaces
N = 2 SU(N) gauge theory with Nf = 2N . The corresponding Riemann surfaces are
described in (a) and (b) in Figure 7. In each Riemann surface, the blue curve and red curve
correspond to electric charge and magnetic charge on the gauge theory side. Therefore the
Verlinde operators along the blue curve and the red curve correspond to Wilson and ’t Hooft
loop operators on the 4d side.
In this subsection, we focus on the Verlinde operators Λγ along the red curve γ. Before
giving the definition of the Verlinde operators in 1.5.1, 1.5.2, let us turn to necessary formulae
about conformal blocks. The conformal blocks that will appear there can be made from
gluing four-point conformal blocks, we will focus on four-point conformal blocks here.
Let us consider four-point conformal blocks for the correlation functions 〈Vα1Vα2Vα3Vα4〉
here. There are three types with different channels as described in Figure 8. The s in F (s)
Figure 8: The s, t and u-channels
stands for s-channel. The same is true for t, u. They are related as follows
F (s){α1,α2,α3,α4}(α) =
∫
dα′F{α1,α2,α3,α4}(α,α
′)F (t){α1,α2,α3,α4}(α)
F (s){α1,α2,α3,α4}(α) =
∫
dα′B'{α1,α2,α3,α4}(α,α
′)F (u){α1,α2,α3,α4}(α) , (1.95)
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where F and B are the fusion and braiding matrices respectively and ) = ±1 determines
the direction of the braiding. In order to describe the s-channel conformal block on the
left-hand side in this figure, we have to consider continuously infinite kinds of momentum
on the internal line in the t-channel or u-channel conformal block on the right-hand side in
case with general external fields.
Unlike the general case (1.95), if we choose a completely degenerate field Vµ with the
momentum µ = −bh1 = −bω1 as one of the external fields in (a) in Figure 9, the momentum
on the internal line can take only finite kinds of values. The reason is that the OPE of this
field and a general field are as follows
[Vµ] · [Vα] =
N∑
l=1
[Vα−bhl ] . (1.96)
Therefore the right-hand side in Figure 9 is not an integral but a sum over k, which labels
Figure 9: The fusion and braiding matrices
the internal momentum. We will use the formula in this figure.
Next let us consider more special cases where we take OPE between Vµ and Vµ∗ where
µ∗ = −bωN−1 = bhN .
[Vµ] · [Vµ∗ ] = [V0] +
[
V−b(h1−hN )
]
. (1.97)
This OPE appears in (b) and (c) in Figure 9. Zero momenta are denoted by id in the figures.
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In (c) in Figure 9, we did projection. In order to describe the s-channel conformal block
inside pr[·] on the left-hand side, we have to consider the t-channel conformal blocks with
the internal momentum 0 and −b(h1 − hN) on the right-hand side. However we only picked
up the contribution from the t-channel conformal block with the momentum 0. This is the
definition of pr[·].
1.5.1 Torus with one puncture
In this section, we compute the Verlinde operator Λγ on a torus with one puncture. This
Verlinde operator acts on the conformal block (b) in Figure 6 as follows. First we insert the
two external fields Vµ and Vµ∗ where µ = −bω1 = −bh1 and µ∗ = −bωN = bhN as indicated
as F (1)bm (α) in Figure 10. Then we move Vµ along the red curve γ in Figure 7 as we go from
F (1)bm (α) to F (4)bm (α′k) · δα′k,α′l in Figure 10. We describe the conformal block F (1)bm (α) in terms of
the conformal block F (2)bm (α′l,α). Repeating this procedure, we describe the conformal block
F (1)bm (α) in terms of F (1)bm (α′k) · δα′k,α′l . The expression describing this is the conformal block
acted on by the Verlinde operator.
Figure 10: The Verlinde operator corresponding to γ on the torus
Let us denote the value of the first conformal block in Figure 10 by F (1)bm (α). It is the
same as that of the conformal block without Vµ and Vµ∗ since we put the identity state on
the dotted internal line. In the next step, we rewrite the value F (1)bm (α) of the first conformal
block in terms of that of the second one, which is denoted by F (2)bm (α′l,α). If we consider the
OPE (1.96), we understand that the internal momentum in the second one can take value
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of α′l ≡ α− bhl. By using the formula (b) in Figure 9, we can rewrite as follows
F (1)bm (α) = Γ(NbQ)Γ(bQ)
N∑
l=1
[(∏
j +=l
Γ(b〈α−Qρ, hj − hl〉)
Γ(bq + b〈α−Qρ, hj − hl〉)
)
F (2)bm (α′l,α)
]
(1.98)
Next we describe the conformal block F (2)bm (α′l,α) in terms of the conformal block F (3)bm (α′k,α′l,α)
in Figure 10. To do this, we use the formula (a) in Figure 9 with α1 = α and α2 = αl′. Then
we get the following expression
F (1)bm (α) = Γ(NbQ)Γ(bQ)
N∑
l,k=1
eipi'b〈α−Qρ,hl−hk〉
(∏
j +=l
Γ(b〈α−Qρ, hj − hl〉)
Γ(bq + b〈α−Qρ, hj − hk〉 − b〈m̂, h1〉)
)
·
·
(∏
j +=k
Γ(b〈α−Qρ, hj − hk〉)
Γ(b〈α−Qρ, hj − hl〉+ b〈m̂, h1〉)
)
· F (3)bm (α′k,α′l,α) . (1.99)
Next we project the conformal block F (3)bm (α′k,α′l,α). This projection is defined in (c) in Figure
9. We replace F (3)bm (α′k,α′l,α) by pr[F (3)bm (α′k,α′l,α)] in the above expression and describe it
in terms of F (4)bm (α′k) in Figure 10. by using the formula (c) in Figure 9. Thus we get the
following expression.
sin pibQ
sin piNbQ
N∑
k=1
∏
j +=k
Γ(b〈α−Qρ, hj − hk〉)
Γ(bq + b〈α−Qρ, hj − hk〉 − b〈m̂, h1〉)
Γ(bq + b〈α−Qρ, hj − hk〉)
Γ(b〈α−Qρ, hj − hk〉+ b〈m̂, h1〉) ·
· F (4)bm (α′k) .
Therefore the Verlinde operator acts on the conformal block as follows
Λγ : Fbm(α)→
N∑
k=1
Hk ; bm(α)Fbm(α− bhk) ,
Hk ; bm(α) = sin pibQ
sin piNbQ
N∑
k=1
∏
j +=k
Γ(b〈α−Qρ, hj − hk〉)
Γ(bQ+ b〈α−Qρ, hj − hk〉 − b〈m̂, h1〉)
× Γ(bQ+ b〈α−Qρ, hj − hk〉)
Γ(b〈α−Qρ, hj − hk〉+ b〈m̂, h1〉) (1.100)
In case of N = 2, where AN−1 Toda theory becomes Liouville theory, this operator was
calculated in [7, 8]. The operator acts on the conformal block (b) in Figure 6 as follows
Λγ : Fm(α)→
∑
±
H± ;m(α)Fm(α± b
2
) ,
H+ ;m(α) =
Γ(2bα− bQ)Γ(2bα)
Γ(2bα− bQ+ bm)Γ(2bα− bm) ,
H− ;m(α) =
Γ(−2bα+ bQ)Γ(−2bα + 2bQ)
Γ(−2bα + bQ+ bm)Γ(−2bα− bm+ 2bQ) . (1.101)
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The vev of the Verlinde operator is defined as∫
dαC(2Qρ− α, m̂,α)Fbm(α, q)
N∑
k=1
Hk ; bm(α)Fbm(α− bhk, q) (1.102)
=
∫
a∈iR
daC(Qρ− a, m̂, Qρ+ a)F bm(Qρ− a, q)
N∑
k=1
Hk ; bm(Qρ+ a)Fbm(Qρ+ a− bhk, q) .
We will denote C(Qρ− a, m̂, Qρ+ a) by C(Qρ+ a). To compare this expression with (1.44),
we shift the dummy variable a by bhk/2∫
daC(Qρ+ a+ bhk/2)F bm(Qρ− a− bhk/2, q)
×
N∑
k=1
Hk ; bm(Qρ+ a+ bhk/2)Fbm(Qρ+ a− bhk/2, q)
=
∫
da
N∑
k=1
C(Qρ+ a+ bhk/2)
1
2 F bm(Qρ− a− bhk/2, q)
×Hk ; bm(Qρ+ a+ bhk/2) C(Qρ+ a+ bhk/2)
1
2
C(Qρ+ a− bhk/2) 12
× C(Qρ+ a− bhk/2) 12 Fbm(Qρ+ a− bhk/2, q) . (1.103)
If we compare (1.103) with b = 1 and the vev of the ’t Hooft loop operator (1.44) with
B = (1, 0N−1) in N = 2∗ SU(N) gauge theory where we substitute (1.40) and (1.45), we
find that the first line in (1.103) coincides with Zsouth, the third line in (1.103) coincides with
Znorth and the second line in (1.103) coincides with Z1-loop,equator.
1.5.2 Sphere with four punctures
The Verlinde operator along the red curve γ in Figure 7 (b) is defined in the same way as the
previous subsubsection. It acts on the conformal block on the sphere with four punctures as
follows
Λγ : F{m∗4,bm∗3,bm2,m1}(α)→
N∑
l,k=1
H(l,k) ; {m∗4,bm∗3,bm2,m1}(α)F{m∗4,bm∗3,bm2,m1}(α− bhl + bhk) ,
where for l .= k,
H(l,k) ; {m∗4,bm∗3,bm2,m1} = 4pi2 sinpibQsin piNbQe−ipib(N−2)〈bm2−bm3,h1〉
·
∏
j +=l
Γ(b〈α−Qρ, hjl〉)Γ(bQ+ b〈α−Qρ, hjl〉)
·
∏
j +=k
Γ(b2δjl + b〈α−Qρ, hkj〉)Γ(bQ+ b2δlj + b〈α−Qρ, hkj〉)
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·
[ N∏
f=1
Γ(b(−〈α−Qρ, hl〉+ 〈m̂2, h1〉+ 〈m1 −Qρ, hf〉))
· Γ(b(〈α−Qρ, hk〉+Q− 〈m̂2, h1〉 − 〈m1 −Qρ, hf〉))
·
N∏
f ′=1
Γ(b(−〈α−Qρ, hl〉+ 〈m̂3, h1〉+ 〈m4 −Qρ, hf ′〉))
· Γ(b(〈α−Qρ, hk〉+Q− 〈m̂3, h1〉 − 〈m4 −Qρ, hf ′〉))
]−1
, (1.104)
and the remaining part is as follows
N∑
l=1
H(l,l) ; {m∗4,bm∗3,bm2,m1} = sin(pi(N − 2)bQ)sin piNbQ e−2bpii[bm3−bm2]
+
sinpibQ
sinpiNbQ
e−(N−2)bpii[bm2−bm3]
(
2 cos pi
[
b〈m̂2 + m̂3, h1〉
]
+ 4
∑
l
N∏
f=1
sinpi[b(〈Qρ− α, hl〉+ 〈m̂2, h1〉+ 〈m1 −Qρ, hf〉)]
·
∏N
f ′=1 sin pi[b(〈Qρ− α, hl〉+ 〈m̂3, h1〉+ 〈m4 −Qρ, hf ′〉)]∏
j +=l sin pi(b〈α−Qρ, hjl〉) sin pi(b〈α, hjl〉)
)
.
(1.105)
1.6 AGT correspondence for Nf = 0, 1
This subsection is based on [12] and relevent for Section 3. In this subsection we define
Whittaker states in Liouville theory and they correspond to the instanton partition functions
of the theory with Nf = 0, 1 on R4. In Section 3, we will do the same thing in super Liouville
theory.
1.6.1 SU(2) Nf = 0
This theory is associated to a sphere with two punctures, such that the Seiberg-Witten
differential squared φ2 has a pole of degree 3 at each puncture. If the punctures are set at
z = 0,∞ we can take
φ2 =
Λ2
z3
+
2u
z2
+
Λ2
z
. (1.106)
Here Λ is fixed, and coincides with the scale of the SU(2) theory, while u parameterizes the
Coulomb branch. This φ2 is related to λ in Section 1.1.1 as φ2dz2 = λ2 = (x2/z2)dz2.
φ2 has been identified in [5] with the semiclassical limit of the energy momentum tensor
T (z). We would like to consider a two dimensional “conformal block” with two special
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punctures on the sphere, i.e. the inner product
〈∆,Λ2|∆,Λ2〉. (1.107)
The state |∆,Λ2〉 should live in the Verma module of a highest weight state of conformal
dimension ∆ = α(Q − α) = Q24 − a2. We hope to identify ±a with the eigenvalues of the
vector multiplet scalar in the instanton partition function. To reproduce the singularity of
φ2(z) at z = 0 we are led to the requirements
L1|∆,Λ2〉 = Λ2|∆,Λ2〉 L2|∆,Λ2〉 = 0. (1.108)
Comparing T (z) =
∑
n Lnz
−n−2 with φ2 = Λ2z−3 + · · · , we got the above coefficient on the
right-hand side. Notice that the Virasoro commutation relations are sufficient to imply then
Ln|∆,Λ2〉 = 0 for all n > 2.
We aim to define |∆,Λ2〉 as a (possibly formal) power series in Λ2, i.e,
|∆,Λ2〉 = v0 + Λ2v1 + Λ4v2 + · · · (1.109)
Here v0 is the highest weight vector |∆〉 and vn is a level n descendant such that L1vn = vn−1
and L2vn = 0. It is not fully clear to us why such vectors should exist. The author of [6]
found that these equations can be recursively, and uniquely solved to as high a level n as we
cared to check. (level 8)
The inner product
〈∆,Λ2|∆,Λ2〉 =
∑
Λ4n|vn|2 (1.110)
coincides order by order (again, it was only checked up to level 8) with the instanton partition
function for SU(2) Nf = 0, with the simple identification of instanton factor as q = Λ4
For reference, we report here the first few vn
v0 = |∆〉
v1 =
1
2∆
L−1|∆〉
v2 =
1
4∆ (2c∆+ c+ 16∆2 − 10∆)((c+ 8∆)L
2
−1 − 12∆L−2)|∆〉
v3 =
1
24∆(2 + c− 7∆+ c∆+ 3∆2)(c+ 2c∆+ 2∆(−5 + 8∆))
(12∆(−3− c+ 7∆)L−3 − 12(c+ 3c∆+∆(−7 + 9∆))L−2L−1+
+ (c2 + c(8 + 11∆) + 2∆(−13 + 12∆))L3−1)|∆〉 , (1.111)
where c = 1 + 6Q2.
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1.6.2 SU(2) Nf = 1
This theory is associated to a sphere with two punctures, such that the quadratic differential
φ2 has a pole of degree 3 at a puncture (say at z = 0) and a pole of degree 4 at the other
puncture (say at z =∞). We can make some convenient choices
φ2 =
Λ2
2z3
+
2u
z2
− 2Λm
z
− Λ2. (1.112)
Here Λ is fixed, and coincides with the scale of the SU(2) theory. m is also fixed, and
coincides with the mass of the single flavor hypermultiplet. u parameterizes the Coulomb
branch. The minus signs and the 12 factor are introduced to simplify later expressions.
We will consider the following inner product:
〈∆,Λ,m|∆,Λ2/2〉. (1.113)
Both states should live in the Verma module of the highest weight state of conformal di-
mension ∆ = Q
2
4 − a2. |∆,Λ2/2〉 is the same state as in the previous section, with a trivial
redefinition of Λ2 . We require |∆,Λ,m〉 to satisfy
L2|∆,Λ,m〉 = −Λ2|∆,Λ,m〉 L1|∆,Λ,m〉 = −2mΛ|∆,Λ,m〉. (1.114)
Notice that the Virasoro commutation relations are again sufficient to imply Ln|∆,Λ,m〉 = 0
for all n > 2.
We aim to define |∆,Λ,m〉 as a (possibly formal) power series in Λ, i.e,
|∆,Λ,m〉 = w0 + Λw1 + Λ2w2 + · · · (1.115)
Here w0 is the highest weight vector |∆〉 and wn is a level n descendant such that L1wn =
−2mwn−1 and L2wn = −wn−2. Again, it is not fully clear to us why such vectors should
exist, but their existence and uniqueness were checked for the first few n.
The inner product
〈∆,Λ,m|∆,Λ2/2〉 =
∑
Λ3n2−n〈wn|vn〉 (1.116)
coincides order by order (again, we only checked the first few levels) with the instanton
partition function for SU(2) Nf = 1, with q = Λ3 and with mass parameter m.
As a reference, we report here the first few wn
w0 = |∆〉
w1 = −m
∆
L−1|∆〉
w2 =
1
∆(c+ 2c∆+ 2∆(−5 + 8∆))((cm
2 +∆(3 + 8m2))L2−1 − 2∆(1 + 2∆+ 6m2)L−2)|∆〉.
(1.117)
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2 Loop operators on S1 × R3
This section is based on our paper [1].
One of the exactly calculable quantities in supersymmetric gauge theories on S1 is an
index. It counts the number of the BPS states weighted by their quantum numbers such
as angular momenta, so it is a useful quantity for obtaining information about the BPS
states. We calculated the index for 4d N = 2 superconformal gauge theories in the presence
of infinitely massive particles with electric or magnetic charges, which are Wilson loop or
’t Hooft loop operators. In doing so, we reinterpreted the index as the partition functions
where all fields have twisted periodicity along S1 related to the above quantum numbers and
performed localization calculation to obtain the exact results.
In case with the ’t Hooft loop operators, there is a nontrivial dynamics. Dynamical
monopoles in the theories arise and screen the Dirac monopoles. In Section 2.4 we obtain this
contribution to the index by using the correspondence between these dynamical monopoles
and instantons in Section 2.3.3.
Our result is one of 4d-2d correspondences. We found that the vevs of the loop operators
are related to Verlinde operators in Toda theory reviewed in Section 1.5. We check it in
Section 2.7. This correspondence raises an interesting question about how we can explain
it in terms of M5-branes and we will obtain a hint of interesting properties of M5-branes
during answering the question.
We confirmed our result by considering the relation between the vevs of the ’t Hooft loop
operators with minimal charge and with higher charges. The moduli space of the multiple
monopoles has singularity and its resolution requires separating them into minimal-charge
monopoles. It suggests that the vevs of the higher-charge ’t Hooft loop operators should
be related to a product of the vevs of the minimal ones. Indeed we observed that the vevs
of the higher-charge ’t Hooft loop operators are realized by so-called Moyal product of the
vevs of the minimal ones. This observation is written in Section 2.5. It is good that we
understood how to treat the singularities of the moduli spaces. We also explain how the
noncommutativity arises in Section 2.6.
2.1 N = 2 gauge theories on S1 × R3 and loop operators
In this thesis we study four-dimensional gauge theories with N = 2 supersymmetry on
S1 × R3 in the Coulomb branch. For notational convenience, we will use the notation
appropriate for N = 2∗ theory, which can be thought of as a dimensional reduction of the
ten-dimensional super Yang-Mills, though we will state general results applicable to other
field contents [9, 10]. The ten-dimensional gauge field AM (M = 1, . . . , 9, 0) gives rise to the
four-dimensional gauge field Aµ (µ = 1, . . . , 4), hypermultiplet scalars Ai ≡ Φi (i = 5, . . . , 8),
and vector multiplet scalars AA ≡ ΦA (A = 0, 9). The ten-dimensional chiral spinor Ψ also
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decomposes into the gaugino ψ ≡ 1−Γ56782 Ψ and hypermultiplet fermion χ ≡ 1+Γ56782 Ψ. Our
spinor and gamma matrix conventions are summarized in Appendix A.1. Real fields are
hermitian matrices, and the gauge covariant derivative is Dµ = ∂µ + iAµ. In terms of the
coordinates xµ = (xi, τ) (µ = 1, . . . , 4, i = 1, 2, 3), the metric is simply ds2 = dτ 2 + dxidxi.
We denote the radius of the Euclidean time circle by R.
The theory is defined by the physical action
S = Svec + Shyp , (2.1)
where the two terms describing the vector multiplets and hypermultiplets are given by
Svec =
1
g2
∫
S1×R3
d4xTr
(
1
2
FµνF
µν +DµΦAD
µΦA − [Φ0,Φ9]2 − ψΓµDµψ − iψΓA[ΦA,ψ]
)
+
iϑ
8pi2
∫
S1×R3
Tr (F ∧ F ) , (2.2)
and
Shyp =
1
g2
∫
S1×R3
d4xTr
(
DµΦiD
µΦi − 1
2
[Φi,Φj]
2 − ([ΦA,Φi]− iMA ijΦj)2 − χΓµDµχ
−iχΓA
(
[ΦA,χ]− i
4
MA ijΓ
ijχ
)
− iχΓi[Φi,χ]
)
. (2.3)
Here Tr denotes an invariant metric on the Lie algebra of the gauge group G, ϑ is the
theta angle, and i, j = 5, 6, 7, 8 denote the hypermultiplet scalar directions. The two real
anti-symmetric matrices Mij ≡ M0 ij and M9 ij are proportional to a single pure-imaginary
anti-symmetric matrix Fij,2 which is normalized as FijFji = 4 and is taken to be anti-self-
dual in the 5678 directions so that only the hypermultiplet fermions get massive. The flavor
generator F is represented as Fij on the scalars and as
1
4FijΓ
ij on spinors. The real mass
parameters M ≡ M0 and M9 are defined by MA ij = iMAFij (A = 0, 9). The massless limit
is N = 4 super Yang-Mills. General N = 2 theories have several mass parameters MAf
with A = 0, 9 and f = 1, . . . , Nf . These can be thought of as the vevs of the scalars in the
vector multiplets that weakly gauge the flavor symmetries. Only Mf ≡ MA=0,f , which are
the analog of Φ0, will enter the loop operator vevs.
Our aim is to compute the expectation value of half-BPS loop operators along S1, placed
at a point on the 3-axis of R3. The most basic loop operator is the Wilson loop operator
defined as
WR = TrRP exp
∮
S1
(−iAτ + Φ0) dτ . (2.4)
2The flavor symmetry generator Fij (i, j = 5, . . . , 8) should not be confused with the field strength
FMN = −i[DM , DN ] (M,N = 1, . . . , 9, 0).
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This is labeled by the representation R of the gauge group, or equivalently its highest weight.
The supersymmetric ’t Hooft loop operator with charge B is defined by integrating over the
fluctuations of the fields around the configuration
A ≡ Aµdxµ =
(
ig2ϑ
B
16pi2
1
r
+ A(∞)τ
)
dτ +
B
2
cos θdϕ
Φ0 = −g2ϑ B
16pi2
1
r
+ Φ(∞)0 , Φ9 =
B
2r
+ Φ(∞)9
in the background. (2.5)
We recall that τ ≡ x4 and that ϑ is the gauge theory theta angle. We have also introduced
polar coordinates (r ≡ |,x|, θ,ϕ) for R3. Our choice of scalars in (2.4) and (2.5) ensures that
the Wilson and ’t Hooft loop operators preserve the same sets of supercharges. The action
of the U(1) R-symmetry rotates Φ0 + iΦ9 and changes the set of preserved supercharges.
Note that we define the electric Wilson line A(∞)τ in the local trivialization such that the dϕ
term is given by (B/2) cos θdϕ rather than the more familiar −(B/2)(±1 − cos θ)dϕ. Our
choice guarantees that when λ .= 0, the holonomy at the spatial infinity with θ = pi/2 is
exp(−2piiRA(∞)τ ). This will play a role in Section 2.6.
More general loop operators are dyonic and carry both electric and magnetic charges.
Such operators are defined by a path integral for a ’t Hooft loop operator with charge B,
with the insertion of a Wilson loop operator for the stabilizer of B in G. The dyonic charges
are elements of the sum of coweight and weight lattices of G
Λcw ⊕ Λw , (2.6)
and the charges related by a simultaneous action of the Weyl group to the two lattices are
equivalent [22]. Due to Dirac quantization, the magnetic charge must be a coweight which
has integer inner products with all the weights in the matter representation.3
Having defined the loop operators whose vevs we wish to compute, let us explain the
parameters of the theory those vevs will depend on. We are studying the theory in the
Coulomb branch, so the real scalars in the vector multiplet have the expectation values
〈ΦA〉 =: Φ(∞)A ∈ t A = 0 , 9 , (2.7)
which are the asymptotic values at |,x| =∞. Since we compactify the theory on S1, we also
have the electric and magnetic Wilson lines. The electric Wilson line is the asymptotic value
of the τ -component of the gauge field
A(∞)τ ∈ t . (2.8)
3In the theories whose gauge group is a product of SU(2)’s, the electric and magnetic charges with
these constraints and equivalence relations match the homotopy classes of non-self-intersecting curves on the
corresponding Riemann surface [23].
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Due to potential terms in the action (2.2), Φ(∞)A and A
(∞)
τ can be simultaneously diagonalized,
i.e., they can take values in the Cartan subalgebra t.
We also need to consider the magnetic Wilson line. In the IR theory this is the vev
of the scalar dual to the gauge field in three dimensions. In the UV theory we define it as
follows. At a generic point of the Coulomb branch, the scalar vevs Φ(∞)A classically breaks the
gauge group G to the maximal torus T . The path integral includes infinitely many sectors
classified by the magnetic charges at infinity. The general boundary condition is such that
asymptotically as |,x|→∞, we allow ΦA(,x) to take any values that are gauge equivalent to
Φ(∞)A , i.e., there is a map g : S
2 → G such that
ΦA(,x)→ g(,n) · Φ(∞)A · g−1(,n) as |,x|→∞ (2.9)
with ,n ≡ ,x/|,x| ∈ S2. Then the scalars ΦA(,x)||(x|=∞ themselves define a map from S2 to
the orbit {g(Φ(∞)0 ,Φ(∞)9 )g−1|g ∈ G}, which is diffeomorphic to G/T because the stabilizer
of a generic element of t × t is T . We can demand that g = 1 at the north pole of S2, so
that ΦA at |,x| = ∞ define a homotopy class in pi2(G/T ) with a base point at the north
pole. If G is simply connected, the maximal torus can be identified with the quotient of the
Cartan subalgebra by the coroot lattice4 T 2 t/Λcr, so pi2(G/T ) 2 pi1(T ) = Λcr. In fact
G/T depends only on the Lie algebra of G, so pi2(G/T ) = Λcr for any G. The infinitely
many topological sectors are therefore classified by Λcr. Physically this makes sense because
Λcr is the lattice of magnetic charges carried by Polyakov-’t Hooft monopoles. This lattice
is more coarse than the coweight lattice Λcw in which the magnetic charge B of the ’t Hooft
loop operator takes values, Λcr ⊂ Λcw. With generic matter representations, the lattice of ’t
Hooft charges B allowed by Dirac quantization would be smaller than Λcw.
Let us now insert a ’t Hooft loop operator with magnetic charge B ∈ Λcw at the origin.
The insertion of the ’t Hooft loop operator changes the topology of the vector bundles in
which the fields take values, and in particular the structure of the boundary conditions at
spatial infinity. One can classify the allowed configurations by the asymptotic magnetic
charges taking values in the shifted lattice Λcr + B ⊂ Λcw. We define the magnetic Wilson
line Θ ∈ t∗ as the chemical potential for the magnetic charges. The expectation value of the
’t Hooft loop operator is given by the sum
〈TB〉 =
∑
v∈Λcr+B
eiv·Θ
∫
v
DADΨ e−S , (2.10)
where the path integral in each summand is performed with the boundary condition specified
by v. In the three-dimensional Abelian gauge theory that arises via dimensional reduction,
Θ is identified with the expectation values of scalars dual to the photons [25], and the UV
and IR definitions of Θ are consistent.
4See [24] for a review of lattices in the Cartan subalgebra t and its dual t∗.
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Along the circle S1 we can impose various twisted boundary conditions on the fields. It
is convenient to exhibit them by representing the loop operator vev as a supersymmetric
index, taking S1 as a time direction. The loop operator L modifies the Hilbert space of the
theory, rather than acts on the original Hilbert space as a linear transformation. We define
our observable, the expectation value of the loop operator L, to be a trace in the modified
Hilbert space HL
〈L〉 = TrHL(−1)F e−2piRHe2piiλ(J3+I3)e2piiµfFf , (2.11)
where J3 and I3 are the generators of the Lorentz SU(2) and the R-symmetry SU(2). Here J3
generates a rotation along the 3-axis: iJ3 = x1∂2− x2∂1 when acting on a scalar. As we will
see below, the combination J3 + I3 commutes with the supercharge we use for localization.
We have also included the twist by the flavor symmetries with generators Ff and chemical
potentials µf , f = 1, . . . , Nf . The definition (2.11) of the loop operator vev coincides with
the one used in [26]. The system may be realized in terms of a path integral over the
fields with appropriate twisted boundary conditions along S1. In this thesis we adopt the
equivalent formulation where everywhere in the action (2.1) on R4 the time derivative is
shifted as
∂τ → ∂τ − i
R
λ(J3 + I3)− i
R
Nf∑
f=1
µfFf (2.12)
and the fields are periodic in τ . The electric and magnetic Wilson lines can also be regarded
as the chemical potentials for the corresponding charges.
As we will see all the parameters except λ will enter the loop operator vevs in specific
complex combinations. These are the moduli
a := R (A(∞)τ + iΦ
(∞)
0 ) ∈ tC , b :=
Θ
2pi
− 4piiR
g2
Φ(∞)9 +
ϑ
2pi
a ∈ t∗C . (2.13)
and the complexified mass parameters
mf ≡ −µf + iRMf ∈ C f = 1, . . . , Nf . (2.14)
We use the Lie algebra metric Tr in the action to regard Φ(∞)9 and a as elements of t
∗
C.
2.2 Localization for gauge theories on S1 × R3
We apply the localization technique introduced for calculations in gauge theory on S4 [9].
In this formalism, one adds a new term tQ · V to the action, so that the path integral takes
the form ∫
DADΨ e−S−tQ·V . (2.15)
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Here A and Ψ include all the bosons and fermions, respectively. We will also need to add
ghost fields after gauge-fixing. For observables that are invariant under the supercharge Q
of choice, the path integral is independent of the parameter t. The localization action is
chosen to be V = (Ψ, Q ·Ψ) = (ψ, Q · ψ) + (χ, Q · χ), where ψ and χ denote the fermions in
the vector multiplet and the hypermultiplet respectively. Since the bosonic part of Q ·V is a
positive definite term ||Q ·Ψ||2, the path integral is dominated by the solutions of Q ·Ψ = 0
in the limit t→ +∞ and can be calculated exactly by summing the fluctuation determinants
at all the saddle points.
2.2.1 Symmetries
For localization we need to close off-shell the relevant subalgebra of the whole superalgebra.
For this we introduce seven auxiliary fields Kj as in [9]. The supersymmetry transformations
in N = 2∗ theory are given by
Q · AM = )ΓMΨ , (2.16)
Q ·Ψ = 1
2
FMNΓ
MN)+ iKiνi , (2.17)
Q ·Kj = iνjΓMDMΨ . (2.18)
The gamma matrices and the constant spinors νi (i = 1, . . . , 7) are defined in Appendix
A.1. The gauge fields in FMN and DM include mass matrices MAij = iMAFij through the
Scherk-Schwarz mechanism [9]. The spinor ) must be chosen so that the loop operators are
invariant under the supersymmetry transformation Q. We will use the same spinor as used
in [10]
) =
1√
2
(1, 07, 1, 07) , (2.19)
where the power indicates the number of repeated entries. It satisfies5
Γ5678) = −) , Γ04) = −i) , Γ1239) = ) , (2Γ12 + Γ56 + Γ78)) = 0 . (2.20)
The last condition implies that the supercharge commutes with the combination J3 + I3 of
spatial and R-symmetry rotations. This explains why this particular combination entered
the definition (2.11) of the vev.
We will need later the square of the supersymmetry transformation given by the spinor
) in (2.19). Using the vector
vM ≡ )ΓM) = (i, 03, 1, 05) M = 0, 1, . . . , 9 , (2.21)
5The third condition implies that Q corresponds to the fermionic symmetry for the Donaldson-Witten
twist [27] in the 1239-directions. Thus 〈L〉 is a limit of the five-dimensional Nekrasov partition function
[28] for a theory on S1 × R4 with a loop operator insertion, where one of the equivariant parameter for the
rotation in the 39 plane is set to zero and a direction in R4 is compactified on an infinitely small circle.
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we find that Q2 generates time translation, minus the complexified gauge transformation GΛ
with gauge parameter Λ = Aτ + iΦ0, and the flavor symmetry transformation iMF :
Q2 · AM = −FτM − [iΦ0, DM ]− iδiMMijΦj ,
Q2 ·Ψ = −∂τΨ− i[Aτ + iΦ0,Ψ]− i
4
MijΓ
ijΨ , (2.22)
Q2 ·Ki = −∂τKi − i[Aτ + iΦ0, Ki] .
See Appendix C and (2.27) of [9].
2.2.2 Localization equations
Let us study the localization equations Q ·Ψ = 0, whose solutions the path integral localizes
to. We decompose Ψ as
Ψ =
9∑
M=1
ΨM Γ˜
M)+ i
7∑
j=1
Υjν
j . (2.23)
Noting that
ΨM = )ΓMΨ , iΥj = νjΨ . (2.24)
we obtain
0 = Q ·ΨM = 1
2
FPQ )ΓMΓ
PQ) M = 1, . . . , 9 , (2.25)
0 = iQ ·Υj = 1
2
FMN νjΓ
MN)+ iKj j = 1, . . . , 7 . (2.26)
The equations (2.25) reduce to6
0 = Q ·ΨM = −vNFNM . (2.27)
According to (2.22), these are equivalent to Q2-invariance, i.e., invariance under a com-
bination of τ -translation, gauge transformations, and flavor transformations. Due to the
replacement of the τ -derivative in (2.12), for generic λ the bosonic fields must also be invari-
ant under the combination J3+ I3 of spatial and R-symmetry rotations. Among the various
components of (2.26), the most important equations are7
0 = iQ ·Υj = DjΦ9 − 1
2
3∑
k,l=1
)jklFkl + iKj j, k, l = 1, 2, 3 . (2.28)
6To show this we used the identities ΓM Γ˜[PΓQ] = Γ[M Γ˜PΓQ] + 2δM [PΓQ] and "Γ[M Γ˜PΓQ]" = 0.
7We used the following facts: νjΓkl" = −"jkl for j, k, l ∈ {1, 2, 3}, νjΓkl" = 0 for j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and
l ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}, νjΓk9" = δjk for j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and νjΓ9l" = 0 for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and l ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}. We also
went ahead and set the hypermultiplets to zero. This is justified below by Q2-invariance.
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The imaginary part sets Kj to zero. The real part is precisely the Bogomolny equations
∗3 F = DΦ9 (2.29)
that describe monopoles on R3! Thus we conclude that the path integral localizes to the
fixed points on the monopole moduli space with respect to spatial rotations and gauge
transformations.
Four other components of (2.26) read
0 = iQ ·Υj =
3∑
k=1
8∑
l=5
(νjΓ
kl))DkΦl +
8∑
l=5
(νjΓ
9l))i[Φ9,Φl] + iKj j = 4, 5, 6, 7 . (2.30)
Again the imaginary part requires Kj to vanish. The real part of (2.30) is in fact the
“realification” of the Dirac-Higgs equation
3∑
i=1
σiDiq + [Φ9, q] = 0 , (2.31)
where the two-component “spinor” q is a linear combination of Φi with i = 5, 6, 7, 8. See
Appendix A.2 for a related discussion. As in topological twist, the hypermultiplet scalars
behave as a spinor under the combination J3+I3. Though generically (2.31) itself admits non-
zero solutions, the Q2-invariance, in particular the invariance under flavor transformations,
requires q to vanish.
Thus localization on S1×R3 leaves no bosonic zero-mode to be integrated over, and the
final answer for the vev will be expressed as a finite sum. This is in contrast with the results
for S4 [9, 10] where the path integral reduced to a finite dimensional matrix integral.
2.2.3 On-shell action
Let us work out the classical contribution e−Scl , given by the on-shell action evaluated in the
background (2.5). The on-shell action for the hypermultiplet simply vanishes, therefore we
focus on the action (2.2) for the vector multiplet. For the background (2.5), we also have
F = ig2ϑ
B
16pi2
dτ ∧ dr
r2
− B
2
sin θdθ ∧ dϕ , (2.32)
∗F = − B
2r2
dτ ∧ dr + ig2ϑ B
16pi2
sin θdθ ∧ dϕ . (2.33)
Our orientation is such that the volume form is dτ ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3. The action (2.2) is
divergent in the presence of such a singular dyonic background. We can render the action
finite by cutting off the spacetime at Σ3 ≡ {r = δ} and by adding the boundary term [29, 10]
Sbdry =
2
g2
∫
Σ3
Tr (Φ9F − iΦ0 ∗ F ) ∧ dτ . (2.34)
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We find that
Svec =
1
g2δ
(
4pi2R +
g2ϑ2R
16pi2
)
TrB2 − iϑRTr (A(∞)τ B) ,
Sbdry =− 1
g2δ
(
4pi2R +
g2ϑ2R
16pi2
)
TrB2 − 8pi
2R
g2
Tr
(
Φ(∞)9 B
)
+ ϑRTr
(
Φ(∞)0 B
)
.
(2.35)
Thus the classical on-shell action is given by
Scl(B) ≡ Svec + Sbdry = −8pi
2R
g2
Tr
[
Φ(∞)9 B
]
− iϑR Tr
[(
A(∞)τ + iΦ
(∞)
0
)
B
]
. (2.36)
The on-shell action nicely combines with the weight eiB·Θ for the magnetic charge in (2.10)
so that
〈TB〉 ∼ eiB·Θe−Scl(B) = e2piiB·b , (2.37)
where b was define in (2.13). This is the leading classical approximation to the ’t Hooft
operator vev. We will compute one-loop and non-perturbative corrections in the following
sections.
2.3 One-loop determinants
Having computed the classical contribution to the ’t Hooft operator vev, in this section we
will compute the one-loop correction following [9] and in parallel with [10]. As we saw in
the previous section, the path integral reduces to a sum over saddle points. For each saddle
point we need to compute the fluctuation determinants. The methods here will also be used
in Section 2.4 for the computation of such non-perturbative corrections.
2.3.1 Gauge fixing
The gauge fixing action in the Rξ-gauge is
Sgf =
∫
d4xTr
(
−i c˜
∑
M=1,2,3,9
DM(0)DMc+ b˜
(
i
∑
M=1,2,3,9
DM(0)A˜M +
ξ
2
b˜
))
. (2.38)
We have defined A˜M ≡ AM − A(0)M where A(0)M is the background configuration given in
(2.5). The ghost fields c, c˜ are fermionic, and b˜ is bosonic. By defining the BRST transfor-
mations8
QB · AM = −[c,DM ] , QB ·Ψ = −i[c,Ψ] , QB ·Ki = −i[c,Ki] ,
QB · c = − i
2
[c, c] , QB · c˜ = b˜ , QB · b˜ = 0 ,
(2.39)
8To compare with Pestun’s formalism in [9], set a˜0, b0, c0, c˜0 to zero. Then separate his BRST transfor-
mation δ into our QB and the part δ0 proportional to a0: δ = QB+ δ0. Then our Q can be written as s+ δ0
with a0 = −Φ(0)0, where s denotes the supersymmetry transformation in [9].
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we can write
Sgf = QB · Vgh , Vgh ≡
∫
d4xTr
(
c˜
(
i
∑
M=1,2,3,9
DM(0)A˜M +
ξ
2
b˜
))
. (2.40)
The BRST transformation squares to zero, {QB, QB} = 0. Unlike the case of S4 [9] where the
spacetime is compact, we do not need to introduce ghosts-for-ghosts to deal with constant
gauge transformations.
We define the action of the supercharge Q on the ghosts by
Q · c = −vM A˜M ≡ −Φ˜ = −iΦ˜0 − A˜τ , Q · c˜ = 0 ,
Q · b˜ = −vMDM c˜ = −∂τ c˜− i[Aτ + iΦ0, c˜] .
(2.41)
In the background Q annihilates all the fermions, therefore the background is supersymmet-
ric. We have {Q,Q}(ghost) = 0.
2.3.2 One-loop determinants and the index theorem
After gauge fixing, the total fermionic symmetry we use for localization is
Q̂ ≡ Q+QB . (2.42)
While Q2 in (2.22) involves a gauge transformation GΛ with a dynamical gauge parameter
Λ = Aτ + iΦ0, the gauge transformation that appears in Q̂2 = Q2 + {Q,QB} turns out to
have a fixed parameter Λ = A(0)τ + iΦ(0)0 = A
(∞)
τ + iΦ
(∞)
0 :
9
Q̂2 = −∂τ − i(A(∞)τ + iΦ(∞)0 ) +MF . (2.43)
Saddle points of the path integral remain the same after we replace Q · V by Q̂ · V̂ . Recall
that M ≡ M0 is one of the mass parameters defined below (2.3) and that F is the flavor
symmetry generator. The path integral to consider is∫
DADΨDKDb˜DcDc˜ e−S−t bQ·bV , (2.44)
where
V̂ =
〈
Ψ , Q̂ ·Ψ
〉
+ Vgh . (2.45)
In order to evaluate the path integral in the limit t→∞, we need to compute the superde-
terminant of the kinetic operator in Q̂(0) · V̂ (2), where Q̂(0) is the linearization of Q̂, and V̂ (2)
is the quadratic part of V̂ . Following [9] let us define
X0 = (A˜M)
9
M=1 , X1 = (Υi, c, c˜) (2.46)
9For the gauge field Q̂2 ·AM = −∂τ A˜M − i[A(∞)τ + iΦ(∞)0 , A˜M ].
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and their partners
X ′0 ≡Q̂(0) ·X0 = (ΨM − [c,D(0)M ])9M=1 ,
X ′1 ≡Q̂(0) ·X1 =
(
Ki − i(νiΓMN))D(0)M A˜N ,−Φ˜, b
)
.
(2.47)
Now V̂ (2) takes the form
V (2) =
〈(
X ′0 X1
)
,
(
D00 D01
D10 D11
)(
X0
X ′1
)〉
, (2.48)
where D00 and others are certain differential operators. Then Q̂(0) · V (2) is given by
Q̂(0) · V (2) =
〈(
X0, X ′1
)(−R00
1
)
,
(
D00 D01
D10 D11
)(
X0
X ′1
)〉
+
〈(
X ′0, X1
)
,
(
D00 D01
D10 D11
)(−1
−R11
)(
X ′0
X1
)〉
,
(2.49)
where Q̂2(0) ·X0 = R00 ·X0 and Q̂2(0) ·X1 = R11 ·X1. Thus the one-loop determinant is given
by
Z1-loop =
det1/2
[(
D00 D01
D10 D11
)(−1
−R11
)]
det1/2
[(−R00
1
)(
D00 D01
D10 D11
)] = det1/2R11
det1/2R00
=
det1/2CokerD10 R
det1/2KerD10 R
. (2.50)
In the final line we have introduced notation R = Q̂2(0) and used the fact that R commutes
with D10 as guaranteed by R-invariance of V̂ . Thus we only need the differential operator
D10, which can be obtained by explicitly computing V̂ (2). It is easy to see what to expect
from the results in Section 2.2.2. There we saw that the localization equations are given by
the Bogomolny and Dirac-Higgs equations. In Appendix A.2, we will show that D10 involves
the linearization of these equations as well as the dual of the gauge transformation.
The symmetry generator R = Q̂2(0) is given in (2.43). In a general N = 2 theory, we
replace that last term MF by
∑
f MfFf , where Ff are the flavor symmetry generators in
(2.11). We also perform the shift (2.12) of the τ derivative. It is also useful to rescale R
as R → −RR. This does not affect the value of the one-loop determinant (2.50) due to
cancellations between the numerator and the denominator. ThenR takes a simple expression
R = εR∂τ − iλ(J3 + I3) + ia+ i
Nf∑
f=1
mfFf . (2.51)
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We have introduced a formal parameter ε that should be set to one at the end of calculation.
A Fourier mode einτ/R along S1 contributes inε to R.
The form (2.50) of the one-loop determinant implies that it can be obtained from the
equivariant index of the operator D10
indD10 ≡ TrKerD10e2piR − TrCokerD10e2piR . (2.52)
Indeed if it is given in terms of weights wj and multiplicities cj as
indD10 =
∑
cje
wj , (2.53)
the one-loop determinant is given by Z1-loop =
(∏
j w
cj
j
)−1/2
. In the following we will sep-
arately define the indices for differential operators acting on vector and hypermultiplets.
We will also adopt a normalization for ind that corresponds to ind(D10) → −12 ind(D10), so
that the translation from the index to the one-loop determinant is simply given by the rule∑
j cje
wj →∏j wcjj . Then
Z1-loop =
∏
j
w
cj
j . (2.54)
Thus we need to compute the weights under the gauge transformation with parameter
a := R(A(∞)τ + iΦ
(∞)
0 ), a time translation by ε, and a spatial rotation along the 3-axis with
angle 2piλ, and flavor transformations with parameters mf .
2.3.3 Correspondence between singular monopoles and instantons
Let us review a correspondence between a singular monopole on R3 and an instanton. We
have to treat monopoles with the singularities in (2.5) to calculate ’t Hooft loop operators
by definition but we do not know how to obtain directly the contribution from such singular
monopoles to partition functions or indecies. Instead instanton partition functions are well
known. Therefore we use this correspondence for the calculation of ’t Hooft loop operators.
This subsubsection is relevent for Section 2.3.4 and Section 2.4.
This correspondence was found by Kronheimer in [30] and the correspondence between
singular monopoles on R3 and U(1)K-invariant instantons on a Taub-NUT space is relevent
for our calculation. A Taub-NUT space is labeled by the coordinates (,x = (x1, x2, x3),ψ)
and has the following metric
ds2 = V d,x2 + V −1(dψ + ω)2 , V = l +
1
2|,x| , dω = − ∗3 dV , (2.55)
where l > 0 is a constant. The reason why we should choose this space as a four-dimensional
spacetime where instantons live will become clear in (2.63). The important fact is that this
space has a noncontractible cycle in the asymptotic region and the gauge field can have a
holonomy with arbitrary value along this cycle.
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To show that there is a map from a singular monopole to an instanton, we will construct
a four-dimensional gauge connection from the three-dimensional fields (A(,x),Φ(,x)) with
singularities
A ∼ B
2
cos θdϕ , Φ ∼ B
2r
near ,x = 0 , (2.56)
where (r := |,x|, θ,ϕ) are the spherical coordinates on a 3-ball centered at ,x = 0. The above
Φ corresponds to Φ9 in (2.5). From the above three-dimensional fields, we can construct the
following smooth four-dimenisonal configuration
A(,x,ψ) ≡ g
(
A(,x) + Φ(,x)
dψ + ω
V
)
g−1 − igdg−1 . (2.57)
We denote its curvature by F = dA + iA ∧ A. The singularities in A and Φ cancel in
(2.57) to define a smooth four-dimensional gauge field A. Here g is a suitable singular gauge
transformation that locally behaves as g ∼ eiBψ near ,x = 0 so that A is smooth there. The
four-dimensional field A is invariant under the U(1)K action ψ → ψ − ν, which rotates the
circle fiber in the spacetime as well as acts on the gauge bundle as a gauge transformation
eiBν . Vice versa, we can also construct a three-dimensional field configuration (A,Φ) with
the singularities (2.56) from a U(1)K-invariant smooth four-dimensional gauge field A.
In order to show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between singular monopoles
and U(1)K-invariant instantons, we have to show that the condition that the above (A,Φ)
satisfies the Bogomolny equation
∗3 F = DΦ (2.58)
is equivalent to the condition that the the above U(1)K-invariant A satisfies the anti-self-dual
equation
∗4 F + F = 0 . (2.59)
To show this, let us use the fact that A is obtained by a singular gauge transformation from
A˜ = A+ Φdψ + ω
V
, (2.60)
therefore F = gF˜g−1. Then, for the orientation (volume form)∝ (dψ + ω)dx1dx2dx3,
F = g
(
F +DΦ ∧ dψ + ω
V
− Φ∗3dV
V
+ Φ(dψ + ω) ∧ dV
V 2
)
g−1 , (2.61)
and
∗4 F = g
(
− ∗3 F ∧ dψ + ω
V
− ∗3DΦ− Φ(dψ + ω) ∧ dV
V 2
+ Φ
∗3dV
V
)
g−1 , (2.62)
so F + ∗4F = 0 if and only if F = ∗3DΦ.
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The holonomy of the four-dimensional field at infinity |,x| = ∞ is related to the scalar
expectation value as
Pe−i
H A → e−2piiΦ(∞)/l as |,x|→∞ (2.63)
up to conjugation. Since we have to set the vev of Φ to Φ(∞)9 in (2.5) in our problem, we
have to give the corresponding holonomy to A. Indeed we can do so since A lives on the
Taub-NUT space, which has a noncontractible cycle S1 as a fiber. However our results do
not depend on this holonomy since only the local behavior around the origin of the space
contributes.
Let us see the local region around the origin of this space. The metric (2.55) approaches
that of C2 in the limit l → 0, ds2 → ds2C2 , where
ds2C2 =(2r)
−1 [dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2)]+ 2r(dψ + ω)2
=|dz1|2 + |dz2|2
(2.64)
and
z1 = r
1/2 cos
θ
2
e−iψ+iϕ/2 , z2 = r1/2 sin
θ
2
eiψ+iϕ/2 , ω = −1
2
cos θdϕ . (2.65)
For general l, Taub-NUT space is isomorphic as a complex manifold to C2 = {(z1, z2)} with
the same parametrization.
Later we will have to consider the action ϕ → ϕ + 2piλ on the space R3 labeled by
(r := |,x|, θ,ϕ) caused by iλJ3 in (2.51) when we calculate Tr e2piR in (2.52). According to
(2.65), this action corresponds to (z1, z2)→ epiiλ(z1, z2) on the instanton side.
2.3.4 Calculation of the equivalent index
Before we delve into the details of the calculations, let us summarize our methodology that
extends the techniques developed in [10], listing at the same time the relevant complexes and
their interrelations. We showed above that the vector multiplet contribution to the one-loop
determinant can be computed from the index of the complex that linearizes the Bogomolny
equations in R3
DBogo : 0→ Ω0(adE) (D , [iΦ9, • ])−−−−−−−→ Ω1(adE)⊕ Ω0(adE)→ Ω1(adE)→ 0 , (2.66)
where adE is the adjoint gauge bundle. The second arrow is the gauge transformation
whose conjugate10 appeared in (A.12), and the third is the map (δA, δΦ9) 5→ ∗DδA −
DδΦ9 + i[Φ9, δA] in (A.11). As reviewed in Section 2.3.3, the Bogomolny equations with
10The equivariant index remains the same when we “fold” (2.66) into 0→ Ω0⊕Ω1 → Ω1⊕Ω0 → 0, where
twisting by adE is implicit, and the second arrow is the linearized Bogomolny equations plus the dual of a
gauge transformation (A.12). The same remark applies to the self-dual complex (2.67). It is the folded form
of the complexes that naturally arises from gauge-fixing.
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a single singularity on R3 are equivalent to the anti-self-duality equations on the (single-
centered) Taub-NUT space with invariance under the action of the group that we call U(1)K .
Linearizing the correspondence, we will obtain the index of the Bogomolny complex11 (2.66)
from the index of the self-dual complex
DSD : 0→ Ω0(adE) D→ Ω1(adE) (1 + ∗)D−−−−−→ Ω2+(adE)→ 0 (2.67)
on the four-dimensional space by taking an invariant part under the U(1)K action [31, 10].
Similarly the hypermultiplet contribution will be derived from index of the complex
DDH,R : 0→ Γ(S ⊗R(E)) σ
jDj + Φ9−−−−−→ Γ(S ⊗R(E))→ 0 , (2.68)
where S is the spinor bundle over R3, and Φ9 acts on q ∈ Γ(S ⊗ R(E)) in the matter
representation R. Its index will be obtained from the U(1)K invariant part of the index of
the twisted Dirac complex [10]
DDirac,R : 0→ Γ(S+ ⊗R(E)) σ
µDµ−−−−→ Γ(S− ⊗R(E))→ 0 (2.69)
in four dimensions.
Both the self-dual and Dirac complexes are related to the Dolbeault complex
DR : 0→ Ω0,0(R(E))→ Ω0,1(R(E))→ Ω0,2(R(E))→ 0 . (2.70)
To see this note that upon complexification we have Ω0C = Ω
0,0, Ω1C = Ω
1,0 ⊕ Ω0,1 and
Ω2+C = Ω
2,0 ⊕ Ω0,0ω ⊕ Ω0,2, where ω is the Ka¨hler form. See, e.g., [32]. Since by Hodge
duality Ω2,2 = Ω0,0 and Ω2,1 = Ω1,0, the complexification of the self-dual complex (2.67) is
isomorphic to the Dolbeault complex (2.70) with R = ad twisted by Ω0,0⊕Ω2,0. For spinors
recall that Ωp,q = Γ(Λp,q) and that K = Λ2,0 is the canonical line bundle. We have
S+ = K1/2 ⊗ (Λ0,0 ⊕ Λ0,2) , S− = K1/2 ⊗ Λ0,1 . (2.71)
Thus the Dirac complex (2.69) is isomorphic to the Dolbeault complex (2.70) twisted by
(Ω2,0)1/2.
Let us now review the index of the Dolbeault complex. We will compute the index of the
Dolbeault complex on Taub-NUT space by applying the Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula.
Taub-NUT space is holomorphically isomorphic to flat C2 with local coordinates (z1, z2), for
which the U(1)× U(1)-equivariant index of the (untwisted) Dolbeault complex is given by
ind(∂) =
t1t2
(1− t1)(1− t2) . (2.72)
11We will refer to (2.66) and (2.68) as the Bogomolny and Dirac-Higgs (DH) complexes.
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Let us denote by U(1)J+R the group generated by J3 + I3, the simultaneous spatial and
R-symmetry rotations. The action of (t1, t2) on C2 is standard, (z1, z2) 5→ (t1z1, t2z2), and is
related to U(1)K × U(1)J+R as
t1 = e
−2piiν+piiλ , t2 = e2piiν+piiλ . (2.73)
Here e2piiν parametrizes U(1)K , while 2piλ is the angle of rotation along the 3-axis of R3,
which corresponds to piλ in the exponent acting on (z1, z2) as explained in the sentences
below (2.65).
For our purposes the best way to understand the formula (2.72) is to consider the group
action on the basis of sections. For example an element of Ω0,0 can be expanded as∑
k,l,m,n
cklmnz
k
1z
l
1z
m
2 z
n
2 , (2.74)
where k, l,m, n ∈ Z≥0 and the coefficients transform as cklmn 5→ t−k+l1 t−m+n2 cklmn. Elements
of Ω0,1 and Ω0,2 admit similar expansions. Summing up the weights with appropriate signs
determined by the degrees in the complex, we obtain
indδ(∂) =
∑
k,l,m,n≥0
(1− t1 − t2 + t1t2)t−k+l1 t−m+n2
=
(1− t1)(1− t2)
(1− e−δt−11 )(1− e−δt1)(1− e−δt−12 )(1− e−δt2)
. (2.75)
Factors e−δ with small δ > 0 are inserted to keep track of how we expand the numerator.
We obtain (2.72) from the regularized index (2.75) by taking the limit δ → 0. Including the
gauge group action, we obtain the index for the Dolbeault operator twisted by R(E)
indδ(DR) =
(1− t1)(1− t2)
(1− e−δt−11 )(1− e−δt1)(1− e−δt−12 )(1− e−δt2)
∑
w∈R
e2piiw·a . (2.76)
The relationships of the self-dual and Dirac complexes to the Dolbeault complex described
above imply that
indδ(DSD,C) = (1 + t
−1
1 t
−1
2 )indδ(Dadj) , (2.77)
indδ(DDirac,R) = t
−1/2
1 t
−1/2
2 indδ(DR) . (2.78)
Furthermore, the indices of the Bogomolny and Dirac-Higgs complexes are obtained by taking
the U(1)K-invariant parts. This can be implemented by substituting (2.73) and a→ a+Bν
and then integrating over ν:
ind(DBogo,C) = lim
δ→0
∫ 1
0
dν indδ(DSD,C)|a→a+Bν , (2.79)
ind(DDH,R) = lim
δ→0
∫ 1
0
dν indδ(DDirac,R)|a→a+Bν . (2.80)
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The factors e−δ in the integrands specify which poles to pick in the contour integrals. We
also need to take into account the Fourier modes on S1 that give rise to an infinite sum∑
n e
inε. The formal parameter ε for time translation should be set to one at the end of the
calculation.
Finally, the one-loop determinant Zvm1-loop for the vector multiplet is obtained by the rule∑
j cje
wj →∏j wcjj from
ind(Dvm) =
1
2
∑
n∈Z
e2piinεind(DBogo,C) . (2.81)
The factor of 1/2 in (2.81) accounts for the complexification of the Bogomolny complex.
For the hypermultiplet, the one-loop determinant Zhm1-loop arises if the same rule is applied
to [10]
ind(DhmR ) = −
1
2
∑
n∈Z
e2piinε
Nf∑
f=1
(
e−2piimf ind(DDH,R) + e2piimf ind(DDH,R)|a→−a
)
. (2.82)
Let us explain the meaning of this expression (2.82). The precise flavor symmetry of a
massless theory is best described in terms of half-hypermultiplets. If an irreducible rep-
resentation R is real, half-hypermultiplets can only appear in an even number 2Nf , and
the flavor symmetry GF is Sp(2Nf ). The symplectic group Sp(2Nf ) has rank Nf in our
convention. For a complex irreducible representation R, half-hypermultiplets always appear
in conjugate pairs R ⊕ R. With Nf such pairs, the flavor symmetry is U(Nf ). When an
irreducible representation R is pseudo-real, the theory is anomalous unless an even number
2Nf of half-hypermultiplets are present [33]. The flavor symmetry group in this case is
SO(2Nf ). Parameters mf in (2.82) are the equivariant parameters for the flavor group GF
of the massless theory, and are related to the physical masses Mf and the flavor chemical
potentials µf as
mf = −µf + iRMf . (2.83)
The particular combination of terms in (2.82) was derived in [10] based on Higgsing which
produces various types of matter representations.
The indices ind(DBogo,C) and ind(DDH,R) were computed in [10]:
ind(DBogo,C) = −e
piiλ + e−piiλ
2
∑
α
e2piiα·a
(
e(|α·B|−1)piiλ + e(|α·B|−3)piiλ + . . .+ e−(|α·B|−1)piiλ
)
,
ind(DDH,R) = −1
2
∑
w∈R
e2piiw·a
(
e(|w·B|−1)piiλ + e(|w·B|−3)piiλ + . . .+ e−(|w·B|−1)piiλ
)
. (2.84)
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By applying the rule to (2.81) and (2.82), we find the one-loop determinant
∏
n∈Z
∏
α
|α·B|−1∏
k=0
[
nε+
1
2
λ+ α · a+
( |α ·B|− 1
2
− k
)
λ
]−1/2
∼
∏
α>0
|α·B|−1∏
k=0
∏
±
sin−1/2
[
pi
(
α · a±
( |α ·B|
2
− k
)
λ
)]
=: Zvm1-loop(a,λ;B) , (2.85)
for the vector multiplet and
∏
n∈Z
Nf∏
f=1
∏
w∈R
|w·B|−1∏
k=0
[
nε+ w · a−mf +
( |w ·B|− 1
2
− k
)
λ
]1/2
∼
Nf∏
f=1
∏
w∈R
|w·B|−1∏
k=0
sin1/2
[
pi
(
w · a−mf +
( |w ·B|− 1
2
− k
)
λ
)]
=: Zhm1-loop(a,mf ,λ;B) (2.86)
for the hypermultiplet. In the final expressions we set ε to one. When there is more than
one matter irreducible representation we need to take a product over them. Combining the
vector multiplet and hypermultiplet contributions, the one-loop factor is given by
Z1-loop(a,mf ,λ;B) := Z
vm
1-loop(a,λ;B)Z
hm
1-loop(a,mf ,λ;B) . (2.87)
2.4 Contributions from monopole screening
In this section we calculate the contributions from non-perturbative saddle points of the
localization action Q · V . Since the bosonic part of Q · V is given by ||Q ·Ψ||2, these saddle
points are the solutions of the equation Q ·Ψ = 0. As we saw in Section 2.2.2, the solutions
of Q ·Ψ = 0 are the fixed points of the Bogomolny equations with a prescribed singularity.
2.4.1 Definition of Zmono
The moduli space of the solutions of the Bogomolny equations with a singularity prescribed
by B has infinitely many components. For example, even for B = 0 there exist the com-
ponents whose elements are smooth monopoles with charges labeled by all v ∈ Λcr. In our
localization calculation only the components that contain fixed points of the U(1)J+R × T -
action are relevant, where T is the maximal torus of the gauge group. Invariance under
U(1)J+R×T -action is a strong constraint, because the T -invariance for generic a ∈ t requires
the adjoint fields to be Abelian, i.e., that they belong to t. The only Abelian solutions to the
Bogomolny equations are the singular Dirac monopole solutions, and the singularity must
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be located at the point where the ’t Hooft operator is inserted. This argument almost shows
that the background configuration (2.5) is the only saddle point of the path integral. Abelian
solutions of the Dirac form (2.5), where B is replaced by some other coefficient v ∈ Λcr +B,
can however arise as a limit in the family of solutions whose singularity has coefficient B
[34].
Such solutions represent the situations where a smooth monopole appears infinitely near
from the Dirac monopole with charge B and it screen the charge B. Due to this smooth
monopole, the total magnetic charge is changed from B into v.
We denote by M(B, v) the moduli space of such solutions to the Bogomolny equation.
A generic point of M(B, v) is a solution that approaches the background (2.5) near the
origin, and the same expression with B replaced by v asymptotically at infinity. It can be
shown that we need ||v|| ≤ ||B|| for M(B, v) to be non-empty in [10].
In order to obtain the indices forM(B, v), we use Kronheimer’s correspondence, reviewed
in Section 2.3.3. In this correspondence, a solution to Bogomolny equations with Dirac sin-
gularities can be mapped to an instanton located at the point on Taub-NUT space where the
S1 fiber degenerates. Instead of treating the moduli space of the above monopoles directly,
we will calculate the partition functions for instantons corresponding to the monopoles.
Since this calculation needs only the local behavior of the fields near the origin of the
Taub-NUT space, we can replace this space by C2. A more satisfying justification for this
replacement is the fact that such a small instanton solution belongs to a component of
the instanton moduli space that is isomorphic as a complex variety to a component of the
instanton moduli space for C2 [35]. See also [36].
Since all the fixed points in (B, v) take the form of the ’t Hooft background (2.5) except
that B is replaced by v, each contributes a factor eScl(v) computed in Section 2.2.3. This clas-
sical contribution Zcl to the indices depends only on v and is universal among the fixed points
in M(B, v). The non-perturbative contribution Zmono(B, v) from the screening monopoles
will be obtained from Nekrasov formulae of instanton partition functions, reviewed in Section
1.2, in the following subsubsections.
The total expressions of the indices in presence of the ’t Hooft loop operator with charge
B should be written ∑
v
eScl(v) Z1-loop(v)Zmono(B, v) . (2.88)
2.4.2 Monopole moduli space for G = U(N)
In order to compute Zmono(B, v) explicitly, we need a method to describe the component
M(B, v) of the monopole moduli space and their fixed points. Let us now review the ADHM
construction of M(B, v) in the case G = U(N) [34].
A monopole solution inM(B, v) descends from a U(1)K-invariant instanton on the Taub-
NUT space as we saw in Section 2.3.3. Since our calculation needs only the local behavior
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of the fields near this point, we can replace the Taub-NUT space by C2 parametrized by
coordinates z = (z1, z2), which are the same as the ones in (2.65). Let us set W := CN and
V := Ck. The instanton bundle over C2 with instanton number k is described by a family
of complexes
V
α(z)−→ C2 ⊗ V ⊕W β(z)−→ V , (2.89)
where the maps depend on z as
α(z) =
 z2 −B2−z1 +B1
−J
 , β(z) = (z1 −B1 z2 −B2 −I) . (2.90)
When the complex ADHM equation
[B1, B2] + IJ = 0 (2.91)
which is equivalent to β(z)α(z) = 0 is satisfied, the cohomology groups
H0z = Ker[α(z)] , H
1
z = Ker[β(z)]/Im[α(z)] , H
2
z = V/Im[β(z)] (2.92)
can be defined. If H0z = H
2
z = 0, Ez = H
1
z describes the fiber of a smooth irreducible
instanton bundle over C2. We are also interested in singular configurations that arise as a
limit of smooth ones, therefore we set Ez = H1z−H0z−H2z in general. The Euler characteristic
dimH0z − dimH1z + dimH2z = − dimEz = −N is independent of z.
Next let us see how the U(1)K action ψ → ψ − ν acts on the moduli space. It acts
on (z1, z2) as (z1, z2) 5→ (e2piiνz1, e−2piiνz2). Since (B1, B2) represent the positions of the
instantons, they transform as (B1, B2) 5→ (e2piiνB1, e−2piiνB2). The group U(1)K also acts on
the gauge bundle. The fiber E0 at z = 0 if mapped to itself, and its character for U(1)K is
given by e2piiBν where e2piν ∈ U(1)K and the charge B of the ’t Hooft operator is regarded
as an N ×N diagonal matrix. The group U(1)K also acts on W and V . Since W represents
the fiber E∞ at z =∞, its character is Tre2piivν . The character of V can be written as e2piiKν
with a k × k diagonal matrix K. The identification of Ez with H1z −H0z −H2z implies that
K is determined by12
Tre2piiBν = Tre2piivν + (e2piiν + e−2piiν − 2)Tre2piiKν e2piiν ∈ U(1)K (2.93)
up to conjugation. We can read the instanton number k corresponding to M(B, v) and
the eigenvalues of the matrix K from the above expression. In the last part in the next
subsubsection, we will do this in case where B = (1,−1), v = (0, 0) in SU(2) guage theory
as an example.
12A warning on notation. The “K” in U(1)K stands for Kronheimer. The matrix K is the weight of
U(1)K acting on the k-dimensional vector space on which B1 and B2 act as endomorphisms.
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To describe M(B, v), we impose U(1)K invariance on the ADHM data. Namely the
ADHM data must satisfy the conditions
B1 + [K,B1] = 0 , −B2 + [K,B2] = 0 , KI − Iv = 0 , vJ − JK = 0 . (2.94)
For the instanton moduli space, one would take a quotient by GL(k,C). The matrix K
breaks the GL(k,C) into its commutant
∏
rGL(kr,C), where kr is the number of entries of
the r-th largest integer in the eigenvalues of K.
The ADHM data are considered equivalent if they are related by an action of
∏
rGL(kr,C):
(B1, B2, I, J) ∼ (gB1g−1, gB2g−1, gI, Jg−1) g ∈
∏
r
GL(kr,C) . (2.95)
Thus the complex variety M(B, v) is given by the holomorphic quotient
M(B, v) =
(B1, B2, I, J)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
B1 + [K,B1] = 0
−B2 + [K,B2] = 0
KI − IM = 0
MJ − JK = 0

/∏
r
GL(kr,C) . (2.96)
2.4.3 Fixed points and their contributions
Next we turn to the description of fixed points. We need to know which fixed point ,Y on the
instanton moduli space descends to the specific component M(B, v) of the monopole moduli
space. The fixed points are given by the ADHM data (B1, B2, I, J) that satisfy
−ε1B1 + [φ, B1] = 0 , −ε2B2 + [φ, B2] = 0 ,
φI − Ia = 0 , −(ε1 + ε2)J + aJ − Jφ = 0
(2.97)
for any (ε1, ε2, a) ∈ Lie [U(1)× U(1)× T ] for some φ = diag(φ1, . . . ,φk) parametrizing the
Cartan subalgebra of
∏
r U(kr) ⊂ U(k). Solutions to these equations are known and are
expressed in terms of Young tableaux ,Y . The sets {φs}s=1,...,k of the eigenvalues of φ are
φs = (is − 1)ε1 + (js − 1)ε2 + aα(s) , (2.98)
where s labels each box in ,Y = (Y1, · · · , YN) and α(s) ∈ {1, . . . , N} is such that s ∈ Yα(s).
(is, js) are the coordinates of the box s in Yα(s).
If we substitute
ε1 → −ν , ε2 → ν , aα → vαν , (2.99)
into the equations (2.97) and replace φ with K, it becomes the same equations as (2.94). So
the fixed point ,Y in the instanton moduli space also satisfies the U(1)K invariance condition
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(2.94) if K is the same as φ with (2.98) where we substitute (2.99). Therefore the U(1)K-
invariant fixed points correspond to
,Y such that Ks = vα(s) − js + is (2.100)
up to a permutation of s ∈ {1, . . . , k}. On the left-hand side, Ks is the s-th eigenvalue of
the matrix K. On the right-hand side s labels each box in the N -tuple of Young tableaux
,Y .
Next we turn to weights. After explaining general procedures, we will demonstrate it in a
exmaple. When we obtained the instanton partition functions in Section 1.2, we considered
the weights at each fixed point in the instanton moduli spaces. Here we have to focus on
U(1)K invariant parts in the instanton moduli space, so we will extract the factors invariant
under the following action from those weights.
ε1 → ε1 − ν , ε2 → ε2 + ν , aα → aα + vαν . (2.101)
To the index (2.11), only the field configurations that are invariant under the action
(x1+ ix2)→ e2piiλ(x1+x2) contribute. If we map this action to the instanton side according
to Kronheimer’s correspondence, it coresponds to the field configurations invariant under
(z1, z2) → epiiλ(z1, z2) as explained below (2.65). Therefoer we will consider the instanton
partition functions where the regularization parameters are set to )1 = )2 =
λ
2 . Thus we can
obtain the partition functions of the screening monopoles on R3.
Since the geometry in our problem is S1 × R3, those weights must be entered in sine
function.
Let us see an example. We will consider the case where B = (1,−1), v = (0, 0) in N =
2∗ SU(2) gauge theory. First we have to identify the fixed points of M(B, v). Substituing
this B and v into (2.93), we get Tr eiKν = 1. It means that K is 1 × 1 matrix and the
eigenvalue is 0, i.e, K = (0). So we have to consider the moduli space where the instanton
number is 1 and each fixed point is labeled by a pair of Young tableaux ,Y = (Y1, Y2) where
|,Y | = 1. We can see that both of the Young pairs ({1}, {}) and ({}, {1}) satisfy the condition
(2.93). There is one box in both pairs and it is labeled as s = 1. In the first pair, it is in the
first row and first column in Y1 so α(s) = 1, (is, js) = (1, 1). Now we consider the case with
v = (0, 0) so v1 = v2 = 0. Therefore vα(s)+ js− is = 0 and it is consistent with K = (0). The
same is true in the second pair. Therefore both of these pairs descend to the fixed points in
M(B, v).
The weights at each Young pair in the instanton partition function were obtained in
Section 1.2.
Z inst({1},{}) =
(−2a−m)(ε1 −m)(ε2 −m)(2a+ ε1 + ε2 −m)
(−2a)ε1ε2(2a+ ε1 + ε2)
Z inst({},{1}) =
(2a−m)(ε1 −m)(ε2 −m)(−2a+ ε1 + ε2 −m)
(2a)ε1ε2(−2a+ ε1 + ε2) .
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Then we extract invariant factors under the action (2.101) from the above expressoins.
Z inst{{1},{}} →
(−2a−m)(2a+ ε1 + ε2 −m)
(−2a)(2a+ ε1 + ε2) , Z
inst
{{},{1}} →
(2a−m)(−2a+ ε1 + ε2 −m)
(2a)(−2a+ ε1 + ε2) .
Thus we got the partition functions of the monopoles relevant for our present case on R3.
Then we set )1 = )2 = λ/2. Since our spacetime is S1 × R3, the above factors must be
entered in sine functions. Note that the physical mass, which we are using, and Nekrasov
mass are different by ()1 + )2)/2 so we have to substitute m→ m+ λ/2. Finally we obtain
the contribution from the screening monopoles to the index with B = (1,−1) as follows
Zmono(B, v) =
sinpi(2a+m+ λ2 ) sin pi(2a−m+ λ2 )
sin(2pia) sin pi(2a+ λ)
+
sin pi(2a+m− λ2 ) sin pi(2a−m− λ2 )
sin(2pia) sin pi(2a− λ) .
(2.102)
2.5 Gauge theory results
For a Wilson operator in an arbitrary representation R, the on-shell action vanishes. The
only saddle point in the path integral is the trivial one, and the one-loop determinant is
1 due to Bose-Fermi cancellations. Thus the expectation value is given by evaluating the
holonomy (2.4) in the background:
〈WR〉 = TrR exp
[
2piiR
(
A(∞)τ + iΦ
(∞)
0
)]
= TrRe
2piia , (2.103)
where a was defined in (2.13).
For the ’t Hooft operator, we combine the classical, one-loop, and monopole screening
contributions from the previous sections:
〈TB〉 =
∑
v
e2piiv·bZ1-loop(v)Zmono(B, v) . (2.104)
2.5.1 SU(2) N = 2∗
For SU(2), it is convenient to substitute
a→
(
a
−a
)
, b→
(
b
−b
)
(2.105)
with the understanding that in the following the symbols a and b are complex numbers
rather than matrices. For this gauge group we can label the loop operators Lp,q by a pair of
integers (p, q), where p and q are magnetic and electric charges respectively [37, 38, 23], and
they are related to the coweight and the highest weight of the representation as
B = (p/2,−p/2) ≡ diag(p/2,−p/2) ∈ Λcw ,
(q/2,−q/2) ≡ diag(q/2,−q/2) ∈ Λw ↔ spin q/2 representation .
(2.106)
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The most basic Wilson operator W1/2 = L0,1 corresponding to spin 1/2 has an expectation
value
〈W1/2〉 = 〈L0,1〉 = e2piia + e−2piia . (2.107)
For the minimal ’t Hooft operator T1/2 = L1,0 that is S-dual to W1/2, we find
〈T1/2〉 = 〈L1,0〉 = (e2piib + e−2piib)
(
sin (2pia+ pim) sin (2pia− pim)
sin
(
2pia+ pi2λ
)
sin
(
2pia− pi2λ
) )1/2 . (2.108)
Monopole screening does not occur in this case and it only includes e2piiv·bZ1-loop(v)|v=(1/2,−1/2)
and e2piiv·bZ1-loop(v)|v=(−1/2,1/2).
For the minimal dyonic loops L1,±1,
〈L1,±1〉 = (e2pii(b±a) + e−2pii(b±a))
(
sin (2pia+ pim) sin (2pia− pim)
sin
(
2pia+ pi2λ
)
sin
(
2pia− pi2λ
) )1/2 . (2.109)
The simplest example with monopole screening contribution is given by
〈L2,0〉 =(e4piib + e−4piib)
∏
s1,s2=±1 sin
1/2
(
2pia+ s1pim+ s2
pi
2λ
)
sin1/2 (2pia+ piλ) sin1/2 (2pia− piλ) sin (2pia)
+
∑
s=±
∏
± sinpi(2a±m+ sλ/2)
sin(2pia) sin pi(2a+ sλ)
.
(2.110)
The first line includes e2piiv·bZ1-loop(v)|v=(1,−1) and e2piiv·bZ1-loop(v)|v=(−1,1). The second line
corresponds to e2piiv·bZ1-loop(v)Zmono(B, v)|v=(0,0). Z1-loop(v) is obtained from (2.87) and
Zmono(B, v) in this case is (2.102) itself. We observe that this is the Moyal product of
the minimal ’t Hooft operator vev with itself,
〈L2,0〉 = 〈L1,0〉 ∗ 〈L1,0〉 . (2.111)
In the SU(2) case ∗ is defined by
(f ∗ g)(a,b) ≡ ei λ8pi (∂b∂a′−∂a∂b′ )f(a,b)g(a′,b′)|a′=a,b′=b (2.112)
with a different coefficient due to the factor of 2 in the inner product
a · b→ Tr[diag(a,−a) · diag(b,−b)] = 2ab . (2.113)
In Section 2.6, we will explain how the Moyal product appears from the structure of the
path integral.
The precise choice of signs and relative numerical normalizations among terms is difficult
to fix purely in gauge theory without additional assumptions. In the examples considered in
this thesis we choose to be pragmatic and make the choice by assuming physically reasonable
structures such as Moyal multiplication, correspondence with the Verlinde operators, as well
as agreement with classical SL(2,C) holonomies in the λ→ 0 limit.
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2.5.2 U(N) N = 2∗
For the gauge group U(N), the minimal ’t Hooft operators, with charges13 B = (±1, 0N−1)
(the power indicates the number of repeated entries) corresponding to the fundamental and
anti-fundamental representations of the Langlands dual group, have the expectation values
〈TB=(±1,0N−1)〉 =
N∑
l=1
e±2piibl
(∏
±
∏
j +=l
sin pi(al − aj ±m)
sinpi(al − aj ± λ/2)
)1/2
. (2.114)
For the magnetic charge B = (1,−1, 0N−2), corresponding to the adjoint representation,
〈TB=(1,−1,0N−2)〉
=
∑
k +=l
e2pii(bk−bl)

[∏
±,±
sin pi (akl ±m± λ/2)
][∏
±
∏
j +=k,l
sinpi (akj ±m) sin pi (alj ±m)
]
sin2 piakl
∏
±
sin pi (akl ± λ)
[∏
±
∏
j +=k,l
sinpi (akj ± λ/2) sin pi (alj ± λ/2)
]

1/2
+
N∑
l=1
∏
j +=l
∏
± sinpi(alj ±m+ λ/2)
sinpialj sinpi(alj + λ)
.
(2.115)
From (2.114) and (2.115) we find that
〈TB=(1,−1,0N−2)〉 = 〈TB=(−1,0N−1)〉 ∗ 〈TB=(1,0N−1)〉 . (2.116)
For B = (2, 0N−1),
〈TB=(2,0N−1)〉 =
N∑
k=1
e4piibk
(∏
j +=k
∏
±,± sin pi(akj ±m± λ/2)[
sin2 piakj
∏
± sin pi(akj ± λ)
])1/2
+
∑
k +=l
∏
± sinpi(akl ±m+ λ/2)
sin pi(akl + λ) sin piakl
.
(2.117)
For this we find
〈TB=(2,0N−1)〉 = 〈TB=(1,0N−1)〉 ∗ 〈TB=(1,0N−1)〉 . (2.118)
Results for the gauge group SU(N) can be obtained by taking a and b traceless.
13The Cartan subalgebra of U(N) is spanned by real diagonal matrices. For SU(N) they must be traceless.
We often drop “diag” in a = diag(a1, . . . , aN ) to simplify notation. The inner product is defined by the trace
a · a′ = Tr aa′, and this is used to identify the Cartan algebra with its dual.
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2.5.3 U(2) Nf = 4
The minimal ’t Hooft operator in this theory is the one with B = (1,−1). Its vev is given as
〈TB〉 =e2piib12
(∏4
f=1 sin pi(a1 −mf ) sin pi(a2 −mf )
sin2 pia12
∏
± sin pi(a12 ± λ)
)1/2
+ e−2piib12
(∏4
f=1 sinpi(a1 +mf ) sin pi(a2 +mf )
sin2 pia12
∏
± sin pi(a12 ± λ)
)1/2
+
∏4
f=1 sin pi
(
a1 −mf + λ2
)
sinpia12 sinpi (−a12 − λ) +
∏4
f=1 sin pi
(
a2 −mf + λ2
)
sinpia21 sinpi (−a21 − λ) .
(2.119)
We have defined ajk = aj − ak. The last line includes the contribution from the screening
monopoles.
2.5.4 U(N) Nf = 2N
For the minimal ’t Hooft operator given by the magnetic charge B = diag(1,−1, 0N−2)
corresponding to the adjoint representation, we obtain
〈TB〉
=
∑
1≤k,l≤N
k +=l
e2pii(bk−bl)
[∏N
f=1 sin pi(ak −mf ) sin pi(al −mf )
]1/2
sinpiakl
∏
±
[
sinpi(akl ± λ)
∏
j +=k,l
sin pi(akj ± λ/2) sin pi(ajl ± λ/2)
]1/2
+
N∑
l=1
∏2N
f=1 sinpi
(
al −mf + λ2
)∏
j +=l sin pialj sin pi (−alj − λ)
.
(2.120)
We have introduced the notation ajk := aj − ak.
We emphasize that (2.120) and (2.119) are the vev of the ’t Hooft operator in the U(N)
and U(2) theories, not in the SU(N) and SU(2) theories. We will compare (2.120) and
(2.119) with the Verlinde operators in Toda and Liouville theories in Section 2.7 that we will
propose to be related to the loop operators in the SU(N) and SU(2) theories. While we do
not have a computational method intrinsic to SU(N), we will see that (2.120) and (2.119),
when a is restricted to be traceless, do reproduce a-dependent terms in the CFT results.
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2.5.5 Relation to the vev on S4
As written in Section 1.3, the expression of the vev of the ’t Hooft loop on S4 has the
following form
〈TB〉S4 =
∫
da
∑
v
Zsouth(a+ v/2, q)Zequator(a,m;B, v)Znorth(a− v/2, q) . (2.121)
On the other hand, the expression of the vev of the ’t Hooft loop on S1×R3 has the following
form
〈TB〉S1×R3 =
∑
v
e2piiv·b ZL(a,m,λ;B, v) . (2.122)
If we set the twisting parameter λ = 1 on S1 × R3, there is a following relation
Zequator(a,m;B, v) = ZL(a,m+
1
2
,λ = 1;B, v) . (2.123)
It can be understood by using the following intuition. If we look at the place where the loop
operator is inserted in the equator of S4, the geometry around there is locally the same as
S1 × R3. The S1 in the latter corresponds to the S1 where the loop operator exists in S4.
Therefore the vev on S1 × R3 can reproduce only the contribution from the equator to the
vev on S4. There are no poles on S1×R3 so it cannot reproduce the contribution Znorth and
Zsouth from the north and south poles on S4 to the vev of the loop on S4.
2.6 Noncommutative algebra and quantization
By using the structure of the path integral we have found, in this section we show that the
vevs of the loop operators on S1 × R3, inserted on the 3-axis (x1 = x2 = 0), form a non-
commutative algebra, when the axis is considered as time and the operators are time-ordered.
We will begin with the U(1) case and then discuss the general gauge group.
2.6.1 Maxwell theory
Let us explain how non-commutativity arises in the algebra of Wilson-’t Hooft operators in
Maxwell theory on S1 × R3 upon twisting by a spatial rotation along the S1.
We begin with an intuitive explanation based on classical fields [26]. By taking S1 as
time, the expectation value of the product of Wilson (W ) and ’t Hooft (T ) operators can be
thought of as the trace
〈W · T 〉 = TrH(W ·T )(−1)F e−2piRHe2piiλJ3 (2.124)
taken in the Hilbert space H(W · T ) defined by the loop operators. The space H(W · T )
differs from the simple product H(W ) ⊗ H(T ) because when both W and T are present,
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their electric and magnetic fields produce the Poynting vector ,E× ,B that carries a non-zero
angular momentum. The orientation of the Poyinting vector, and therefore the phase e2piiλJ3 ,
depends on the relative positions of the operators on the 3-axis.
Next we present an approach suitable for localization. For simplicity let us turn off the
theta angle. The loop operator Lp,q with magnetic and electric charges (p, q) at the origin
,x = 0 is defined by the path integral over the fluctuations around the singular background
A = A(∞)τ dτ + p
cos θ
2
dϕ (2.125)
with the insertion of the holonomy
e−iq
H
S1 A . (2.126)
We note here that the expression for the monopole field in (2.125) has Dirac strings in
two directions (θ = 0,pi). The expectation value 〈Lp,q〉 is a function of (a, b), which are
normalized electric and magnetic background Wilson lines
a := RA(∞)τ , b :=
Θ
2pi
. (2.127)
We claim that the path integral yields the expectation value
〈Lp,q〉 = e−2pii(qa+pb) . (2.128)
The magnetic part is essentially the definition of the magnetic Wilson line Θ, which is defined
as the chemical potential for the magnetic charge at infinity. The electric part arises because
the holonomy (2.126) is evaluated against the background Wilson line.
Let us introduce a twist along the S1. If we think of the circle as the time direction, we
can write
〈Lp,q〉 = TrH(Lp,q)(−1)F e−2piRHe2piiλJ3 , (2.129)
where J3 is the Cartan generator of the spatial rotation group SU(2). The twist by J3 means
that we rotate the system by angle 2piλ as we go along S1, i.e., we introduce the identification
(τ + 2piR,ϕ) ∼ (τ,ϕ+ 2piλ) . (2.130)
In terms of the new coordinates (τ ′,ϕ′) = (τ,ϕ+ λRτ), the identification is simply
(τ ′ + 2piR,ϕ′) ∼ (τ ′,ϕ′) . (2.131)
The components of the gauge field are related as
Aτ ′ = Aτ − λ
R
Aϕ , Aϕ′ = Aϕ . (2.132)
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Note that Aϕ represents a holonomy around the Dirac strings. In our choice of local trivial-
ization Aϕ(θ = pi/2) = 0, so we have a simple relation∮
S1
A = 2pia at θ = pi/2. (2.133)
Thus the monopole field does not contribute to the holonomy as claimed above, in fact even
after twisting. The holonomies at θ .= pi/2 are, however, shifted from a. Indeed we find∮
S1
A =
∫ 2piR
0
dτ ′Aτ ′ = 2pi
(
a∓ p
2
λ
)
at θ =
{
0 ,
pi .
(2.134)
One can picture the shift as arising from the holonomy winding around the Dirac strings.
Then for the product of Wilson and ’t Hooft operators W ≡ L0,1, T ≡ L1,0
W (,x = (0, 0, z)) · T (,x = 0) , (2.135)
its expectation value is given by
〈W (,x = (0, 0, z)) · T (,x = 0)〉 = e−2pii(a∓ 12λ)e−2piib for
{
z > 0 ,
z < 0 .
(2.136)
The Wilson loop operator (2.126) for z > 0 is evaluated at θ = 0, and for z < 0 at θ = pi.
The difference λ between the shifts in a at z > 0 and z < 0 is independent of the choice of
local trivialization. We can also see that the expectation value of the product of operators
is given by the Moyal product of the expectation values:
〈W (z) · T (0)〉 =
{ 〈W 〉 ∗ 〈T 〉 for z > 0 ,
〈T 〉 ∗ 〈W 〉 for z < 0 , (2.137)
where the Moyal product ∗ is defined by
(f ∗ g)(a,b) := lim
a′→a,b′→b
ei
λ
4pi (∂b∂a′−∂a∂b′ )f(a,b)g(a′,b′) . (2.138)
This is the special case of the more general result for an arbitrary gauge group that we now
turn to.
2.6.2 Non-Abelian gauge theories
Here we consider a general N = 2 gauge theory with arbitrary matter content. Let us
suppose that we have multiple loop operators Li ≡ LBi,Ri(,x = (0, 0, zi)) located at various
points ,x = (0, 0, zi) on the 3-axis, ordered so that
z1 > z2 > . . . > zn . (2.139)
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In the localization calculation, it suffices to consider the Abelian configurations with magnetic
charges vi associated with Bi as only these contribute to the path integral. As is clear from
the Maxwell case, the holonomy at zi around S1 is shifted by the magnetic fields ∝ vj created
by Lj for j .= i:
a→ a+ λ
2
(∑
j<i
vj −
∑
j>i
vj
)
. (2.140)
Let us assume that the individual operator vevs are given by
〈L〉 =
∑
v,w
ZL,total(a,b; v, w) ≡
∑
v,w
e2pii(w·a+v·b)ZL(a,mf ,λ; v, w) (2.141)
for some functions ZL(a,mf ,λ; v, w). Then localization calculation yields
〈L1 · L2 · . . . · Ln〉 =
n∏
i=1
∑
wi
∑
vi
ZLi,total
(
a+
λ
2
(∑
j<i
vj −
∑
j>i
vj
)
,b ; vi, wi
)
, (2.142)
One can easily see that (2.142) is the Moyal product of the expectation values of individual
operators
〈L1 · L2 · . . . · Ln〉 = 〈L1〉 ∗ 〈L2〉 ∗ . . . ∗ 〈Ln〉 , (2.143)
where ∗ is defined by
(f ∗ g)(a,b) := ei λ4pi (∂b·∂a′−∂a·∂b′ )f(a,b)g(a′,b′)
∣∣∣
a′=a,b′=b
(2.144)
with the natural product · between the derivatives inside the exponential.
As a concrete example, let us consider SU(2) N = 2∗ theory. We computed the vev of
the charge-two ’t Hooft operator in (2.110). As explained in [10], this operator corresponds
to the product of two minimal ’t Hooft operators. This is because the resolution of the
singular moduli space corresponds to separating the charge-two ’t Hooft operator into two
minimal ones [34]. Indeed one can check that the expression (2.110) is precisely the Moyal
product of (2.108) with itself.
2.6.3 Deformation quantization of the Hitchin moduli space
We are now going to explain that the noncommutative algebra structure given by the Moyal
multiplication above realizes a deformation quantization of the Hitchin moduli space asso-
ciated with the gauge theory.
In [12], a correspondence between certain N = 2 gauge theories and punctured Riemann
surfaces C was discovered. The correspondence is a main ingredient of the relation [5]
between gauge theories and two-dimensional conformal field theories. The correspondence
is also manifested in the relation between the gauge theories and the Hitchin systems on the
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Riemann surfaces. This made it possible to study the integrable structure [39, 40, 41] as
well as the low-energy dynamics of these theories using the Hitchin system on the Riemann
surfaces [42], generalizing [43].
Let A = Azdz + Azdz be a connection of a G-bundle over C, and ϕ = ϕzdz + ϕzdz an
adjoint-valued 1-form. They are assumed to possess prescribed singularities at the punctures.
The Hitchin moduli space is the space of solutions to
Fzz = [ϕz,ϕz] ,
Dzϕz = 0 , Dzϕz = 0 ,
(2.145)
up to G-gauge transformations. The Hitchin moduli space is hyperKa¨hler , and therefore has
a CP1 of complex structures J , each being a linear combination of three complex structures
J = I, J , and K. Each complex structure J is associated with a real symplectic form
ωJ := gJ , as well as a holomorphic symplectic form ΩJ . For J = I, J,K, these are given
by ΩI = ωJ + iωK ,ΩJ = ωK + iωI ,ΩK = ωI + iωJ .
In the original assignment of I, J,K by Hitchin [44], we are particularly interested in the
complex structure J . The combination A ≡ A+ iϕ is then holomorphic, and (2.145) implies
that14 A is a flat GC connection. In terms of A, ΩJ is given by
ΩJ ∝
∫
C
Tr δA ∧ δA . (2.146)
The U(1) R-symmetry rotates the phases of ϕz,ϕz, and Φ0 + iΦ9, and ΩJ transforms ac-
cordingly [42].
We focus on the one-punctured torus, which corresponds to SU(2) N = 2∗ theory. Let
us define generators of the first homology so that the holonomy matrices (A,B,M) along
them satisfy the relation
AB =MBA . (2.147)
Here M is the holonomy around a small circle surrounding the puncture, and A and B
are the holonomy matrices for the usual A- and B-cycles. Dehn’s theorem [45, 46] allows
us to label the non-self-intersecting closed curves by two integers (p, q) with equivalence
(p, q) ∼ (−p,−q). They can be naturally identified with the charges of loop operators in
(2.106) [23]. In particular, we have the correspondence
〈L0,1〉 ↔ TrA , (2.148)
〈L1,0〉 ↔ TrB , (2.149)
〈L1,±1〉 ↔ TrA±1B . (2.150)
14More precisely, the first of (2.145) combined with the difference of the second and the third is equivalent
to the flatness of A. The J-holomorphic structure of the Hitchin moduli space can be described by dropping
the sum of the second and the third equations, and by taking the quotient with respect to GC gauge
transformations.
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Let us consider the case λ = 0. From (2.107-2.109) we find that
〈L0,1〉λ=0 = e2piia + e−2piia , (2.151)
〈L1,0〉λ=0 = (e2piib + e−2piib)
(
sin (2pia+ pim) sin (2pia− pim)
sin2 (2pia)
)1/2
, (2.152)
〈L1,±1〉λ=0 = (e2pii(b±a) + e−2pii(b±a))
(
sin (2pia+ pim) sin (2pia− pim)
sin2 (2pia)
)1/2
. (2.153)
Replacing the arrows in (2.150) by equalities, these expressions were exactly given as the
definition of the Darboux coordinates15 (a,b) on the Hitchin moduli space with respect to
the symplectic structure ΩJ ! Later in [48], (a,b) were identified with the complexification of
the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates of Teichmu¨ller space. Here we see that both the coordinates
(a,b) and the symplectic structure ΩJ arise naturally from the gauge theory on S1 × R3.
For SU(2)Nf = 4 theory, our gauge theory calculation of the ’t Hooft and dyonic operator
vevs is not complete due to the difficulty with monopole screening contributions. The relation
with Liouville theory and the formula (2.195) below suggests, however, that (a,b) are the
complexified Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates on the Hitchin moduli space associated with the
four-punctured sphere [49].
2.7 Gauge theory results and Liouville/Toda theories
In this subsection we propose a precise relation between the loop operator vevs on S1 × R3
and the corresponding difference operators that act on the conformal blocks of Liouville and
Toda field theories.
Let us consider the Liouville theory on a genus g Riemann surface with n punctures
Cg,n. In this thesis we only consider the two cases C1,1 and C0,4. The correlation function of
primary fields Vαe (e = 1, . . . , n) with momenta αe, inserted at the punctures z = ze, takes
the form 〈∏
e
Vαe(ze)
〉
Cg,n
=
∫
dα CE(α)|FE(α)|2 , (2.154)
where α is the internal momentum and E is the set of external momentum. In this subsection,
we use the notation E = α1 in case of C1,1 and E = {α4,α3,α2,α1} in case of C0,4. The
function CE(α) is a product of three-point functions. The conformal block FE(α) depends on
α, E, and the gluing parameters q holomorphically. The central charge c of Liouville theory
is parametrized as
c = 1 + 6Q2 , Q = b+ b−1 . (2.155)
15In [47] the Darboux coordinates were denoted by (α,β), and are related to our (a,b) by a trivial rescaling.
We also have TrM = 2 cospim.
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The parameter b is related to the equivariant parameters ε1, ε2 of the Omega background as
b2 = ε1/ε2.
As written in Section 1.5, there exists a difference operator Λγ, the Verlinde operator,
whose action on FE(α) we denote by
FE(α)→ [Λγ · FE](α) =
∑
v
Hv ;E(α)FE(α− vb) . (2.156)
Its vev is defined as ∫
dα C(α ;E)FE(α) [Λγ · FE](α) . (2.157)
We change the normalization of the conformal block and define
BE(α) ≡ C(α ;E)1/2FE(α) (2.158)
using the square root of the function C(α ;E) that appears in the correlation function (2.154).
In this normalization, the Liouville correlation function is simply given by〈∏
Vαe
〉
Cg,n
=
∫
dα |BE(α)|2 , (2.159)
where we used the fact that in the physical range of Liouville momenta, the function C(α ;E)
is real. The Verlinde operator acts on BE(α) as the difference operator defined by
[Lγ · BE](α) ≡ C(α ;E)1/2[Λγ · FE](α) . (2.160)
Its vev is then given by ∫
dα BE(α) [Lγ · BE](α) . (2.161)
To see how it is related to the vevs of the loop operators on S1 × R3, we shift the dummy
variables αi to αi +
1
2vb and define Zv as follows
(2.161) =
∫
dαBE(α+ 1
2
vb)
∑
v
Zv(α ;E)BE(α− 1
2
vb) , (2.162)
where the function BE is defined so that BE(α) = BE(α) and
Zv(α ;E) :=
[C(α+ 12vb ;E)
C(α− 12vb ;E)
] 1
2
Hv ;E(α+
1
2
vb) . (2.163)
The operator algebra of Lγ is isomorphic to that of Λγ. Lγ can be written as
Lγ =
∑
v
e−(b/2)v·∂αZv(α , E) e−(b
/2)v·∂α (2.164)
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up to an overall constant. In the case γ is purely magnetic, we conjecture that the above
Verlinde operator Lγ is related to the ’t Hooft loop on S1 × R3 as
〈L〉S1×R3 =
∑
v
e2pii(v·b)Zv(a,mf ) , (2.165)
if we identify parameters as written in the below subsubsections. Note that v and α in
(2.164) are variables with one component while v and b in (2.165) are variables with two
components, v = (v,−v) and b = (b,−b).
We have focused so far on the correspondence [5] between the gauge theories whose
gauge group is SU(2) and Liouville theory on the corresponding Riemann surface, but we
also propose that the above relation should hold for more general gauge groups SU(N)
and AN−1 Toda theories [5, 6]. Some examples of Verlinde operators in Toda theories were
computed as written in 1.5. Verlinde operators act on conformal blocks as follows
FE(α)→ [Λγ · FE](α) =
∑
k
Hk ;E(α)FE(α− bhk) , (2.166)
where k = 1, . . . , N in case of the Verlinde operator (1.100) on C1,1 and k = (l, k), (1 ≤
l, k ≤ N) in case of the Verlinde operator (1.104) on C0,4. Here h(l,k) := hl,k = hl − hk and
the notation of hk is reviewed in Section 1.4.4. We define the following quantities that are
generalization of (2.163) to Toda theory
Zk(α ;E) :=
[C(α+ 12bhk ;E)
C(α− 12bhk ;E)
] 1
2
Hk ;E(α+
1
2
bhk) . (2.167)
Lγ can be written as
Lγ =
∑
k
e−(b/2)hk·∂αZk(α , E) e−(b/2)hk·∂α (2.168)
We conjecture that the Verlinde operators in Toda theories are precisely related to the loop
operator vevs on S1 × R3 as
〈L〉S1×R3 =
∑
k
e2pii(b·hk)Zk(a, {mf}f ) . (2.169)
As seen in Section 1.5.1, Zk in (2.167) for b = 1 corresponds to the contribution Z1-loop,equator
from the equator to the vev of the ’t Hooft loop operator on S4. As written in Section 2.5.5,
the vevs of the ’t Hooft loop operators on S1 × R3 for λ = 1 are related to the equator
contributions Z1-loop,equator to the vevs on S4.
The above conjecture is consitent with these facts. The new aspect in the conjecture is
that this relation between Zk and the vevs on S1×R3 holds not only for b = λ = 1 but also
for general values of b2 = λ.
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This relation is also described in terms of the Weyl transform (ordering) 16
〈L〉S1×R3 Weyl=⇒ L . (2.170)
The parameter b plays the role of the canonical momentum:
b↔ i λ
2pi
∂
∂a
in general,
bi ↔ i λ
4pi
∂
∂ai
for SU(2) and Liouville,
(2.171)
where a on the Toda theory side appears in the expression of α so that ∂/(∂α) = −b ∂/(∂a)
as we will see in the following subsubsections. Thus our proposal implies that the Verlinde
operators are the Weyl transform of the loop operator vevs on S1×R3, when the gauge theory
has a Lagrangian description. It is very natural to conjecture that this relation should hold
even when the gauge theory does not admit a Lagrangian description [51, 12]. Below we
demonstrate our proposal with several examples.
2.7.1 SU(2) N = 2∗
This theory corresponds to the Liouville theory on the one-punctured torus as written in
Section 1.4.3. Let C(α1,α2,α3) be the three-point function of Liouville theory. We denote
the internal and external Liouville momenta by α and α1 respectively. The Verlinde loop
operator that corresponds to the minimal ’t Hooft operators acts on the conformal block as
[Lγ · Fα1 ](α) =
∑
±
H± ;α1(α)Fα1 (α± b/2) . (2.172)
H± ;α1 in the above expression corresponds to Hv=∓ 12 ;E in (2.156). Its vev is
〈Lγ 〉 =
∫
Q/2+iR
dαC(α,α1, Q− α)
∑
±
Fα1(α)H± ;α1(α)Fα1 (α± b/2) . (2.173)
The map between the Liouville theory parameters α,α1 and the gauge theory parameters
a,m is given by
α =
Q
2
+
a
b
, α1 =
Q
2
+
m
b
, (2.174)
where m := m + 1/2. Substituting these parameters into (1.101), we get the coefficients
H± ;α1 as
H± ;α1(α) =
Γ(±2a)Γ(±2a+ bQ)
Γ(±2a+m+ bQ/2)Γ(±2a−m+ bQ/2) . (2.175)
16For a 2-dimensional phase space parametrized by (q, p), the operator O and its inverse Weyl transform f
are related by f(q, p) =
∫
dσe−
i
!pσ〈q|e i2!σbpO(q̂, p̂)e i2!σbp|q〉 ,O = 1(2pi)2! ∫ dσdτdqdpe−iτ(bq−q)− i!σ(bp−p)f(q, p) ,
where [q̂, p̂] = i!, q̂|q〉 = q|q〉, 〈q|q′〉 = δ(q − q′) [50].
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By performing the manipulations explained above, we shift the argument in (2.173) as α→
α∓ b/4. Then the expectation value of the Verlinde operator for the minimal ’t Hooft loop
T = L1,0 becomes
〈L〉 =
∑
±
∫
dαC(α∓ b/4,α1, Q− α± b/4)FE(α± b/4)H± ;E(α∓ b/4)FE (α± b/4) .
(2.176)
The a-dependent part of the three-point function C(α,α1, Q− α) reads
C(α,α1, Q− α) ∝
∏
s1,s2=± Γb(Q/2 + 2s1 a/b+ s2m/b)∏
s=± Γb(Q+ 2s a/b)Γb(2s a/b)
, (2.177)
where Γb(z) is defined so that Γb(z) := Γ2(z|b, 1/b) where Γ2 is described in (1.59). For the
present purpose we only need the relations
Γb(z) = Γ1/b(z) , Γb(z + b) =
√
2pibbz−1/2
Γ(bx)
Γb(z) . (2.178)
As seen in (2.162), the factor Zv, which is related the vev of the loop operators on S1 × R3
directly, is defined as follows
〈L〉 =
∑
±
∫
dαC(α∓ b/4,α1, Q− α± b/4) 12 FE(α± b/4)Z±(α,α1)
× C(α± b/4,α1, Q− α∓ b/4) 12FE (α± b/4) . (2.179)
Comparing (2.176) with (2.179), we get
Z±(α, E) =
(
C(α∓ b/4,α1, Q− α± b/4)
C(α± b/4,α1, Q− α∓ b/4)
)1/2
H± ;α1(α∓ b/4)
=
( ∏
± cos(2pia± pim)∏
± sin(2pia± pib2/2)
)1/2
. (2.180)
It means Z+(α,α1) = Z−(α,α1). Thus the Verlinde operator (2.164) acting on Bα1(α) is
given as
Lγ =
∑
±
e±
1
4 b
2∂a
(∏
±
cos(2pia± pim)
sin(2pia± pi2 b2)
)1/2
e±
1
4 b
2∂a . (2.181)
This is indeed related to the ’t Hooft operator vev (2.108) by the Weyl transform above.
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2.7.2 SU(N) N = 2∗
The Verlinde operator corresponding to the ’t Hooft operator with charge B = (1, 0N−1),
acting on the Toda conformal block for the one-punctured torus, was computed in [11] in
the standard normalization. The notation in Toda theory is reviewed in Section 1.4.4. As
written in (1.87) and (1.88), the three-point function with two generic momenta α1, α2 and
one semi-degenerate momentum α3 = κωN−1 is given by
C(α1,α2,α3 = κωN−1) ∝ C(1)(α1,α2,κ) :=
∏
i<j Υ(〈Qρ− α1, hij〉)Υ(〈Qρ− α2, hij〉)∏N
i,j=1Υ(κ/N + 〈α1 −Qρ, hi〉+ 〈α2 −Qρ, hj〉)
(2.182)
and the three-point function where α1, α2 are generic momentum and α3 = κω1 is given by
C(α1,α2,α3 = κω1) ∝ C(2)(α1,α2,κ) :=
∏
i<j Υ(〈Qρ− α1, hij〉)Υ(〈Qρ− α2, hij〉)∏N
i,j=1Υ(κ/N − 〈α1 −Qρ, hi〉 − 〈α2 −Qρ, hj〉)
.
(2.183)
The definition of Υ(x) is written in (1.58).
The two-dimensional theory corresponding to N = 2∗ is the SU(N) Toda theory on the
torus with one semi-degenerate puncture. With the parametrization
α = Q+ iâ, α1 =
(
Q
2
+ im̂
)
NωN−1 , (2.184)
the vev of the Verlinde operator corresponding to the minimal ’t Hooft operator T =
TB=(1,0N−1) is
〈L〉 =
∫
dαC(2Qρ− α,α1,α) Fα1(α)
N∑
k=1
Hk ;α1(α)Fα1(α− bhk) , (2.185)
where
Hk ;α1(α) =
∏
j +=k
Γ(ibâjk)Γ(bQ+ ibâjk)
Γ(bQ/2 + ibâjk − ibm̂)Γ(bQ/2 + ibâjk + ibm̂) , (2.186)
as obtained in (1.100). The relation between the gauge thoery parameters a,m and the Toda
theory parameters α,α1 is given as
α = Qρ− a
b
, α1 =
(
Q
2
− m
b
)
NωN−1 , (2.187)
where m := m+ 1/2. Let us define
Υ˜(x) :=
Υ(x+ b)
Υ(x)
=
Γ(bx)
Γ(1− bx)b
1−2bx . (2.188)
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Let us rewrite (2.185) into the expression using Bα1(α) = C(2Qρ−α,α1,α)1/2Fα1(α) in the
same way as the Liouville theory case.
〈L〉 =
∫
dαB(α+ bhk
2
)
N∑
k=1
Zk(α,α1)Bα1(α−
bhk
2
) . (2.189)
We obtain Zk as follows
Zk(α,α1) =
(
C(α+ bhk/2,α1, 2Qρ− α− bhk/2)
C(α− bhk/2,α1, 2Qρ− α+ bhk/2)
)1/2
Hα ;α1(α+ bhk/2)
=
( ∏
j<l,±
Υ
(
± (ajl/b− b(δjk − δkl)/2)
)
Υ
(
± (ajl/b+ b(δjk − δkl)/2)
)∏
j +=l
Υ (Q/2−m/b− ajl/b− b(δjk − δkl)/2)
Υ (Q/2−m/b− ajl/b+ b(δjk − δkl)/2)
)1/2
×
∏
j +=k
Γ(−ajk − b2/2)Γ(bQ− ajk − b2/2)∏
± Γ(bQ/2− ajk − b2/2±m)
=
(∏
j<k
Υ˜(ajk/b− b/2)
Υ˜(−ajk/b− b/2)
∏
k<l
Υ˜(−akl/b− b/2)
Υ˜(akl/b− b/2)
∏
j +=k Υ˜(Q/2−m/b− ajk/b− b/2)∏
k +=l Υ˜(Q/2−m/b− akl/b− b/2)
)1/2
×
∏
j +=k
Γ(−ajk − b2/2)Γ(1− ajk + b2/2)∏
± Γ(1/2− ajk ±m)
=
(∏
j +=k
Υ˜(ajk/b− b/2)
Υ˜(−ajk/b− b/2)
Υ˜(Q/2−m/b− ajk/b− b/2)
Υ˜(Q/2−m/b+ ajk/b− b/2)
)1/2
×
∏
j +=k
Γ(−ajk − b2/2)Γ(1− ajk + b2/2)∏
± Γ(1/2− ajk ±m)
=
(∏
j +=k
Γ(ajk − b2/2)Γ(1 + ajk + b2/2)
∏
± Γ(1/2±m− ajk)
Γ(1− ajk + b2/2)Γ(−ajk − b2/2)
∏
± Γ(1/2±m+ ajk)
)1/2
×
∏
j +=k
Γ(−ajk − b2/2)Γ(1− ajk + b2/2)∏
± Γ(1/2− ajk ±m)
=
(∏
j +=k
Γ(ajk − b2/2)Γ(1 + ajk + b2/2)Γ(−ajk − b2/2)Γ(1− ajk + b2/2)∏
s1,s2=± Γ(1/2 + s1m+ s2ajk)
)1/2
=
(∏
j +=k
∏
±
cospi(ajk ±m)
sinpi(ajk ± b2/2)
)1/2
. (2.190)
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Thus we find
LB=(1,0N−1) =
N∑
l=1
e−
b2
2 hl·∂a
(∏
±
∏
j +=l
cospi(alj ±m)
sin pi(alj ± λ/2)
)
e−
b2
2 hl·∂a . (2.191)
Note that hl are the coweights that correspond to the weights in the fundamental represen-
tation of the Langlands dual group. The Verlinde operator (2.191) is the Weyl transform of
the vev (2.114) on S1 × R3 as expected.
2.7.3 SU(2) Nf = 4
To compare with gauge theory calculations, we relate the gauge theory parameters a and
{mf}4f=1 to the Liouville theory parameters α and {αe}4e=1 by
α =
Q
2
+
a
b
, α1 =
Q
2
+
m1 −m2
2b
, α2 =
Q
2
+
m1 +m2
2b
, (2.192)
α3 =
Q
2
+
m3 +m4
2b
, α4 =
Q
2
+
m3 −m4
2b
, (2.193)
where mf := mf + 1/2. In the next subsubsection, we will calculate the Verlinde operator
corresponding to the minimal ’t Hooft operator in AN−1 Toda theory. In case of N = 2, it
will become the Liouville theory result
Lγ =
∑
±
e±
1
2 b
2∂a
( ∏4
f=1
∏
s=± cos(pia+ spimf )
sin(2pia+ pib2) sin2(2pia) sin(2pia− pib2)
)1/2
e±
1
2 b
2∂a
− 1
2
cos pi(b2 −
∑
f
mf ) +
∑
s=±
∏4
f=1 cospi (−b2/2 + sa+mf )
sin(2pia) sin pi(sb2 − 2a) .
(2.194)
In view of (2.164) and (2.165), this is related to the ’t Hooft operator vev (2.119) in the
U(2) theory with a1 = −a2 = a by the Weyl transform, except the a-independent term
−12 cospi(b2 −
∑
mf ). This subtle mismatch suggests that there should be another ’t Hooft
loop that deals with singularities of the monopole moduli space in a different way from this
section and its vev is related to the above expression exactly. We will discuss this ’t Hooft
loop in Section 4.
The whole expression of (2.194) is invariant under a→ −a as well as under the action of
the SO(8) Weyl group.17 By the argument given above, then, Liouville theory predicts that
17Four generators of the Weyl group of the SO(8) flavor group act on the masses as m1 ↔ m2, m2 ↔ m3,
m3 ↔ m4, and m3 ↔ −m4 respectively. Agreement up to an additive constant is almost as much as one can
hope for. Without SO(8) Weyl invariance, however, (2.119) with a1 = a = −a2 cannot be the answer for
SU(2) gauge theory.
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there should be another ’t Hooft loop operators in the SU(2) theory with Nf = 4 where the
contribution from screening monopole is as follows has
Zmono(a, {mf}f ; 2, 0) = −1
2
cos pi(λ−
∑
f
mf )−
∑
s=±
∏4
f=1 sin pi (sa−mf + λ/2)
sin(2pia) sin pi(sλ+ 2a)
. (2.195)
Thus the whole expression of this ’t Hooft operator vev should be18
〈L2,0〉 =(e4piib + e−4piib)
( ∏
±
∏4
f=1 sin pi(a±mf )
sin2 2pia
∏
± sin pi(2a± λ)
)1/2
− 1
2
cospi(λ−
∑
f
mf )−
∑
s=±
∏4
f=1 sinpi (sa−mf + λ/2)
sin(2pia) sin pi(sλ+ 2a)
.
(2.196)
In Appendix A.3, we show that the λ = 0 limit of this expression coincides with the classical
holonomy on the four-punctured sphere written in terms of the complexified Fenchel-Nielsen
coordinates.
2.7.4 SU(N) Nf = 2N
The Verlinde operator corresponding to the ’t Hooft operator with B = (1,−1, 0N−2) in the
SU(N) superconformal QCD was computed in [11] and the result is written in (1.104) and
(1.105).
The relation between the gauge thoery parameters a, {mf}2Nf=1 and the Toda theory pa-
rameters α, {αe}4e=1 is given as
α = Qρ− a
b
,
α2 =
(
Q
2
− m2
b
)
NωN−1 , α3 =
(
Q
2
− m3
b
)
Nω1 ,
α1 = Qρ− m1
b
, α4 = Qρ− m4
b
, (2.197)
mf =
{
m2 +m1 · hi ≡ m2 +m1,i for f ≤ N ,
m3 −m4 · hf−N ≡ m3 −m4,f−N for f ≥ N + 1 ,
where mf := mf + 1/2. The vev of Verlinde operator is given as
〈L〉 =
∫
dαC(α4,α3,α)C(2Qρ− α,α2,α1)FE(α)
∑
l +=k
H(l,k) ;E(α)FE(α− bhlk) ,
where E = {α4,α3,α2,α1}. Let us calculate Z(l,k) ;E(α) by using (1.104) and (1.105). We
use the following notation (hlk)ij := (hl − hk) · (hi − hj) = δli − δlj − δki + δkj and Υ˜(2) :=
18Essentially the same expression has been obtained purely from quantization of the Hitchin system [52].
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Υ(x+2b)
Υ(x) =
Γ(bx)Γ(bx+b2)
Γ(1−bx)Γ(1−bx−b2) , which is analogous to Υ˜(x) :=
Υ(x+b)
Υ(x) =
Γ(bx)
Γ(1−bx) .
Z(l,k) ;E(α) =
(
C(α4,α3,α + bhlk/2)C(2Qρ− α− bhlk/2,α2,α1)
C(α4,α3,α− bhlk/2)C(2Qρ− α+ bhlk/2,α2,α1)
)1/2
H(l,k) ;E(α+ bhlk/2)
=
(
C(2)(Qρ−m4/b, Qρ− a/b+ bhlk/2, κ = Qρ/2−m3/b)
C(2)(Qρ−m4/b, Qρ− a/b− bhlk/2, κ = Qρ/2−m3/b)
× C
(1)(Qρ−m1/b, Qρ+ a/b− bhlk/2, κ = Q/2−m2/b)
C(1)(Qρ−m1/b, Qρ+ a/b+ bhlk/2, κ = Q/2−m2/b)
)1/2
H(l,k) ;E(α+ bhlk/2)
= pi2
(∏
i<j
Υ(aij/b− b(hlk)ij/2)
Υ(aij/b+ b(hlk)ij/2)
∏
i,j
Υ(Q/2−m3/b+m4,i/b+ aj/b+ b(δlj − δkj)/2)
Υ(Q/2−m3/b+m4,i/b+ aj/b− b(δlj − δkj)/2)
×
∏
i<j
Υ(−aij/b+ b(hlk)ij/2)
Υ(−aij/b− b(hlk)ij/2)
∏
i,j
Υ(Q/2−m2/b−m1,i/b+ aj/b+ b(δlj − δkj)/2)
Υ(Q/2−m2/b−m1,i/b+ aj/b− b(δlj − δkj)/2)
)1/2
×
∏
j +=l Γ(−ajl − b2(1 + δkj)/2)Γ(bQ− ajl − b2(1 + δkj)/2)∏
f Γ (bQ/2 + al − b2/2−mf )Γ (bQ/2− ak − b2/2 +mf )
×
∏
j +=k
Γ(−akj + b2(δlj − 1)/2)Γ(bQ− akj + b2(δjl − 1)/2))
= pi2
(∏
i+=j
Υ(aij/b− b(hlk)ij/2)
Υ(aij/b+ b(hlk)ij/2)
∏
i,j
Υ(Q/2−m3/b+m4,i/b+ aj/b+ b(δlj − δkj)/2)
Υ(Q/2−m3/b+m4,i/b+ aj/b− b(δlj − δkj)/2)
×
∏
i,j
Υ(Q/2−m2/b−m1,i/b+ aj/b+ b(δlj − δkj)/2)
Υ(Q/2−m2/b−m1,i/b+ aj/b− b(δlj − δkj)/2)
)1/2
× Γ(−akl − b
2)Γ(bQ− akl − b2)Γ(−akl)Γ(bQ− akl)∏
f Γ (1/2 + al −mf )Γ (1/2− ak +mf )
×
∏
j +=l,k
Γ(−ajl − b2/2)Γ(bQ− ajl − b2/2)Γ(−akj − b2/2)Γ(bQ− akj − b2/2)
= pi2
(
Υ(alk/b− b)Υ(akl/b+ b)
Υ(alk/b+ b)Υ(akl/b− b)
×
∏
i+=l,k
Υ(ail/b+ b/2)Υ(aik/b− b/2)
Υ(ail/b− b/2)Υ(aik/b+ b/2)
∏
j +=l,k
Υ(alj/b− b/2)Υ(akj/b+ b/2)
Υ(alj/b+ b/2)Υ(akj/b− b/2)
×
∏
i
Υ (Q/2−m3/b+m4,i/b+ al/b+ b/2)Υ (Q/2−m3/b+m4,i/b+ ak/b− b/2)
Υ (Q/2−m3/b+m4,i/b+ al/b− b/2)Υ (Q/2−m3/b+m4,i/b+ ak/b+ b/2)
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× Υ (Q/2−m2/b−m1,i/b+ al/b+ b/2)Υ (Q/2−m2/b−m1,i/b+ ak/b− b/2)
Υ (Q/2−m2/b−m1,i/b+ al/b− b/2)Υ (Q/2−m2/b−m1,i/b+ ak/b+ b/2)
)1/2
× Γ(−akl − b
2)Γ(1− akl)Γ(−akl)Γ(bQ− akl)∏
f Γ (1/2 + al −mf )Γ (1/2− ak +mf )
∏
j +=l,k
∏
±
Γ(−ajl ± b2/2)Γ(−akj ± b2/2)
= pi2
(
Υ˜(2)(akl/b− b)
Υ˜(2)(alk/b− b)
∏
i+=l,k
Υ˜(ail/b− b/2)
Υ˜(aik/b− b/2)
∏
j +=l,k
Υ˜(akj/b− b/2)
Υ˜(alj/b− b/2)
×
∏
i
Υ˜ (Q/2−m3/b+m4,i/b+ al/b− b/2)
Υ˜ (Q/2−m3/b+m4,i/b+ ak/b− b/2)
Υ˜ (Q/2−m2/b−m1,i/b+ al/b− b/2)
Υ˜ (Q/2−m2/b−m1,i/b+ ak/b− b/2)
)1/2
× Γ(−akl − b
2)Γ(1− akl)Γ(−akl)Γ(bQ− akl)∏
f Γ (1/2 + al −mf )Γ (1/2− ak +mf )
∏
j +=l,k
∏
±
Γ(−ajl ± b2/2)Γ(−akj ± b2/2)
= pi2
(
Γ(akl − b2)Γ(akl)Γ(1− alk + b2)Γ(1− alk)
Γ(1− akl + b2)Γ(1− akl)Γ(alk − b2)Γ(alk)
∏
f
Γ (1/2−mf + al)Γ (1/2 +mf − ak)
Γ (1/2 +mf − al)Γ (1/2−mf + ak)
×
∏
i+=l,k
Γ(ail − b2/2)Γ(1− aik + b2/2)Γ(aki − b2/2)Γ(1− ali + b2/2)
Γ(1− ail + b2/2)Γ(aik − b2/2)Γ(1− aki + b2/2)Γ(ali − b2/2)
)1/2
× Γ(−akl − b
2)Γ(1− akl)Γ(−akl)Γ(bQ− akl)∏
f Γ (1/2 + al −mf )Γ (1/2− ak +mf )
×
∏
j +=l,k
Γ(−ajl − b2/2)Γ(1− ajl + b2/2)Γ(−akj − b2/2)Γ(1− akj + b2/2)
=
∏
f [cos pi(al −mf ) cos pi(ak −mf )]
1
2∏
±
[
sin pi(±alk) sin pi(±alk − b2)
∏
j +=l,k
sinpi(±ajl − b2/2) sin pi(±ajk − b2/2)
] 1
2
. (2.198)
Thus we get
Lγ
=
∑
1≤j,k≤N
j +=k
e−
b2
2 ejk·∂a
[∏N
f=1 cospi(aj −mf ) cos pi(ak −mf )
] 1
2
sinpiajk
∏
±
[
sin pi(ajk ± b2)
∏
i +=j,k
sin pi(aji ± b22 ) sin pi(aik ± b
2
2 )
] 1
2
e−
b2
2 ejk·∂a
+
N∑
k=1
∏2N
f=1 cospi
(
ak −mf + b22
)
∏
i+=k sin piaki sinpi (−aki − b2)
(2.199)
+(−1)N−1 e
Npii(
P
f>N mf−
P
f≤N mf )/N sin pib2
sin(pi(N − 2)b2) −
1
2
cos pi(b2 −
∑
f
mf ) .
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This implies that there is an certain ’t Hooft operator in the SU(N) theory with Nf = 2N
whose vev on S1 × R3 is given by
〈TB=(1,−1,0N−2)〉
=
∑
1≤j,k≤N
j +=k
e2pii(bj−bk)
[∏N
f=1 sinpi(aj −mf ) sin pi(ak −mf )
]1/2
sin piajk
∏
±
[
sinpi(ajk ± λ)
∏
i+=j,k
sinpi(aji ± λ/2) sin pi(aik ± λ/2)
]1/2
+
N∑
k=1
∏2N
f=1 sinpi (ak −mf + λ/2)∏
i+=k sin piaki sinpi (−aki − λ)
(2.200)
+(−1)N−1 e
pii(
P
f>N mf−
P
f≤N mf ) sin piλ
sin(pi(N − 2)λ) +
(−1)N−1
2
cospi(λ−
∑
f
mf ) .
This is identical to the U(N) result (2.120) except the last two terms. This subtle mismatch
suggests that there is another ’t Hooft loop operator whose vev is given as above.
2.8 Discussion
Let us conclude with remarks on future directions and related works.
We focused on conformal N = 2 gauge theories because localization calculations are the
cleanest for them. Loop operators in non-conformal asymptotically free theories also exhibit
rich dynamics [26] and the spectrum of BPS states is often simpler. The easiest way to
compute correlation functions in such theories would be to start with a conformal theory
and decouple some matter fields by sending their mass to infinity. It would be interesting to
study this limit in detail.
Our calculation of the loop operator vevs, or the supersymmetric index (2.11), in terms
of the complexified Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates made use of the equivariant index theorem.
It is amusing to note that the calculation of the supersymmetric index in terms of the Fock-
Goncharov coordinates can also be formulated in terms of an index theorem, but applied
to the moduli space constructed from the Seiberg-Witten prepotential governing the IR
dynamics [53, 54] .
In our computational scheme for the monopole screening contributions Zmono(B, v) in
N = 2∗ theory, the ’t Hooft operator is S-dual to the Wilson operator in a product of
fundamental representations. As such the ’t Hooft operator is reducible, i.e., it can be
written as a linear combination of other loop operators with positive coefficients. Related
to this is the fact that the ’t Hooft operator vev (2.119) in the G = U(2) theory with Nf =
4 fundamental hypermultiplets becomes SO(8)F Weyl-invariant not just by substituting
(a1, a2)→ (a,−a), but only after adding an a-independent term in (2.194). It is important
to develop a method intrinsic to irreducible loop operators for gauge group SU(N) rather
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than U(N). This may involve decomposing the cohomology of the monopole moduli space
into irreducible representations of the Langlands dual gauge group [55] and incorporate the
computation of operator product expansions [34, 38, 56].
We found that the loop operators in N = 2 theories on S1 × R3 realize a deformation
quantization of the Hitchin moduli space. We expect that this can be explained in the
framework of [57], by dimensionally reducing the theory on the circle parametrized by τ
as well as the one parametrized by the polar angle in the 12-plane. We would obtain a
(4, 4) sigma model on a half plane whose target space is the Hitchin moduli space, and the
boundary condition would correspond to the canonical coisotropic brane. Liouville/Toda
conformal blocks arise as open string states by including another boundary mapped to the
brane of opers. It would be interesting to study these systems in more detail and understand
the appearance of the Weyl transform.
Some of the results in [42] obtained by the wall-crossing formula can be reproduced from
our results that are obtained directly by localization calculations. It would be interesting
to further explore the relation between the UV and IR theories as well as the integrability
aspects of the loop operators.
3 Instantons on A1 ALE
This section is based on my paper [2]. S-duality is an equivalence of two quantum field the-
ories. This enables us to understand strongly coupled regimes of theories from perturbative
analysis of the weakly coupled theories. Some of four-dimensional N = 2 superconformal
gauge theories have S-duality and they are important examples since in these theories the
instanton partition functions, which are nonperturbative objects, are exactly known and we
can see how they behave under the S transformation.
In [5] it was proposed that four-dimensional N = 2 superconformal gauge theories on
C2 and S4 with direct products of SU(2) gauge symmetries are related to the Liouville field
theory on the corresponding Riemann surfaces. S-duality is realized as a modular transfor-
mation of the two-dimensional conformal field theory. This correspondence was extended in
[12] to non-conformal SU(2) gauge theories with Nf < 4 fundamental hypermultiplets. The
instanton partition functions of these theories are shown to be equal to the norms or the
inner products of the states called the Whittaker vectors in the Virasoro Verma module in
Liouville theory.
More recently, in [13] this correspondence was further generalized to the correspondence
between the N = 2 SU(2) pure gauge theory on C2/Z2 and the Neveu-Schwarz sector of
N = 1 super Liouville theory. Since there are noncontractible cycles in the asymptotic
region of C2/Z2, the gauge field can have nontrivial holonomies U = exp(i
∮
A) around
them. Thus U(2) gauge theories on C2/Z2 have four sectors, where U = exp(i
∮
A) =
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(1, 1), (−1,−1), (1,−1) and (−1, 1)19. The last two sectors do not exist in SU(2) gauge
theories. We will denote the instanton partition function of the sector with the holonomy
U = (epiiq1 , epiiq2) by Z instq1,q2 . In this case q1 and q2 can take values 0 and 1. In [13] it was
shown that the instanton partition functions of the sectors with the holonomies U = (1, 1)
and U = (−1,−1) are equal to the norms of the Whittaker vectors of the Neveu-Schwarz
sector as follows
Zpure, inst0,0 = NS,even〈Λ|Λ〉NS,even (3.1)
Zpure, inst1,1 = NS,odd〈Λ|Λ〉NS,odd , (3.2)
where |Λ〉NS,even and |Λ〉NS,odd are the sums of states with integer and half-integer levels in
the Verma module, respectively.
In [14] the gauge theory side of the correspondence was formulated on the A1 ALE
space, which is a resolution of C2/Z2. In [15, 16] the correspondence between the instanton
partition functions of SU(2) superconformal gauge theories on C2/Z2 or the A1 ALE space
and the conformal blocks in the Neveu-Schwarz sector of the super Liouville theory on the
corresponding Riemann surfaces was also checked.
In [58] it was checked explicitly that the SU(2) pure gauge theory on C2/Z4 corresponds
to the parafermionic field theory with the spin 4/3-fractional supercurrent by showing that
the instanton partition functions with SU(2) holonomies coincide with the norms of the
Whittaker vectors in the sectors analogous to the Neveu-Schwarz sector.
It is a natural question what is a counterpart of the Ramond sector in the gauge theories.
We propose that the sectors with the holonomies U = (1,−1) and U = (−1, 1) in U(2) gauge
theories on C2/Z2 correspond to the Ramond sector in super Liouville theory.20 As strong
evidence in favor of this proposal, we will check the following relations
Zpure, inst0,1 = Z
pure, inst
1,0 = R+〈Λ2|Λ2〉R+ = (−i)× R−〈Λ2|Λ2〉R− , (3.3)
in the case of the U(2) pure gauge theory. The Whittaker vectors in the Ramond sector
|Λ2〉R± are defined in section 3.2. In addition, we will check the following relations
Z
Nf=1, inst
0,1 ; 1 = Z
Nf=1, inst
1,0 ; 0 = R+〈Λ2/2|Λ,m〉(1)R+ = (−i)× R−〈Λ2/2|Λ,m〉(1)R− (3.4)
Z
Nf=1, inst
0,1 ; 0 = Z
Nf=1, inst
1,0 ; 1 = R+〈Λ2/2|Λ,m〉(2)R+ = (−i)× R−〈Λ2/2|Λ,m〉(2)R− , (3.5)
in the case of U(2) gauge theory with a fundamental hypermultiplet. The states |Λ,m〉(1)R±
and |Λ,m〉(2)R± are also defined in section 3.2 and r in ZNf=1, instq1,q2 ; r denotes a flavor Wilson line.
19Holonomy U = diag(epiiq1 , epiiq2) is denoted just by U = (epiiq1 , epiiq2) in this thesis.
20In the pure gauge theory the U(1) part of U = ∓i(i,−i) is decoupled since the fields are in the adjoint
representation. In the theory with a fundamental hypermultiplet, the U(1) part may be thought of as the
Wilson line for the flavor symmetry. In either case, the total background holonomy acting on the fields gives
a well-defined representation of pi1(S3/Z2) = Z2.
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As we will explain in section 3.1, the instanton partition functions are computed for theories
with not only the holonomies of the gauge field but also the flavor Wilson line around the
cycle at infinity.
As a natural extension of [5], we expect that S-duality of N = 2 U(2) superconformal
gauge theories on S4/Z2 corresponds to modular invariance of the super Liouville theory on
the corresponding Riemann surfaces. For example, if we transform the coupling constant τ in
theN = 2∗ U(2) gauge theory into −1/τ , the complex structure τ of the one-punctured torus
is transformed into −1/τ on the super Liouville theory side. This modular transformation
exchanges the two cycles in the torus and therefore mixes the Neveu-Schwarz and the Ramond
sectors. Thus the correspondence between each gauge theory sector and each super Liouville
theory sector suggests that in U(2) gauge theories, the S transformation τ → −1/τ closes
only when we consider not only the sectors with the holonomies U = (1, 1) and U = (−1,−1)
but also the sectors with the non-SU(2) holonomies U = (1,−1) and U = (−1, 1).
The rest of this section is organized as follows. In section 3.1 we calculate the instanton
partition functions of the N = 2 U(2) gauge theories with and without a fundamental
hypermultiplet on C2/Z2. In section 3.2 we define the Whittaker vectors in the Ramond
sector and show that the norms or the inner products of the vectors equal the instanton
partition functions.
3.1 Gauge theory on the ALE spaces
In this section, we calculate the instanton partition functions of the sectors with the holonomies
U = (1,−1) and U = (−1, 1) in the case of N = 2 U(2) gauge theories with and without a
fundamental hypermultiplet on C2/Z2. Before we perform this calculation in section 3.1.2,
we review how to calculate instantons in a general N = 2 U(N) gauge theory on C2/Zp
following [59] in section 3.1.1 .
3.1.1 Instanton counting in the general case
Now let us consider an N = 2 U(N) gauge theory on C2/Zp, where Zp acts on (z1, z2) ∈ C2
as (z1, z2) → (e2pii/pz1, e−2pii/pz2). Since there are noncontractible cycles in the asymp-
totic region of C2/Zp , the gauge field can have a nontrivial holonomy U = exp(i
∮
A) =
(e2piiq1/p, · · · , e2piiqN/p) ,where 0 ≤ q1, · · · , qN ≤ p−1, around them. If it has the configuration
with the holonomy at a saddle point in the path integral and all the fields are covariantly
constant with respect to the gauge field with this configuration, then the periodicities of the
fields are twisted by the holonomy. That is, running once around the noncontractible cycle
on C2/Zp, the fields receive the gauge transformation U . Since the Zp action rotates the
fields once around the noncontractible cycle, this action causes not only the transformation
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(z1, z2)→ (e2pii/pz1, e−2pii/pz2) but also the gauge transformation U . In order to get the par-
tition functions of the U(N) gauge theory on C2/Zp , we must perform path integral over
the space of the field configurations on C2 that are invariant under this Zp action.
Now we recall how to calculate the instanton partition function of the N = 2 U(N) gauge
theory on C2. Later we will extract the contribution of Zp-invariant field configurations from
this partition function. To regularize the volume of the moduli space of k instantons, we per-
form a group action U(1)2×U(1)N on the moduli space and consider only the contributions
from the instantons corresponding to the fixed points under this group action. Choosing an
element of the group U(1)2 × U(1)N whose generator is labeled by ξ = ()1, )2, a1, · · · , aN),
we can write the instanton partition function as
Z(ξ) =
∑
fixed points
1∏
iwi(ξ)|fixed points
. (3.6)
The right hand side is the sum over the fixed points and each summand is the contributions
from the fluctuations around the instanton configuration corresponding to the fixed point
in the moduli space. We denote the set of the weights of the action labeled by ξ on the
tangent space of the moduli space by {wi(ξ)}. The equivariant parameters a1, · · · , aN are
related to the vacuum expectation value of the adjoint scalar field in the vector multiplet as
〈φ〉 = diag(a1, · · · , aN).
The moduli space of k instantons can be constructed from the two complex vector spaces,
V = Ck andW = CN . The fixed points are labeled byN -tuples of Young tableaux (Y1, ..., YN)
with k boxes. At the fixed points the vector space V becomes a representation of the action.
The weights of this representation are described by the Young tableaux, i.e. each box (i, j)
in the diagram Ym corresponds to the weight am+(i−1))1+(j−1))2 . The explicit formulae
of the instanton partition functions of U(N) gauge theories are written in Section 1.2.
Then let us consider the instanton partition function on C2/Zp . We have to perform
two modifications to that on C2 (3.6). First we have to choose the fixed points that are
invariant under the Zp action and sum over only invariant fixed points. Secondly we have
to choose the contributions from the fluctuations whose configurations are invariant under
the Zp action.
We explain which fixed point is invariant under the Zp action. As explained above, each
fixed point is labeled by a N -tuple of Young tableaux and then we will assign a charge of
Zp to each box in the Young tableaux. To do it, we determine a charge of each parameter
of )1, )2, a1, · · · and aN . The parameters )1 and )2 are related to two subspaces C of C2
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Figure 11: Examples of charge assignment to boxes in the Young tableaux
respectively and they transform under the Zp action as follows
)1 → )1 + 2pi
p
(3.7)
)2 → )2 − 2pi
p
.
Thus we think of the charge of )1 and )2 as 1 and −1 respectively. On the other hand,
since {am} (1 ≤ m ≤ N) is the set of the weights on the space W , which is a fundamental
representation space of U(N), they transform as follows under the gauge transformation
U = (epiiq1/p, · · · , epiiqN/p) caused by the Zp action:
am → am + 2piqm
p
. (3.8)
Thus the charge of am is qm . As explained above, the box (i, j) in the Young tableau Ym
corresponds to a one-dimensional subspace the weight on which is am+(i− 1))1+(j− 1))2 .
Therefore the charge of this box is qm + (i− 1)− (j − 1).
For example, let us think of a U(2) gauge theory on C2/Z2 and the 2-tuple of the Young
tableaux (Y1, Y2) = ({2, 1}, {1}) in the following two cases. In the case of the holonomy
U = (1, 1), we determine the charge of each box in these Young tableaux as in (a) in figure
1 and in the case of the holonomy U = (1,−1), the charge of each box is as in (b) . For the
holonomy U = (eipiq1 , eipiq2), the box at the bottom left (i, j) = (1, 1) in each of Y1 and Y2
has charge q1 and charge q2. As described in Figure 11, where the charges are shown modulo
p = 2 , every time we move to the right by one step, the charge increases by one and every
time we move up by one step, the charge decreases by one. We denote the number of the
boxes with charge 0 and 1 by k0 and k1 respectively. In the case (a), (k0, k1) = (2, 2) and in
the case (b), (k0, k1) = (1, 3).
Returning to the general U(N) gauge theory on C2/Zp, we can define {kq} (0 ≤ q ≤ p−1)
similarly. There is a relation between the holonomy and {kq} [59, 60]. Let us look at the N
diagonal elements of the N×N matrix U representing the holonomy. We denote the number
of the diagonal elements with the value exp(2piiq/p) by Nq (0 ≤ q ≤ p− 1). The relation is
as follows
c1(E) =
p−1∑
q=0
(Nq − 2kq + kq+1 + kq−1) c1(Tq) , (3.9)
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where c1(E) is the first Chern class of the gauge bundle E and c1(Tq) is the first Chern
class of a vector bundle Tq whose base space is C2/Zp and whose fiber space is a complex
one-dimensional space. This fiber bundle keeps in account the fact that parallel transporting
a section of the bundle along a noncontractible cycle on the base space gives the holonomy
epiiq/p. The vector bundle T0 has a trivial connection and therefore c1(T0) = 0. In this
thesis, we only consider the case where N = p = 2 and c1(E)/c1(T1) = 0, 1. In the case
c1(E)/c1(T1) = 0, the relation (3.9) becomes 0 = N1 − 2(k1 − k0) with N1 = 0, 2 and in the
case c1(E)/c1(T1) = 1, the relation (3.9) becomes 1 = N1− 2(k1− k0) with N1 = 1. That is,
we consider the following three cases in this thesis.
Case 1 N1 = 0, k1 − k0 = 0
Case 2 N1 = 2, k1 − k0 = 1
Case 3 N1 = 1, k1 − k0 = 0
(3.10)
Therefore we must choose the appropriate pairs of Young tableaux when we calculate the
instanton partition functions on C2/Z2 with the specified holonomy. For example, for the
holonomy U = (1, 1), or equivalently N1 = 0, we must choose the pairs of the Young tableaux
where k1−k0 = 0 . The pair of the Young tableaux (Y1, Y2) = ({2, 1}, {1}) in figure 1 satisfies
k1 − k0 = 0 in this case. On the other hand, for the holonomy U = (1,−1), or equivalently
N1 = 1, we must choose the pairs of the Young tableaux where k1 − k0 = 0 again. The pair
of the Young tableaux in figure 1 does not satisfy k1 − k0 = 0 in this case. Therefore this
pair of the Young tableaux contributes to Z inst0,0 in (3.1) but does not contribute to Z
inst
0,1 in
(3.3).
In addition to the restriction on N -tuples of Young tableaux, we must restrict the weights
in each summand of (3.6) . For example, in the case of the U(2) pure gauge theory on C2,
the summand corresponding to the fixed point labeled by the pair of the Young tableaux
(Y1, Y2) = ({1, 1}, {0}) is the product of the following eight weights
ZU(2) pure{1,1}{0} =
1
(−a1 + a2)(−a1 + a2 − )1)()1)(2)1)()2)(−)1 + )2)(a1 − a2 + )1 + )2)
× 1
(a1 − a2 + 2)1 + )2) , (3.11)
according to the Nekrasov formulae (1.36) . In order to get the instanton partition function
on C2/Z2 from that on C2, we must choose the fluctuations that have the appropriate
periodicity on C2/Z2. In the case of the trivial holonomy, in order for the fields to be single-
valued on C2/Z2, we should choose the fluctuations whose configurations have even parity on
C2. The weights corresponding to the fluctuations that satisfy this condition are ones that are
invariant under (3.7) with p = 2 modulo 2pi. In the example above, (−a1+a2), (2)1), (−)1+)2)
and (a1 − a2 + )1 + )2) satisfy the condition. Then the contribution from the pair of the
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Young tableaux (Y1, Y2) = ({1, 1}, {0}) to the instanton partition function on C2/Z2 is
1
(−a1 + a2)(2)1)(−)1 + )2)(a1 − a2 + )1 + )2) . (3.12)
For a nontrivial holonomy U , the periodicity condition is twisted. Then the weights
corresponding to the fluctuations with the appropriate periodicity are those invariant modulo
2pi under the simultaneous transformation of (3.7) and (3.8). For example, for the holonomy
U = (1,−1) , or equivalently (q1, q2) = (0, 1), we must extract the weights invariant modulo
2pi under
a1 → a1
a2 → a2 + pi
)1 → )1 + pi
)2 → )2 − pi ,
(3.13)
from (3.11). Therefore the contribution from the pair of the Young tableaux (Y1, Y2) =
({1, 1}, {0}) to the instanton partition function on C2/Z2 is
1
(−a1 + a2 − )1)(2)1)(−)1 + )2)(a1 − a2 + 2)1 + )2) . (3.14)
To summarize there are two rules in calculating the instanton partition functions with
the holonomy U = (epiiq1 , · · · , epiiqN ) of U(N) gauge theories on C2/Zp. One is which N -tuple
of Young tableaux we should choose. We should assign charge qm + (i − 1) − (j − 1) to
the box in th i-th column and the j-the row in a Young tableaux Ym (1 ≤ m ≤ N) and
choose the N -tuples of the Young tableaux that satisfy the relation (3.9), where kq denotes
the number of the boxes with charge q and Nq denotes the number of the diagonal elements
with the value epiiq in the holonomy U . The other rule is which weights we should extract
in the contribution from each N -tuple of Young tableaux in (1.36). The weights that are
invariant modulo 2pi under the transformations (3.7) and (3.8) contribute to the instanton
partition functions on C2/Zp.
In the next subsection, we will apply the rules to calculate the instanton partition func-
tions of the U(2) gauge theories on C2/Z2 with and without a fundamental hypermultiplet
for the holonomy U = (1,−1) and (−1, 1) .
3.1.2 Instanton contributions corresponding to the Ramond sector
Now we calculate the instanton partition function of the sector with the holonomy U =
(1,−1) in the N = 2 U(2) pure gauge theory on C2/Z2 . As explained below the relation
(3.9), this relation becomes 1 = N1 − 2(k1 − k0) with N1 = 1, that is, k0 = k1 in this
case and we must choose the pairs of the Young tableaux that satisfy k0 = k1. Since the
instanton number is k = k0+k1, we must consider only an even number of instantons. While
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the 1-instanton factor exp(−Sinstk=1) in the U(2) pure gauge theory on C2 is Λ4 as written in
Section 1.2, that in the gauge theory on C2/Z2 is Λ2 since the volume of C2/Z2 is half that
of C2. Therefore the instanton partition function in this case can be written as follows
Zpure inst0,1 =
∑
N∈Z≥0
Λ4NZpure, (2N)0,1 , (3.15)
where Zpure, (2N)0,1 is the contribution from 2N instantons with the holonomy labeled by
(q1, q2) = (0, 1). First we calculate the 2-instantons partition function. In this case all
the pairs of the Young tableaux (Y1, Y2) that have two boxes
({1, 1}, {0}), ({2}, {0}), ({0}, {1, 1}), ({0}, {2}),
({1}, {1})
satisfy the condition (3.9).
Contribution from ({1,1},{0})
Substituting a1 = −a2 = a into (3.14), the contribution from ({1, 1}, {0}) to the partition
function is
z({1,1},{0})0,1 =
1
(−2a− )1)(2)1)(−)1 + )2)(2a+ 2)1 + )2) , (3.16)
where z(Y1,Y2)q1,q2 denotes the contribution from the pair of the Young tableaux (Y1, Y2) when the
holonomy is U = (epiiq1 , epiiq2). The contributions z({2},{0}), z({0},{1,1}) and z({0},{2}) can be ob-
tained from (3.16) through the transformations ()1 ↔ )2), (a↔ −a) and ()1 ↔ )2, a↔ −a).
The transformation (a ↔ −a), or equivalently (a1 ↔ a2) not only changes the pair of the
Young tableaux (Y1, Y2) = ({1, 1}, {0}) to the pair (Y1, Y2) = ({0}, {1, 1}) but also changes
the Z2 transformation of a1 and a2. Since we would like to fix the holonomy now, the change
of the Z2 transformation may give different results from what we want in a general case.
However, in the case of the pure gauge theory, all the fields are in the adjoint representation
and the periodicities of them are the same whether U = (1,−1) or U = (−1, 1). Therefore
even if we change which of a1 and a2 shifts by pi under the Z2 transformation, the partition
function does not change.
Contribution from ({1},{1})
Similarly extracting weights invariant modulo 2pi under the Z2 transformation (3.13) from
the summand corresponding to ({1}, {1}) in the Nekrasov formulae (1.36) and substituting
a1 = −a2 = a into them
()1)
2(a1 − a2 + )1)(a1 − a2 − )1)()2)2(a1 − a2 + )2)(a1 − a2 − )2)
→ (2a+ )1)(2a− )1)(2a+ )2)(2a− )2),
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we can get the contribution from the pair of the Young tableaux as follows
z({1},{1})0,1 =
1
(2a+ )1)(2a− )1)(2a+ )2)(2a− )2) . (3.17)
Then the total contribution from 2 instantons for the holonomy U = (1,−1) is
Zpure, (2)0,1 = z
({1,1},{0})
0,1 + ()1 ↔ )2) + (a↔ −a) + ()1 ↔ )2, a↔ −a)
+ z({1},{1})0,1
= − 2(2a
2 − 2)21 − 5)1)2 − 2)22)
)1)2(−2a+ 2)1 + )2)(2a+ 2)1 + )2)(−2a+ )1 + 2)2)(2a+ )1 + 2)2) . (3.18)
Next we calculate the contribution from 4 instantons. The pairs of the Young tableaux
that satisfy k0 = k1 are as follows
({1, 1, 1, 1}, {0}), ({4}, {0}), ({0}, {1, 1, 1, 1}), ({0}, {4}),
({2, 1, 1}, {0}), ({3, 1}, {0}), ({0}, {2, 1, 1}), ({0}, {3, 1}),
({2, 2}, {0}), ({0}, {2, 2}),
({1, 1, 1}, {1}), ({3}, {1}), ({1}, {1, 1, 1}), ({1}, {3}),
({1, 1}, {1, 1}), ({2}, {2}),
({1, 1}, {2}, ({2}, {1, 1}) .
(3.19)
Then we can calculate the contributions from these pairs of the Young tableaux in the same
way as the case of 2 instantons. They are written in appendix A.5.1. Summing them up, we
get the total contribution from 4 instantons as follows
Zpure, (4)0,1 =
2
(
16)41 + 108)
3
1)2 + 202)
2
1)
2
2 + 108)1)
3
2 + 16)
4
2 − a2(20)21 + 33)1)2 + 20)22) + 4a4
)
)21)
2
2(−2a+ 2)1 + )2)(2a+ 2)1 + )2)(−2a+ 4)1 + )2)(2a+ 4)1 + )2)
× 1
(−2a+ )1 + 2)2)(2a+ )1 + 2)2)(−2a+ )1 + 4)2)(2a+ )1 + 4)2) . (3.20)
We will compare these results (3.18) and (3.20) with super Liouville theory in the next
section.
In the case of the holonomy U = (−1, 1), we have to change the Z2 transformation (3.13).
As written below (3.16), in the pure gauge theory the value of the partition function is the
same whether U = (1,−1) or U = (−1, 1), that is, Zpure, (k)0,1 = Zpure, (k)1,0 .
If we calculate the instanton partition functions of theories with fundamental hypermul-
tiplets, we can see the difference between the values for the holonomies U = (1,−1) and
U = (−1, 1) . For example, in the case of the theory with Nf = 1 fundamental hypermulti-
plet, the instanton partition functions with these holonomies can be written as follows
Z
Nf=1
q1,q2 ; r =
∑
N∈Z≥0
Λ3N Z
Nf=1, (2N)
q1,q2 ; r , (3.21)
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where q1 and q2 label the holonomy of the gauge field, U = (epiiq1 , epiiq2), and r labels the
Wilson line for the flavor symmetry around the noncontractible cycle. In the case where
r = 0 or 1, we keep invariant weights up to 2pi under the shifts (3.13) together with the
shift of the mass of the hypermultiplet, m → m + rpi . This shift corresponds to the fact
that the hypermultiplet fields receive the flavor symmetry transformation when we rotate
the fields around the cycle. Using the Nekrasov formulae in Section 1.2, we can calculate
the 2-instanton partition functions as follows
Z
Nf=1, (2)
0,1 ; 0 = Z
Nf=1, (2)
1,0 ; 1
=
2()31 + )
3
2) + 7)1)2()1 + )2)−m(4)21 + 10)1)2 + 4)22) + 3a)1)2 − 2a2()1 + )2 − 2m)
)1)2(−2a+ 2)1 + )2)(2a+ 2)1 + )2)(−2a+ )1 + 2)2)(2a+ )1 + 2)2)
(3.22)
Z
Nf=1, (2)
1,0 ; 0 = Z
Nf=1, (2)
0,1 ; 1
=
2()31 + )
3
2) + 7)1)2()1 + )2)−m(4)21 + 10)1)2 + 4)22)− 3a)1)2 − 2a2()1 + )2 − 2m)
)1)2(−2a+ 2)1 + )2)(2a+ 2)1 + )2)(−2a+ )1 + 2)2)(2a+ )1 + 2)2) .
(3.23)
The 4-instanton partition functions are given in (A.28). If we change the holonomy of
the gauge field as U → −U and the flavor Wilson line, the periodicities of all the fields
including the fundamental fields are the same. Therefore the relations Z
Nf=1
0,1 ; 0 = Z
Nf=1
1,0 ; 1 and
Z
Nf=1
1,0 ; 0 = Z
Nf=1
0,1 ; 1 hold.
3.2 Whittaker vectors in the Ramond sector
In a general conformal field theory, eigenstates of the Virasoro generators L1 and L2 in
a Verma module are called Whittaker vectors. Now we will consider the Ramond sector
in N = 1 super Liouville theory corresponding to N = 2 U(2) gauge theories with the
non-SU(2) holonomies on C2/Z2 . The Lagrangian of N = 1 super Liouville theory, the
super-Virasoro algebra and Ramond primary states are written in appendix A.4. Then
we consider the Verma module for the primary states |α〉R± in the Ramond sector where
α = a+Q/2 . We propose that the norms of certain Whittaker vectors |Λ2〉R± coincide with
the instanton partition functions with the scalar vev (a,−a) and the non-SU(2) holonomies
of the U(2) pure gauge theory. The Whittaker vectors |Λ2〉R± are defined by the following
conditions
L1|Λ2〉R± = Λ
2
2
|Λ2〉R± (3.24)
G1|Λ2〉R± = 0 . (3.25)
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Since the second condition implies that L2|Λ2〉R± = 0, these states are Whittaker vectors.
The vectors |Λ2〉R± can be written as a following power series in Λ2
|Λ2〉R± =
∑
N∈Z≥0
Λ2N |N〉R± , (3.26)
where the states |N〉R± have a level N in the Verma module and satisfy the following con-
ditions
L1|N〉R± = 1
2
|N − 1〉R± (3.27)
G1|N〉R± = 0 . (3.28)
The states |0〉R±, |1〉R± and |2〉R± in the Whittaker vectors (3.26) can be written as follows
|0〉R± ≡ |α〉R± (3.29)
|1〉R± = x(1,±)1 L−1|0〉R± + x(1,±)2 G−1|0〉R∓ (3.30)
|2〉R± = x(2,±)1 L2−1|0〉R± + x(2,±)2 L−2|0〉R±
+ x(2,±)3 G−2|0〉R∓ + x(2,±)4 L−1G−1|0〉R∓ . (3.31)
The coefficients x(1,±)1 and x
(1,±)
2 in (3.30) are determined by the conditions (3.27) and (3.28)
as follows
x(1,±)1 =
3c+ 16∆
4 (3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)
(3.32)
x(1,±)2 =
∓(3± 3i)β√
2 (3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)
, (3.33)
where ∆ denotes the conformal dimension of the Ramond primary states ∆R±α in (A.26), c
denotes the central charge (A.21) and β = −a/√2 . The coefficients in (3.31) are determined
as (A.29). Then if we use BPZ conjugates to determine the norms and choose the convention
where R+〈α|α〉R+ = (−i) × R−〈α|α〉R− = 1, the norms of the states |1〉R± and |2〉R± are as
follows
R+〈1|1〉R+ = (−i)× R−〈1|1〉R− = 9c
2∆+ 96c∆2 + 256∆3 + 54cβ2 − 288∆β2 − 432β4
8(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)2
(3.34)
and as (A.30). Comparing these norms with the instanton partition functions Zpure, (2)0,1 (3.18)
and Zpure, (4)0,1 (3.20) and using the fact that Z
pure, (N)
0,1 = Z
pure, (N)
1,0 , we find the following relation
Zpure, (2N)0,1 = Z
pure, (2N)
1,0 = R+〈N |N〉R+ = (−i)× R−〈N |N〉R− . (3.35)
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This relation is equivalent to (3.3) because of (3.15) and (3.26).
Next we introduce another set of Whittaker vectors |Λ,m〉(s)R± and show that the inner
products of them and the vectors (3.26) equal to the instanton partition functions of the
U(2) gauge theory with Nf = 1 . The Whittaker vectors |Λ,m〉(s)R± (s = 1, 2) are defined in
terms of c(1)± := (±1 + i)/2 and c(2)± := (∓1− i)/2 as follows
|Λ,m〉(s)R± =
∑
N∈Z≥0
ΛN |N,m〉(s)R± , (3.36)
where the states |N,m〉(s)R± are level-N states in the same Verma module as the states |N〉R±
in (3.26) and satisfy
L1|N,m〉(s)R± = −
(
m− Q
2
)
|N − 1,m〉(s)R± (3.37)
G1|N,m〉(s)R± = c(s)± |N − 1,m〉(s)R∓ , (3.38)
for N ≥ 1 and |0,m〉(s)R± ≡ |0〉R± . The parameterm is the mass of the fundamental hypermul-
tiplet in the corresponding gauge theory and transformed into Q−m by Weyl symmetry21.
The states |1,m〉(s)R± and |2,m〉(s)R± are determined to be as follows
|1,m〉(s)R± = y(1,±,s)1 L−1|0〉R± + y(1,±,s)2 G−1|0〉R∓ (3.39)
|2,m〉(s)R± = y(2,±,s)1 L2−1|0〉R± + y(2,±,s)2 L−2|0〉R±
+ y(2,±,s)3 G−2|0〉R∓ + y(2,±,s)4 L−1G−1|0〉R∓ , (3.40)
where
y(1,±,s)1 = −
(3c + 16∆)(m−Q/2)∓ 6(1∓ i)√2c(s)± β
2(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)
(3.41)
y(1,±,s)2 =
8∆ c(s)± ± 3(1± i)
√
2 (m−Q/2)β
3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2
(3.42)
and the coefficients in (3.40) are given in (A.31), (A.32), (A.33) and (A.34). Substituting
the values of c(s)+ and c
(s)
− , we get the following inner products
R+〈1|1,m〉(1)R+ = (−i)× R−〈1|1,m〉(1)R− = −
3c(m−Q/2) + 16∆(m−Q/2)− 6√2β
4(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)
(3.43)
R+〈1|1,m〉(2)R+ = (−i)× R−〈1|1,m〉(2)R− = −
3c(m−Q/2) + 16∆(m−Q/2) + 6√2β
4(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)
(3.44)
21In [12], m is defined to be the mass parameter that is transformed into −m by Weyl symmetry.
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and (A.35). Comparing (3.22), (3.23) and (A.28) with (3.43), (3.44) and (A.35), we find
the following relations
Z
Nf=1, (2N)
0,1 ; 1 = Z
Nf=1, (2N)
1,0 ; 0 =
1
2N
R+〈N |N,m〉(1)R+ = −
i
2N
× R−〈N |N,m〉(1)R− (3.45)
Z
Nf=1, (2N)
0,1 ; 0 = Z
Nf=1, (2N)
1,0 ; 1 =
1
2N
R+〈N |N,m〉(2)R+ = −
i
2N
× R−〈N |N,m〉(2)R− . (3.46)
These relations are equivalent to (3.4) and (3.5) because of (3.21), (3.26) and (3.36).
4 Discussion
In Section 2, we saw that the loop operators along S1 in 4d N = 2 supersymmetric gauge
theories on S1 × R3 correspond to the Verlinde operators in Liouville or Toda theory.
In case of SU(N) Nf = 2N gauge theory, our ’t Hooft loop operators does not match the
corresponding Verlinde operator completely. For N = 2, only the first term in the second
line in (2.194) cannot be reproduced from gauge theory calculation (2.119). It suggests that
there is another ’t Hooft loop operator where the singularities of the monopole moduli space
are dealt differently and its vev matches the Verlinde operator. Although we do not know
how to define the second ’t Hooft loop operators so far, there is also a similar subtlety in the
instanton partition functions on ALE spaces. There are two definitions of these partition
functions that deal differently with the singularities in the instanton moduli space and the
results of these two instanton partition functions do not coincide in case of SU(N) Nf = 2N
gauge theory as observed in [61], where these two instanton partition functions are called
“orbifolded instantons” and “instantons in the resolved spaces”. Furthermore the authors
of [62] proposed and checked quantitatively that the orbifold instantons of SU(2) gauge
theories on A1 ALE space correspond to our ’t Hooft loop operators with magnetic charge
B = (1,−1) of the same theories on S1×R3. Therefore we expect that the other instantons
partition functions on A1 ALE space will give us a hint about how to define the second ’t
Hooft loop operators.
Let us turn to the origin of 4d-2d correspondence. We twisted the periodicity of the
fields along the S1 and the parameter of twisting corresponds to the parameter b in Liouville
theory. As a future work, we want to derive it from 6d (2,0) theory. We put 6d (2,0) theory
on S1×R3×C with surface operator along S1× ρ, where ρ ⊂ C. If we compactify it on S1,
we will obtain 5d SYM on R3 ×C with a loop operator along ρ. If we further compactify it
on R3, we expect that we will obtain Verlinde operators in Liouville theory on C. We want
to check it. Since we twisted the periodicity along the S1 in the original 6d theory, we have
to consider how the reduced 5d SYM is influenced by it and how the twisting parameter will
become the parameter b in Liouville theory after compactification.
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In Section 3 we saw that the instanton partition function on M4 := R4/Z2 corresponds
to super Liouville theory.
As a future work, we want to derive that super Liouville theory appears from M5-brane
theory and show that each gauge theory sector corresponds to each super Liouville sector
from the 6d theory. In 4d theory, the gauge field Aµ has holonomy along a non-contractible
cycle s in the asymptotic region of R4/Z2. The gauge field Aµ in 4d comes from the self-dual
2-form Bµν in the 6d theory.
In order to construct the 6d theory that will be reduced to the above 4d theory with
holonomy, the self-dual 2-form B should have holonomy along s × ρ where ρ is in C. We
want to show that compactification of this 6d theory on M4 gives super Liouville theory but
it is impossible to demonstrate it directly since we do not know the Lagrangian of the 6d
theory so far.
We need S1 in a four-dimensional manifold where the gauge theory lives, since compact-
ification of the 6d theory on S1 gives the well-known 5d SYM theory. Then we want the
geometry that includes S1 and that yields super Liouville theory. Before considering it, let
us recall the relation among instantons on R4, the vev of the loop operators on S4, the vev
of the loop operators on S1 × R3. The instanton partition function on R4 corresponds to
the conformal blocks in Liouville theory. Next we considered S4. It can be made from two
patches that are locally R4. The gauge theory on this manifold corresponds to the correlation
functions in Liouville theory. Furthermore if we insert the loop operators along the equator
on S4, it corresponds to the vev of Verlinde operators in Liouville theory. If we consider
S1 × R3 and insert the loop operators along S1, we can extract the contribution to the vev
on S4 from the equator as explained in Section 2.5.5. So it also corresponds to the Verlinde
operators in Liouville theory.
If we replace the geometry R4 in the first step with R4/Z2, we will see a similar corre-
spondence. The instanton partition functions on R4/Z2 correspond to super Liouville theory.
As S4 can be made from two patches that are locally R4 and correspond to the northern
and southern hemispheres respectively, we consider the four-dimensional compact manifold
M (1)4 that can be made from two copies of R4/Z2. There is a noncontractible cycle in the
equator of this manifold and the gauge field has nontrivial holonomy along it. Furthermore
we can insert the loop operators along this equator. Next we consider the geometry M (2)4
that is locally the same as the above manifold but does not have the north and south poles
and extends to the infinities. We expect that the vevs of the loop operators on this manifold
corresponds to Verlinde operators in super Liouville theory. In this case, we expect that
each gauge theory sector corresponds to each super Liouville sector again.
This four-dimensional manifold M (2)4 has a S
1 fiber on which we put the holonomy and
the loop operators. Then after putting 6d theory on M (2)4 × C, we can compactify the 6d
theory on this S1 and we will obtain 5d SYM. If we further compactify it on the remaining
three-dimensional manifold in M (2)4 , we might obtain Verlinde operators in super Liouville
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theory.
The dimensional reduction from 6d to 5d is nontrivial since we have nontrivial holonomy
along the S1. We do not know how the reduced 5d SYM is influenced by this holonomy.
The reduced 5d SYM should depend on the value of the holonomy. I hope we can predict
the influence on 5d SYM from the assumption that this 5d SYM gives the Neveu-Schwarz
and Ramond sectors of super Liouville theory depending on the holonomy and it will help
us understand a new aspect of the 6d theory.
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A Appendix
A.1 Spinors and gamma matrices
Chiral spinors Ψ and ) transform in a representation of Spin(10), whose generators are
constructed from 32× 32 matrices ΓM obeying
{ΓM ,ΓN} = 2ηMN M = 0, 1, . . . , 9 . (A.1)
We use the Euclidean signature ηMN = δMN . We can take ΓM in the form
ΓM =
(
0 Γ˜M
ΓM 0
)
, (A.2)
where ΓM ≡ (Γ0,Γ1, . . . ,Γ9) and Γ˜M ≡ (−Γ0,Γ1, . . . ,Γ9) are 16× 16 matrices that satisfy
Γ˜MΓN + Γ˜NΓM = 2δMN , ΓM Γ˜N + ΓN Γ˜M = 2δMN . (A.3)
We also use notation ΓMN ≡ Γ˜[MΓN ], Γ˜MN ≡ Γ[M Γ˜N ], and ΓMNPQ ≡ Γ˜[MΓN Γ˜PΓQ]. Our
spinors have positive chirality with respect to the chirality matrix
Γ ≡ −iΓ1 . . .Γ9Γ0 =
(
−iΓ˜1Γ2 . . . Γ˜9Γ0 0
0 −iΓ1Γ˜2 . . .Γ9Γ˜0
)
=
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (A.4)
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In ten dimensions with Euclidean signature the chiral spinor representation is complex.
We take Γ1, . . . ,Γ9 to be real and Γ0 = i pure imaginary. As in [10], for the explicit
expressions we use matrices as defined in appendix A of [9] with a permutation of spacetime
indices. Let ΓM be the gamma matrices in [9]. Then our ΓM are given by
ΓM = ΓM+1 for M = 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 ,
Γ4 = Γ1 , Γ8 = Γ5 , Γ9 = Γ9 , Γ0 = iΓ0.
(A.5)
The factor of i in the relation to Γ0 arises because our present conventions use the Euclidean
metric ηMN = δMN , while [9] used the Lorentz metric with η00 = −1.
For off-shell supersymmetry, we need a set of spinors νi (i = 1, . . . , 7) that satisfy the
relations [9, 63]
)ΓMνi = 0 ,
1
2
()ΓN))Γ˜
N
αβ = ν
i
αν
i
β + )α)β , (A.6)
νiΓ
Mνj = δij)Γ
M) .
Explicitly, we take
νj =Γ
8,j+4) j = 1, 2, 3 ,
ν4 =Γ
89) ,
νj =Γ
8,j−4) j = 5, 6, 7 .
(A.7)
We also use the standard Pauli matrices σi, i = 1, 2, 3, defined as
σ1 =
(
1
1
)
, σ2 =
( −i
i
)
, σ3 =
(
1
−1
)
. (A.8)
A.2 Differential operators for the one-loop determinants
In this appendix we derive the differential operators whose indices enter the one-loop calcu-
lations.
We will need the relations inverse to (2.46) and (2.47):
A˜M = X0M M = 1, . . . , 9 ,
Φ˜0 ≡ A˜0 = iX ′18 + iX04
ΨM = X
′
0M −D(0)MX18 M = 1, . . . , 9 ,
Kj = X
′
1j + i
9∑
M=1
9∑
N=1
(νjΓ
MN))D(0)MX0N j = 1, . . . , 7 ,
Υj = X1j j = 1, . . . , 7
c = X18 , c˜ = X19 , b˜ = X
′
19 .
(A.9)
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Then the quadratic part of V̂ is given by
V̂ (2) =
∫
d4xTr
( ∑
M=1,2,3,9
(X ′0M −D(0)MX18)(−D(0)τX0M +D(0)MX04)
+
7∑
j=1
X1j
(
X ′1j + 2i(νjΓ˜
NP ))D(0)NX0P
)
+X19
(
i
∑
M=1,2,3,9
DM(0)X0M +
ξ
2
X ′19
))
.
(A.10)
From this we read off D10:
(D10 ·X0)7j=1
=2i
3∑
k=1
3∑
l=1
(νjΓ˜
kl))D(0)kX0l + 2i
3∑
k=1
8∑
l=5
(νjΓ˜
kl))D(0)kX0l + 2i
3∑
k=1
(νjΓ˜
k9))D(0)kX09
+ 2i
3∑
l=1
(νjΓ˜
9l))D(0)9X0l + 2i
8∑
l=5
(νjΓ˜
9l))D(0)9X0l .
The differential operator D10 splits into the vector and hypermultiplet parts. Let us begin
with the vector multiplet. For j = 1, 2, 3, we have
(D10 ·X0)3j=1
=− 2i)jklD(0)kX0l + 2iD(0)jX09 − 2iD(0)9X0j
=− 2i(DBogo ·X0)j
(A.11)
where we used that νjΓ˜kl) = −)jkl for j, k, l ∈ {1, 2, 3}, νjΓ˜kl) = 0 for j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and
l ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}, νjΓ˜k9) = δjk for j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, νjΓ˜9l) = 0 for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and l ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}.
The differential operator DBogo is the linearization of the Bogomolny equations. For j = 9,
we get
(D10 ·X0)9 = i
∑
M=1,2,3,9
DM(0)X0M . (A.12)
This is the conjugate of the linearized gauge transformation and has its origin in the gauge-
fixing condition. We also have
(D10 ·X0)8 =
9∑
M=0
DM(0)
(
D(0)MX04 −D(0)τX0M
)
. (A.13)
As in [9], the computation of the symbol shows that (A.13) can be dropped by neglecting
X04 and X18, and that D10 acting on the vector multiplet fails to be elliptic, though we have
checked that D10 is transversally elliptic, i.e., it is elliptic in the directions other than τ .
Since we work in a non-compact space, our application of the localization formula for the
index is done formally, as in the calculation of the instanton partition function.
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For the hypermultiplet, we need to consider the components j = 4, 5, 6, 7 of (A.11):
(D10 ·X0)7j=4
=2i
3∑
k=1
8∑
l=5
(νjΓ˜
kl))D(0)kX0l + 2i
8∑
l=5
(νjΓ˜
9l))D(0)9X0l .
This differential operator is the “realification” of the Dirac-Higgs operator
DDH ≡ σiD(0)i + [Φ(0)9, · ] (A.14)
acting on the “spinor” 2−1/2(X05− iX06+ iX07+X08, iX05−X06−X07− iX08)T and mapping
to another 2−1/2(iX11 + iX12 +X13 −X14, X11 −X12 − iX13 − iX14)T .
A.3 SU(2) holonomies on the four-punctured sphere
The Hitchin moduli space on the four-punctured sphere as a complex manifold is described
by four SL(2,C) holonomy matrices Me (e = 1, . . . , 4) satisfying M1M2M3M4 = 1 up to
conjugation with fixed conjugacy classes for Me. We set
W = TrM1M2, , T = TrM1M4 , D = TrM1M3 . (A.15)
They satisfy the identity
0 =D2 + (WT − TrM1TrM3 − TrM2TrM4)D
+ (W − TrM1TrM2)(W − TrM3TrM4) + (T − TrM2TrM3)(T − TrM1TrM4)
+
4∑
e=1
(TrMe)
2 −
4∏
e=1
TrMe − 4 .
(A.16)
We expect that the quantities W , T , and D correspond to Wilson, ’t Hooft, and dyonic
operators [23] in the SU(2) theory with Nf = 4 fundamental hypermultiplets. Anticipating
a match with the results of localization, we make an ansatz
W = x+ 1/x , T = −(y2 + 1/y2)Z(x) + C1 , D =
(
xy2 +
1
xy2
)
Z(x) + C2 , (A.17)
where Z(x) is a function of x ≡ e2piia, and C1 and C2 are independent of y ≡ e2piib. The
ansatz is motivated by the localization computation, where we expect a common one-loop
factor Z(x) for T and D. Let us substitute these into (A.16) and organize the equation in
powers of y. The minus sign in the first term in T was put by hand to ensure that there are
no terms proportional to y4 or 1/y4. We can choose C1 and C2 such that terms proportional
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to y2 and 1/y2 also vanish. Then y drops out of the equation (A.16), which can then be
solved for Z. The result is
Z =4
∏
±
∏4
i=1 sin
1/2 pi(a±mf )
sin2 2pia
,
C1 =2
∏4
f=1 cospimf
cos2 pia
+ 2
∏4
f=1 sinpimf
sin2 pia
,
C2 =2
∏4
f=1 cospimf
cos2 pia
− 2
∏4
f=1 sin pimf
sin2 pia
,
(A.18)
where TrMe = e2piiγe + e−2piiγe and
2γ1 = m1 −m2 , 2γ2 = m1 +m2 , 2γ3 = m3 +m4 , 2γ4 = m3 −m4 . (A.19)
Then −T/4 is precisely the λ = 0 limit of (2.196).22 These expressions for W , T , and D
were given in [47] as the definition of Darboux coordinates a and b.
A.4 Super Liouville theory
The Lagrangian of N = 1 super Liouville theory is as follows
L = 1
8pi
(∂aφ)
2 +
1
2pi
(ψ∂ψ + ψ∂ψ) + 2iµb2ψψebφ + 2pib2µ2e2bφ . (A.20)
The central charge of this conformal field theory is
c = 1 + 2Q2, Q = b+
1
b
. (A.21)
The algebra is as follows
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m + c
8
(n3 − n)δn+m , (A.22)
{Gk, Gl} = 2Lk+l + c
2
(k2 − 1
4
)δk+l , (A.23)
[Ln, Gk] =
(1
2
n− k
)
Gn+k . (A.24)
In the Neveu-Schwarz sector, n and m take integer values and k and l take half-integer
values. In the Ramond sector, all of them take integer values.
In the Neveu-Schwarz sector, the primary fields can be written as V NSα = e
αφ where
α = Q2 + a (a ∈ iR). The conformal dimensions of them are
∆NSα =
1
2
α(Q− α) . (A.25)
22It would be nice to understand the origin of several minus signs that seem unavoidable.
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In the Ramond sector, the primary fields are written as V R±α = σ
±eαφ with the spin field σ±
with the dimension 1/16. The parameter α can be written as α = Q2 + a (a ∈ iR) as in the
Neveu-Schwarz sector. Both of V R±α have the conformal dimension
∆Rα =
1
16
+
1
2
α(Q− α) , (A.26)
and G0 acts on them as follows
G0 V
R±
α = iβ exp(∓ipi/4) V R∓α ,
where β = −a /√2 . In section 3.2 we consider the Ramond primary states |α〉R± corre-
sponding to the Ramond primary fields V R±α .
A.5 Explicit calculation
A.5.1 Instanton partition function
The contribution to the 4-instanton partition function Zpure, (4)0,1 (3.20) from each pair of the
Young tableaux is as follows
z({1,1,1,1},{0})0,1 =
1
(−2a− 3)1)(−2a− )1)(2)1)(4)1)(−3)1 + )2)(−)1 + )2)
× 1
(2a+ 2)1 + )2)(2a+ 4)1 + )2)
z({2,1,1},{0})0,1 =
1
(−2a− )1)(2)1)(−2a− )2)(3)1 − )2)(−)1 + )2)(2a+ 2)1 + )2)
× 1
(−2)1 + 2)2)(2a+ )1 + 2)2)
z({2,2},{0})0,1 =
1
(−2a− )1)(2)1)(−2a− )2)()1 − )2)(2)2)(−)1 + )2)
× 1
(2a+ 2)1 + )2)(2a+ )1 + 2)2)
z({1,1,1},{1})0,1 =
1
(−2a− )1)(2)1)(−2a+ )1)(2a+ 3)1)(2a+ )2)(−2a− 2)1 + )2)
× 1
(−)1 + )2)(2a+ 2)1 + )2)
z({1,1},{1,1})0,1 =
1
(−2a+ )1)(2a+ )1)(2)1)2(−2a+ )2)(2a+ )2)(−)1 + )2)2
z({2},{1,1})0,1 =
1
(2a+ )1)(2)1)()1 − )2)(−2a+ 2)1 − )2)(2)2)(−2a+ )2)
× 1
(−)1 + )2)(2a− )1 + 2)2) .
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Therefore,
Zpure, (4)0,1 = z
({1,1,1,1},{0})
0,1 + ()1 ↔ )2) + (a↔ −a) + ()1 ↔ )2, a↔ −a)
+ z({2,1,1},{0})0,1 + ()1 ↔ )2) + (a↔ −a) + ()1 ↔ )2, a↔ −a)
+ z({2,2},{0})0,1 + (a↔ −a)
+ z({1,1,1},{1})0,1 + ()1 ↔ )2) + (a↔ −a) + ()1 ↔ )2, a↔ −a)
+ z({1,1},{1,1})0,1 + ()1 ↔ )2)
+ z({2},{1,1})0,1 + ()1 ↔ )2)
=
2
(
16)41 + 108)
3
1)2 + 202)
2
1)
2
2 + 108)1)
3
2 + 16)
4
2 − a2(20)21 − 20)22 − 33)1)2) + 4a4
)
)21)
2
2(−2a+ 2)1 + )2)(2a+ 2)1 + )2)(−2a+ 4)1 + )2)(2a+ 4)1 + )2)
× 1
(−2a+ )1 + 2)2)(2a+ )1 + 2)2)(−2a+ )1 + 4)2)(2a+ )1 + 4)2) . (A.27)
In the case of the U(2) gauge theory with Nf = 1, the 4-instanton partition functions Z
(4)
q1,q2, ; r
with the holonomies of the gauge field U = (epiiq1 , epiiq2) and the flavor Wilson line labeled
by r, are as follows
Z(4)0,1 ; 1 = Z
(4)
1,0 ; 0
=
(
32)61 + 304)
5
1)2 + 1030)
4
1)
2
2 + 1543)
3
1)
3
2 + 1030)
2
1)
4
2 + 304)1)
5
2 + 32)
6
2
+m(−128)51 − 992)41)2 − 2480)31)22 − 2480)21)32 − 992)1)42 − 128)52)
+m2(128)41 + 864)
3
1)2 + 1616)
2
1)
2
2 + 864)1)
3
2 + 128)
4
2)
+ a
(− 96)41)2 − 294)31)22 − 294)21)32 − 96)1)42 +m(192)31)2 + 396)21)22 + 192)1)32))
+ a2
(− 40)41 − 248)31)2 − 410)21)22 − 248)1)32 − 40)42
+m(160)31 + 424)
2
1)2 + 424)1)
2
2 + 160)
3
2) +m
2(−160)21 − 264)1)2 − 160)22)
)
+ a3
(
24)21)2 + 24)1)
2
2 − 48m)1)2
)
+ a4
(
8)21 + 40)1)2 + 8)
2
2 +m(−32)1 − 32)2) + 32m2
))
×
(
4)21)
2
2(−2a+ 2)1 + )2)(2a+ 2)1 + )2)(−2a+ 4)1 + )2)(2a+ 4)1 + )2)
(−2a+ )1 + 2)2)(2a+ )1 + 2)2)(−2a+ )1 + 4)2)(2a+ )1 + 4)2)
)−1
. (A.28)
If we transform a into −a, we get the value of the instanton partition functions Z(4)1,0 ; 1 =
Z(4)0,1 ; 0 .
A.5.2 Whittaker vectors
We denote ∆Rα just by ∆ in this subsection. Note that we choose the convention where the
coefficient of the central charge in (A.22) is 1/8 rather than 1/12. The coefficients in (3.31)
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are as follows
x(2,±)1 =
45c2 + 24c (7 + 12∆) + 32 (28∆+ 8∆2 + 45β2)
(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2) (15c(7 + 32∆) + 8 (49 + 238∆+ 64∆2 + 450β2))
x(2,±)2 = −
3(168c+ 45c2 + 896∆+ 288c∆+ 256∆2 + 2112β2 − 720cβ2 − 768∆β2)
8(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)(392 + 105c+ 1904∆+ 480c∆+ 512∆2 + 3600β2)
x(2,±)3 =
∓(3± 3i)β (−75c+ 8(21 + 46∆+ 90β2))√
2(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2) (15c (7 + 32∆) + 8 (49 + 238∆+ 64∆2 + 450β2))
x(2,±)4 =
∓(12± 12i)√2(−14 + 15c+ 16∆)β
(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)(15c(7 + 32∆) + 8(49 + 238∆+ 64∆2 + 450β2))
. (A.29)
Then the norms of the states |2〉R± (3.31) are as follows
R+〈2|2〉R+ = (−i)× R−〈2|2〉R−
=
(
1008c2∆+ 270c3∆+ 10752c∆2 + 3168c2∆2 + 28672∆3 + 10752c∆3 + 8192∆4
+ 6048cβ2 + 405c2β2 − 32256∆β2 + 31968c∆β2 − 135936∆2β2 − 22464β4
+ 25920cβ4 − 497664∆β4 − 311040β6)
× (8(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)2(392 + 105c+ 1904∆+ 480c∆+ 512∆2 + 3600β2))−1 .
(A.30)
The coefficients in (3.40) are as follows. We denote m−Q/2 by msL .
y(2,±,s)1
= 4
(
45c2m2sL + 128∆
2(2m2sL − 3c(s)+ c(s)− ) + 64∆
(
14m2sL − 21c(s)+ c(s)− ∓ 3(1∓ i)
√
2msLc
(s)
± β
)
+ 12c
(
2(7 + 12∆)m2sL − 30∆c(s)+ c(s)− ∓ 15(1∓ i)
√
2msLc
(s)
± β
)
+ 24β
(± 7√2(1∓ i)msLc(s)± + 60m2sLβ − 75c(s)+ c(s)− β))
×
(
(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)
(
15c(7 + 32∆) + 8(49 + 238∆+ 64∆2 + 450β2)
))−1
(A.31)
y(2,±,s)2
=
(
c
(
1920∆(1 + 2∆)c(s)+ c
(s)
− ± 540(1∓ i)
√
2msLc
(s)
± β − 72m2sL(7 + 12∆− 30β2)
)
− 135c2m2sL + 4096∆3c(s)+ c(s)− − 256∆2(3m2sL − 64c(s)+ c(s)− )
+ 48β
(− 132m2sLβ + 165c(s)+ c(s)− β ∓ (5∓ 5i)√2msLc(s)± (7 + 36β2))
+ 16∆
(
300(∓1 + i)√2msLc(s)± β + 24m2sL(−7 + 6β2) + 32c(s)+ c(s)− (14 + 45β2)
)))
×
(
2(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)(15c(7 + 32∆) + 8(49 + 238∆+ 64∆2 + 450β2))
)−1
(A.32)
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y(2,±,s)3
= 2(1± i)
(
3cmsL
(
4(1∓ i)(7 + 32∆)c(s)± ± 75
√
2msLβ
)
± 256∆2c(s)±
(
4(∓1 + i)msL − 3
√
2c(s)∓ β
)
∓ 24β(− 14√2c(s)+ c(s)− ∓ 24(1∓ i)msLc(s)± β + 3√2m2sL(7 + 30β2))
∓ 16∆(69√2m2sLβ + 27√2c(s)+ c(s)− β ± 2(1∓ i)msLc(s)± (7 + 72β2)))
)
×
(
(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)
(
15c(7 + 32∆) + 8(49 + 238∆+ 64∆2 + 450β2)
))−1
(A.33)
y(2,±,s)4
= − 4
(
15cmsL
(
(7 + 32∆)c(s)± ± 12(1± i)
√
2msLβ
)
+ 2(1± i)
(
128(1∓ i)∆2msLc(s)± + 3β
(∓ 28√2m2sL ± 35√2c(s)+ c(s)− + 60(1∓ i)msLc(s)± β)
+∆
(
28(1∓ i)msLc(s)± ± 96
√
2m2sLβ ∓ 240
√
2c(s)+ c
(s)
− β
))
×
(
(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)
(
15c(7 + 32∆) + 8(49 + 238∆+ 64∆2 + 450β2)
))−1
.
(A.34)
The inner products in (3.45) for N = 2 are as follows
R+〈2|2,m〉(1)R+ = (−i)× R−〈2|2,m〉(2)R−
=
(
129024c∆2 + 34560c2∆2 + 688128∆3 + 221184c∆3 + 196608∆4 +m2sL(32256c
2∆
+ 8640c3∆+ 344064c∆2 + 101376c2∆2 + 917504∆3 + 344064c∆3 + 262144∆4)
+ βmsL(−4536
√
2c2 − 1215√2c3 + 145152√2c∆− 31536√2c2∆− 473088√2∆2
+ 283392
√
2c∆2 − 4067328√2∆3)
+ β2
(
18144c+ 4860c2 + 96768∆+ 127872c∆+ 25920c2∆+ 2165760∆2 − 387072c∆2
− 442368∆3 +m2sL(193536c+ 12960c2 − 1032192∆+ 1022976c∆− 4349952∆2)
)
+ β3msL (96768
√
2− 88128√2c+ 38880√2c2 + 156672√2∆+ 387072√2c∆
− 10838016√2∆2)
+ β4
(
228096− 77760c+ 1133568∆− 414720c∆− 442368∆2 +m2sL(−718848
+ 829440c− 15925248∆))
99
+ β5msL(912384
√
2− 311040√2c− 6967296√2∆)− 9953280β6m2sL
)
× (64(3c∆+ 16∆2 + 9β2)2(392 + 105c+ 1904∆+ 480c∆+ 512∆2 + 3600β2))−1 .
(A.35)
If we transform β into −β , we get the expression of R+〈2|2,m〉(2)R+ = (−i)× R−〈2|2,m〉(2)R−.
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